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ABSTRACT
Sending messages one cares to send to a receiver one hopes
to inf luence--that is what writing is, whether the message is

an entry in a diary, a grocery list, a love letter, or a poem,
or a letter to the complaint department.

Think of writing as a way to extend the range of one's

influence across time and space--or as a way to extend the power
of one's voice,

or the reach of one's thoughts.

Now think of what happens in so many schools, where"com-

positions"are assigned:
1.

The assigned message may not seem worth sending,

2.

The receiver (teacher) may not be interested,

or in-

teresting, or movable.
3.

The message is less important than the style.

WRITE V/ELL is the goal,

(Ask a group of young peo-

ple to write poems, and watch them stiffen.

me?”

TO

"

Who,

Adulation of STYLE and an atmosphere of per-

fectionism create in some young people a sense of
humility that resembles constriction, or even paralysis
4.

.

)

Writing is conducted in an atmosphere of disapproval.
Careful reading by a teacher means extensive noting
of deficiencies.

(Negative focus is deep in the lan-

guage patterns of composition teachers:

examine the

glossary of "symbols’' at the back of any composition

V

textbook.

Lay readers (interesting audience!) are fre-

quently referred to as correctors.
Numbers one and two, representing a perversion of the intrinsic motivators for writing, are training for cynicism.

Num

bers three and four, representing a misapplication of external

motivators that encourages avoidance behavior, are training for
impotence.

The combination might be enough to evoke the often

heard refrain:

anyway."

"it's not worth doing, and

To be slightly less solemn,

I

couldn't succeed

it's a course of study

titled "Dating a Maniken," and it's taught by Zmily Post,
The purpose of the Composition for Personal Drouth Project

has been to create a method of teaching writing that alters

each of these four deficiencies, to package this method in a

teacher's handbook available via mail order, and to train teachers to use these methods.

What appears in this document is a record of the training

workshops conducted and an evaluation of the writing program.

C

A
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I

rational:

Sending messages one cares to send to a receiver one
hopes to inf luence--that is what writing is, whether the message is an entry in a diary, a grocery list, a love letter,
or a poem,

or a letter to the complaint department.

Think of writing as a way to extend the range of one's

influence across time and space --or as a way to extend the
power of one's voice, or the reach of one's thoughts.
Now think of what happens in so many schools, where
"compositions’' are assigned:
1.

The assigned message may not seem worth sending,

2,

The receiver (teacher) may not de interested,
or interesting,

3#

or movable.

The message is less important than the style.

TO V/RITE ./ELL is the goal.

(ask a group of youn

people to write poems, and watch them stiffen.
"Who, me?"

Adulation of STYLE and an atmos-

phere of perfectionism create in some young people a sense of humility that resembles constric-

tion or even paralysis.)
4,

Writing is conducted in an atmosphere of disapproval,

Careful reading by a teacher means ex-

tensive noting of deficiencies.

(Negative focus

is deep in the language patterns of composition

teachers:

examine the glossary of "symbols" at

2

the back of any composition textbook.

Lay rea-

ders (interesting audience!) are frequently re-

ferred to as correctors.
Numbers one and two, representing

a

perversion of the

intrinsic motivators for writing, are training for cynicism.

Numbers three and four, representing a misapplication of external motivators that encourages avoidance behavior, are

training for impotence.

The combination might be enough to

"it’s not worth doing, and

evoke the often heard refrain:
I

couldn't succeed anyway."

To be slightly less solemn,

it’s

a course of study titled "Dating a Maniken," and it’s taught

by Emily Post.

The purpose of the Composition for Personal Growth Pro-

ject has been to create a method of teaching writing that al-

ters each of these four deficiencies, to package this method
in a teacher's handbook available via mail order,

and to train

teachers to use these methods.
What appears in this document is

a

record of the train-

ing workshops conducted and an evaluation of the writing pro-

gram

.

i

A copy of Composition for Per:; onal Growth is attached as an
appendix to this document and i s commercially available from
Educational Research Associates R.D.2, Amherst, Massachusetts.
,
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CHAPTER

II

ACCOUNT OF TRAINING SESSIONS
From March

7*

1971 to May 16

,

1972,

I

personally con-

ducted one-hundred and twelve training sessions, involving

myself in three-hundred and ninety-three hours of teaching.
Two thousand three-hundred and thirty-two was the total at-

tendance figure which

,

adjusted to account for people attend-

ing more than one session, would be approximately nineteen

hundred different people reached in training sessions.

Du-

ring this same period, four-hundred and ten copies of Compo sition for Personal Growth were sold.
writing,

I

At the time of this

am aware of eighteen people who have now

led.

their

own Composition for Personal Growth training session.
A typical training session was experiential.

Early ses-

sions interspersed didactic sessions with experiential sessions, the didactic sessions taking the form of thirty minute

lecturettes.

Later training sessions were almost entirely

experiential, the material previously covered in the lecturette now being displayed on wall posters or left to inference.
All workshops presented activities that speak to the higher
level concerns, as indicated by the hierarchy of concerns listed
in Table I below.

Table II below presents a time line for a representative

training session activity.
Table III below presents a record of the training sessions conducted.

,

4

Table
1.For

Teachers of Vriting

I

A Hierarchy of Concerns

-

2.

Provide activities that:
'encourage people to believe that they and their fellows
are beings with perceptions worthy of attention
3.

show that the process of screening one's perceptions
into words, phrases, sentences, and longer sequences
can be a clarifying process, one which heightens selfawareness and, hence, personal power

4,show that

writing, a tool for extending the power of
one's ears and voice, increases one's control over his
and over his own growth and destiny
environment
5.

help people to develop the ability to evoke, conjure,
or otherwise gain access to large bodies of specific
details; facts, images, statistics, quotations, etc.
6.
help people to draw inferences from large bodies of
disorganized specific details
help people to master major skills for communicating their perceptions to others, skills of illustration, organization, emphasis, and comparison

help people to develop precise, functional vocabularies
help people to develop ease with complex sentence structures
help people to master such matters of siarity as reference, paralle lism agreement
and punctuation
,

?,

S.

help people to master such conventions
as spelling, punctuation, and capitalisation
(optional) help people to master such
matters of etiquette as "different from,"
"far ther/fur tner " the TLA smyle sheet
on footnotes, and the correct margin
width
,

,

.

5

Table II
Some Orange Activities

-

Fun-And-Games To Teach Writing Skills

all you know about
Four minutes—Foursomes brainstorm:
oranges; the more obscure and trivial and specific, the
better
Brainstorming a group creativity process, helps to evoke
Group activity is a
large amounts of specific detail.
from
and
teach
one’s
peers.)
chance to learn
(

,

categories into
Three minutes--Same foursomes brainstorm:
which the general topic of oranges might be subdivided.
E.g., objects of entertainment methods of marketing, etc.
Peers teach and learn from
(Practice in classification.
one another.)
,

Two minutes—Brainstorming groups share categories with the
large group.

Leader selects three categories--calls for further brainstormins for details.
Two minutes per category.

Pair foursomes to make eightsomes.

(Underscores interplay
between specifics and
generalizations between
details and categories.
One suggests the other,
and vice versa.)
,

Four minutes- -sharing of lists in
eightsomes

Leader gives each eightsome one orange.
He asks members to
consider the orange a living system with hopes, fears, pleasures, sentiments, etc.
He then explains that he will ask a
question and permits one minute for individuals to write their
responses.
He then asks for a quick sharing of responses, and
subsequently asks another question.
One minute to write response-immediate sharing.
orange
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7*
8.

.'hen are you happiest?
when are you saddest?
How does it feel to grow?
*hat things do you dread?
How does it feel to have seeds inside?
How could you frighten someone?
How can you make yourself more important?
How can you give yourself more pleasure?

You are the

.

.

.
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Table II

-

(Continued)

(Emphasizes speed restriction as evoker of creativity
Chance
People learn from one another.
Immediate audience.
material.
Panpeople
treat
common
how
different
to check
evoke
creative
responses.)
topics
ciful
Leader conducts a fantasy,
lence during the fantasy.

allow

hote:

1 o ng

periods of si-

to imagine
I am going to ask you to stretch your imaginations
yourselves a life force that, during the fantasy, will mature
I will ask you to close
into a blossom, into an orange, etc.
I will conclude by asking,
"Where
your eyes during the fantasy.
At that point, let your imagination carry
do you go from here?"
When you have gone as far as you like,
you wherever it will.
Look around if you wish, but please be silent.
open your eyes.
,

Ten minutes--Imagine yourself a f orce

comf ortable and quiet...
you
yourself
quickening,
gathering
power ... You
feel
Gradually
Time passes... You feel yoursense a change coming over you.
self growing into a bud... feel the sun... feel the warm breezes..
You grow... Low it is night... Can you see the stars? ... ’What
smells? ... 'What sounds? ... Time passes... You break into blossom...
Can you feel the sun?... Can you smell the other blossoms?...
Days pass... You begin to feel your petals drying at the root...
Peel the wind tugging ax your pe tals?
See the petals from
other blossoms floating by, floating co the ground...You sense
an ending to your life as a blossom, .Gradually you become aware
of your new form, your new life as a tiny orange... It is night
now
.And getting cold... Can you feel the cold breeze on your
SKin/,
f ne smudge poxs nave been
you feel now
morning comes and night comes, aga:
...Can you fe
your growth?
Can you feel yourself straining against your
skin?.,. The sun?... Your v; eight weighing down the branch that
holds you?... It is night now.
I he dew falls gently.
.Are the
stars out? ... Imagine the daylight coming on, the birds beginning to sing... The sun rises, begins to dry the dew from your
skin.
Trucks arrive in the grove.
Yany voices. ... uch commotion,. .You feel a ladder shudder against the trunk of your
tree .. .Hands reaching up... Picking neighboring oranges
A hand grasps you.,, It plucks you from the tree ... '/here do you
go from here?
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Allow about three minutes.
eyes w h e n they are ready

.

.

.

.

Then invite people to open their

,

Five minutes--Invite individuals to share with their eightsomes
some of the details of what they oav: in their imaginations

.

)

)

)
,

7

Table II

-

(Continued)

V/ords of leader
(Fantasy evokes creative, vivid details.
The shaare an example of words influencing an audience.
ring of perceptions emphasizes that each person is a being
worthy of attention.

Four minutes--Call for "I learned..." statements, to be shared
with the large group.
"I
"I

learned that I...
relearned that I...

("I learned..." statements are occasions for quickly processing large amounts of detail and then drawing forth an
inference, a generalization.)

Five minutes--eightsomes--Leader gives each person an orange,
Ke explains thax there will be two minutes to examine the orange --eyes open--to discover its distinguishing features.
Then
a passing of the oranges once around the group.
a
three
Then,
minute examination of the orange--eves closed-~so that when the
eight oranges are mixed up and passed among the group, each
person-eyes closed- -will be able xo recognize his orange.

Leader instructs people to write here-and-now wheels the moment
they discover their oranges, the moment they knew they havefound their orange.

Sight minutes--To find own orange and write the here-and-now
wheel

Here-and-now wheel: a circle divided into four quadrants. A word
to describe how the writer feels
right at that moment entered in
each of the four quadrants.
Then
the writer selects one word and
writes a one sentence elaboration
of it.

(Sensory awakening experience to heighten awareness of specific physical details.
Kere- and-now wheel:
screening one'
perceptions/f celings into word s, sentences, pr.rases is a
clarifying process, one which heightens self-awareness
,

Five minutes—Ask for a sharing of the here-and-now wheels
plus the sentences.
dr i ting tc an immediate audience.
mun i cat e indiv i dual d i f f e r e nccs.
(

dords as ways to com-

)

)

8

Table II

-

(Continued)

Five minutes— Call for oxymorons to be shared in the eiehtsomes, the oxymorons to capture the essence of orangeness.
Oxymorons are two-word statements that are internally contradictory and together, true.
For example, love is a "tense release," an "aggressive yielding," a "triumphant surrender," a
"delightful bondage," etc.

(Screening perceptions into words, phrases, sentences, is
Training minds to entertain two apparently contradictory thoughts simultaneously is a step
toward breaking the either/or habit.)

a clarifying process.

—

Four minutes Individuals list in four minutes as many ways
as they can think of that they are similar to their oranges.
Brainstorming rules in effect.
Four minutes--Invi te anyone who cares to to share his list
with the large group.

(Brainstorming may be used on an individual level; it helps
Training in analogy.
Charing in large groups provides an immediate audience, an opportunity for peers to learn from and teach
one another.)
to evoke large bodies of specific detail.

minutes— 7/rite an orange poem.

The poem may take the for
een you and tne orange
or a monologue with
either you speaking to the orange or vice versa.

Ten

cs

a dialogue

ds

u v:

,

(Time restriction, form restriction, content restriction
releases creativity.
Tightening the boundaries heightens
creativity,

Five minutes— Sharing of poems.

Anyone who cares to.

(Immediate audience.
Chance to compare how one is similar
o and different from his peers
.

Three minutes-- 'hat does this entire experience have to tell
two,
r triree answers.
Every-

us about education?
Trite one,
one is asked to rite.

E\ cry c no participates in the writing, not just th
oplc
quicx enough or bold enough to speak
/riting involves reflection, clarification, commitmentOft/
(

.

'

•

,'en

minutes or mcre--Open discussion.

,:

n

.
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Table III
Jindsor, Connecticut.
A Personal Growth
1971
Approach to Teaching riting. one two -hour workshop for
l^O English teachers, plus three forty-five minute
pane^
sion sessions, and participation as a member of
Sponsored by The Loomis School.
discussion.

irch 7-8,

cn

1 orcester

Massachusetts
Value Clarification and
first of six t’nree-hour workshops in
Building Self-Esteem.
volving twelve adolescents in the Dynamy frogran (an alternative school).
,

Amherst, Massachusetts
April 7
Increasing Task Group EfOne three-hour workshop for the ten members
fectiveness.
of a seminar at the University of Massachusetts, School of
Education.
.

:

April 13-15
Amherst, Massachusetts.
Three two-hour wornshops for the School of Education Spring Marathon.
Total
attendance
150
:

:

.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
Composition for PerApril 21-22:
Two one-hour workshops for the eight members
sonal Growth.
of the Shady Side Academy English Lepartment.
/orcester, Massachusetts
Group Creativity,
firs
of six. three -hour workshops involving twelve adolescents in
the Dynamy Program.

April 26:

.

April 27
Amherst, Massachusetts
Go.
osition for Persona 1
Growth
a two -hour workshop for the
if teen members of a
University of
sacnusetts, School 0 jujUU ca u_on wi ig 1 ± s
Methods Class.
.

.

May 27:
Test Boyiston, Massachusetts.
Building Self-Esteem.
A five-hour v/orksnop for twelve ninth grade girls.

July 7
Amherst, Massachusetts.
Composition for Personal
Growth. A tv; 0 - hour workshop for participants in the School
of Education Summer Marathon.
Attendance:
thirty people.
:

July 14:
Amherst, Massacnusetts
Value Clarification.
two-hour workshop for forty participants in the School of
Education Summer ...arathon.
July 19-20: Amherst, Massacnusetts
Increasing Task Group
Effectiveness. A twelve -hour workshop for the u..ency-eigh
members of two School of Education Summer Schoo 1 courses.
.

t

:

.:

)

.

.

.
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Table 111

(

Continued

Increasing Task Group EfJuly 21: Amherst, Massachusetts.
A tv; o- hour workshop for forty participants in
fectiveness.
the School of education Summer Marathon.
Springfield, Massachusetts.
August 6:
Value Clarification.
A two-hour workshop for thirty members of a Springfield Collegs methods Course.

September 1: Corcester, Massachusetts. Staff Development.
A three-hour workshop for the nine members of the Dynamy
Program staff.

Composition for
September 11-12: Amherst, Massachusetts.
Personal Growth. A weekend workshop for forty-five Dnglish
teachers
September Ip: Amherst, Massachusetts. A Humanistic Approach
The first of twelve three -hour classes
to Teaching English.
taught to fifteen University of Massachusetts undergraduates
and graduate students.

Journal Keeping for SelfOctober 19: Amherst, Massachusetts.
Discovery. A two-hour ’workshop for twelve undergraduates enrolls;! in a School of Education Alternative Teacher Training
Program.
Jest Boylston, Massachusetts.
October 21:
Building Self-Esteem.
A five-hour workshop for ten tenth grade girls.

October 29:
Fairfield, Connecticut
Composition for Person
Growth.
A three -hour workshop for forty members of the En
Departments of the Fairfield Public Schools.

rW

,

h.O

October jO
Albany, Hew York.
Staff Development. A six-hour
workshop for eighty members of the staff of the Cardinal
Moony Fig h S c h o o 1
O

Amherst, Massachusetts.
School of <d u cation
Four two -hour workshoos
two in lomoosi cion
Personal- Gri
on<
.n Literature for Personal Growth,
and one in Increasing Task Group Effectiveness
o ta
AA
dance

No ve.mb or 9~

Fail

*7

.

.'.arathon

.

:

.

_l

f

November 20-21:
sonal Growth.

Amherst, Massachusetts.
Composition or
weekend workshop for seven! English c. lachers

.a

December 1:
Springfield, Massachusetts.
Composition for Personal Growth.
A thirty minute demonstration for twenty English
Department Chairmen gathered by the State Department of Lducatic

.

.;

.
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Table III

-

(Continued)

Windsor, Connecticut
January 6:
one and one -half hour workshop
in The Loon. is School.

Value Clarification. A
adolescents enrolled

O1

j.

Affective Education in TechIthaca, Lew York.
January 9-11
nology Courses. A three day workshop for the fifteen members
of the Technology Division of Corning Community College.
:

.'orcester, .Massachusetts.
Procedures for BuildJanuary 14:
A four-hour workshop for twenty-five adoles
ing Self-Esteem.
cents enrolled in the Bynamy Program.

January 17: Belmont, Massachusetts. Affective Education and
English Programs. A one and one -half hour workshop for nine
directors of summer enrichment programs in Boston area school

Group Creativity.
forces ter Massachusetts.
J anuary 2 1
four -hour workshop for twenty-five Dynamy adolescents.
,

A

Humanistic Approaches
January 22: a.mherst, i.assacnusetts
An eight-hour workshop for fifteen teato Teaching English.
chers and teacher trainees.
Self -Discovery Through
.orcester, Massachusetts
January 28:
Art Activities. A four-hour workshop for twenty Dynamy adodescents

Literature for PerAmherst, Massachusetts.
January 29-32
sonal Growth, A weekend workshop for seventy English teachers
:

.

February 3
Minds or Connecticut. Humanistic Approaches to
The first of thirteen three-hour sessions
Teaching English.
for thirty English teachers from /indsor High School, Bloomfield High School,
indsor Locks High School, Loomis School,
and Hingswood School.
:

,

.7

February ^

:

Massachusetts.

'.'orcester,

Self-Discovery Through

A four-hour workshop for twenty Dynamy adolescents.

Mr it in;

February 5
Amherst, Massachusetts.
Composition for Personal
Two
Growth.
one-hour workshops offered as part of the program for the annual conference of the western Massachusetts
English Council.
Total attendance:
thirty English teachers.
-

February ?:
Horthf ield Massachusetts
Personal Growth approaches to Teaching Humanities. A three-hour workshop for
twenty members of the staffs of Eorthfield ..at, demon Deer,

.

,

.

7

)

.
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Table III

-

(

Continued

Academy, Bement School, Eaglebrook School, and Greenfield High School.
field.

Poems for Personal Growth.
Hampshire College.
February 9
The first of ten two-hour sessions for six Hampshire College undergraduates,
•

Poetry Writing.
February 11: Worcester, Massachusetts.
six-hour workshop for twenty-five Dynamy adolescents,

A

February 14: Amherst, Massachusetts. Synectics Demonstration
for School Administrators.
A three-hour demonstration for
eight University of Massachusetts doctoral candidates.
Value Clarification
Worcester, Massachusetts.
February 1 6:
A three -hour ’workshop for twenty
and Building Self-Esteem,
members of the staffs of the Worcester Crisis Center and the
'Worcester Drug Abuse Center.

February 21: Amherst, Massachusetts. A Synectics Session.
A three-hour problem-solving session for eight members of
a University of Massachusetts class in alternatives in education
.

February 2 6 -2
sonal Growth,
teachers

'

Amherst, Massachusetts.
Composition for PerA weekend workshop for twenty-five English

March 3
Hew ton, Massachusetts.
Staff Development. A sixhour workshop for the forty members of the staff of the Coun
try Day School of the Sacred Heart.
:

March 5
Amherst, Massachusetts.
Using Art Materials in English Class.
An eight-hour workshop for fifteen teachers and
teacher trainees.
5

March 18-19: Amherst, Massachusetts.
Composition for Persona
Growth,
An advanced workshop for twenty-five English teachers who had oesn using Composition for Persona I Growth
.

A

•

/

e ekend

workshop

March 21:
.’orcester, Massachusetts.
Building Self-Esteem.
A three-hour workshop for twelve teachers from the .orcester
Public School system.
March 23
V/indsor, Connecticut.
Value Cia ification. A one
and. one-half hour workshop for ifO Loomis School students.
«"

:

)

.
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Table III

(

Continued

Demonstration Teaching in
Mindsor, Connecticut.
March 30:
Problem Class. A forty-five minute class of twenty youngsters, plus four teachers observing.
Personal Growth Methods
Northf ield Massachusetts.
3:
The first of five three-hour sesfor Teaching Humanities
sion s for fifteen teachers from Northfield Mt. Herrnon, Deer
fiel d Academy, and Eaglebrook School.

April

,

.

Literature for Personal
April 6: Boston, Massachusetts.
Two one-hour workshops offered as part of the proGrowth.
gram of the annual conference of the Massachusetts English
Total attendance
Council.
sixty English teachers.
:

April 19
Session
•

newton, Massachusetts.
Micro- Teaching Training
A two-hour session for five newton area teachers.

Newton, Massachusetts.
Value Clarification and
April 28
Building Self-Esteem. A six-hour workshop for 200 girls
enrolled in the Country Day School of the Sacred Heart.

Newton, Massachusetts. Composition for PerApril 29-30
sonal Growth. A weekend workshop for forty English teachers
:

.

May 15
Greenwich, Connecticut.
Value Clarification. A
six-hour workshop for forty members of the staff of Central
Junior High School.
•

Peabody, Massachusetts.
Composition for Personal
A two-hour workshop for ICO English teachers,
V J d. p
the
workshop to oe ilm<
cJ
U bo
a c h ers
O O Oil
s so —
nation 1 or aistriDution throughout the sta

2-y

10:

owth.

i

Cf

;

r.
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CHAPTER

III

EVALUATION
The unpublished doctoral dissertation of Robert C. Haw1972) contains an ex-

ley (University of Massachusetts, May,

tensive summary of various attempts to measure the effectiveness of the Composition for Personal Growth approach.

I

have

reproduced, in this chapter, the section of Mr. Hawley's dis-

sertation

v.’hich

summarizes the comments of teachers and stu-

dents, and offers his perceptions of needed alterations in
the program.
I

agree with Mr. Hawley's perceptions, generally, and

consider the unsolicited comments of teachers (which we receive at the rate of about three per week via mail, and in

uncountable numbers when we talk with teachers) and the increasing demand for in-service training to be the most reliable indication of the success of the program.
The reactions of teachers and students, plus my own de-

veloping sense of the program, suggest to me these major areas
of concern.

Composition for Personal Growth implies a division between
writing and reading, particularly between the teaching of writing and the teaching of literature.
to be insupportable,

I

believe this division

and am currently developing a series of

writing activities and personal growth activities that will
help to deepen a reader's identification with the experiences

15

he encounters in literature.

Composition for Personal Growth addresses itself to ma or
,j

issues in teaching writing:

i.e. respect for communication,

motivation, higher order thinking skills, and so forth.
yet,

As

the program has not found a way to teach lower order skills,

such as agreement, capitalization,

spelling, the things many

people think of as the "fundamentals."

Teachers feel pressure,

particularly from their students, to teach "real English," to
teach these traditional skills.

I

have not yet figured how to

answer this pressure without falling into the trap perpetuating
the "do-it-now, you 11-thank-me-later " relationship between
'

the curriculum and students.

I

see the pressure emanating some-

what from the prisoner-loves-his-chains syndrome and somewhat
from the young people's anxiety at being different.

The Franci s

Christensen Complete Rhetoric (Harper and Row) is a truly remarkable, break-through approach to teaching a sophisticated
syntax.

The program is,

however, a totally skill-oriented pro-

gram, based upon imitation of professional models.

As such,

it is incompatible with the raison d'etre of Composition fo r

Pers o nal Growt h.

approach.

I

am working on ways to adapt the Christensen

This work is not going well.

My vision is that the

Composition for Personal Growth will continue to work at major
issues of writing, providing real world writing activities, es-

tablishing in young wr iters a sense of their own power, a sense
of pride in their ability to write, and a desire to master lower

order skills and conventions.

English programs may then answer
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students' requests for skill training by offering programmed

materials and optional skill clinics.
The cops-and-robbers alignment of many schools, where the

teacher is cast in the role of keeper-of-order and heavy peer

pressure works against one student's asking another for order,

continues to be a major obstacle to the success of any student-

oriented program.

In spite of the heavy emphasis given to this

issue in the original edition of Composition, for Personal C-rowth
the cops-and-robbers obstacle continues to be major.

plement to Composition for Personal Growth

,

I

In a sup-

have suggested

several additional procedures for facilitating the shift of
order keeping from teacher to student.
Some schools may have such toxic atmospheres that no pro-

gram can succeed.

I

do not,

however, consider the architecture,

corridor pass, late slip, loudspeaker accoutrements of many
schools to be, in themselves,

insurmountable obstacles.

Loud-

speakers indiscriminately cutting into personal interactions
or into such activities as fantasies, or public interviews,

or

positive focus listening seriously obstruct the major goals of
Co mposition for Personal Growth

,

and significantly reinforce

the sense that young people's perceptions are relatively value-

less,

Yet,

the obstacle can sometimes be overcome.

Hostile

physical environments can be treated as objects for group creative problem-solving.

For example,

chairs bolted to the floor

discourage interaction, but encourage note passing.

The pro-

blem is to create engaging, nourishing note passing activities.

,

.
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The objectives of Composition for Personal Growth are es-

sentially incompatible with traditional grading systems.

We

anticipated that teachers would lose their students at the moment of grade giving.

This has not proved to be the case.

Many students seem not seriously offended by grades, not se-

riously distanced from their teacher or their peers as a result
of the teacher's giving grades.

I

do not understand this.

Grading continues to loom in my mind as a major problem, one
for which

I

have no new solutions.
2

The Eight Week Controlled Trial

Of the four methods of evaluating the program reported on
in this study,

appointment.

the eight week controlled trial was the one dis-

This

v/

as because a statistical analysis of the

data collected from the pre- and post-testing failed to show
a significant difference

groups.

between the experimental and control

Although the experimental group scored ahead of the

control group in every category, the differences were so small
that no inferences as to the effect of the intervention can be

drawn

This section is reprinted from the unpublished doctoral r i. Ou pt i
tation of Robert C. Hawley, University of Massachusetts, 1972.
3

V.'

1 cr c*
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Several findings of a non-statistical nature can be reFirst, there was no significant change between

ported, however.

the pre- and post-testing for either the experimental or the

control group.

This suggests the possibility that the factors

which the investigator was measuring are much more stable and
less .subject to change than expected.

A second possibility is

that the subjects simply remembered their approximate responses
to the pre-test and responded similarly on the post-test as a

matter of consistency.
Second, four of the ten control group teachers and one
of the ten experimental group teachers did not return to the

post-tests.

The reason given in all cases was time pressure

to complete the regular course requirements,

but the inference

can be made that the fact of testing itself, as seen by some

teachers, is a greater pain and nuisance than the investigator

originally supposed.

This inference is supported in part by

the comments of four of the nine experimental teachers who did

complete all the testing, to the effect that, while they enjoyed
the program itself,

the testing was a "down" for themselves

and for the class.
Third, there was no significant change in the students'

perceptions of the teachers' role in the class for either group,
despite the fact that based upon the teachers' own comments and

observations of the investigator, all the teachers in the experimental group were operating under quite a different format
from that which they had operated under before the eight week
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trial.

Are teacher behaviors so stereotyped in students' minds

that they don’t perceive the difference?

Or do students notice

the difference but feel that it does not represent a real change
3

in the teacher's role?

Fourth, seven teachers reported lack of cooperation and/or

hostility from the students in taking the tests.

This finding

was corroborated by the large number of answer sheets which

were either left partly blank, or apparently filled in without

regard to the questions (as, for instance, all answer spaces
filled in under "three" would indicate).

Besides the normal

antipathy toward testing, here was a test that would not appear
on the record against the student, and the hostility might have

been used as a safe protest against all testing.
dents may have rebelled against taking

seemed hidden from them.

a

Or the stu-

test whose purpose

Or they may have been registering a

safe vote against school, in general.

In any case,

it is appa-

rent that an investigator cannot count upon the unquestioning

cooperation of unknown students in this kind of assessment,
and it is for this reason that we now turn to other less obtru-

3

Another possible explanation is that the questions did not tap
the changes that students may have perceived in their teachers.
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sive forms of evaluation.
The Ten Week Elective

During the fifth wee k of the ten week "Writer's ’Workshop",
students from two of the five sections of the course wrote postcards to me evaluating the course up to that point.

I

received

cards from forty-seven of the fifty-eight students in the two
sections.

Seven students were absent on the day of writing?

four others did not write cards or did not mail them (presuming
the cards were not lost in the mail).

Of the forty-seven cards,

eight contained a generally ne-

gative evaluation, ten contained a mixed, or moderate evaluation,
and twenty-nine contained a generally positive evaluation.

The

following postcards have been selected as more or less representative samples.

All of the negative cards will be quoted,

but only part of the moderate and positive ones.

In each case,

the body of the postcard will be quoted in its entirety
as in the letter exerpts that follow,

I

,

Here,

have silently corrected
4

irregularities of spelling and punctuation,

but,

in every case,

4

Mechanical errors were, in fact, few in number. Corrections
have been made for ease of reading and so that the reader may
avoid irrelevant conclusions, especially as the comments unfavorable to the program contained a higher proportion of mistakes
than did the favorable comments.
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the original syntax has been retained.
Of the eight negative evaluations,

the following two com-

plained that the course was childish:
You just thought this childish course up to make a fast
Any dumb cluck could have thought this one up. - Anon.
buck.
don't know if it's the course or the teacher but this
class is like being back in kindergarten. - Boy
I

One student found the course to be unimaginative and "old hat":
I think that most of the activities in this course are
The idea
not nearly as good as they're cracked up to be.
of journals is as old as the hills and twice as dusty.
I don't think that anyone particularly enjoys writing about
their own experiences, whether real or imaginary.
P.S.
I guess it's back to the old drawing board. - Anon.

One student thought that it was a waste of time and money:
It was a
You shouldn't have made up this type of course.
waste of your time and the taxpayers' money. Most of the
projects we have done were too stupid to do.
So I think
- Boy
you should change this course,

One wished that there had been more "finished" writing:
i

The Writer's 7/orkshop isn't everything it should be.
I
found that it wasn't everything 1 wanted to learn.
Listening to everyone helped, but I wanted to write things
like short stories.
I found things I liked, but it wasn't
enough.^ - Boy

The three following either found the goals unclear or did not

V’hile the philosophy of the course does not discourage a student who wants to write a short story from doing so, several
students had the impression that they would not be permitted
to write short stories for the class.
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find the program stimulating:
Wow, I don't get this course because I don't know what
Please explain
we learned, or what we should have learned.
- Anon.
what we were supposed to learn.

The Writer's Workshop course that I am in I do not like
Parts of it are boring and I get nothing out
so much.
Although
the course is better than English gramof it.
- Anon,
mar and other regular English things.
I don't like writing
I have my doubts about this class.
very much so a class like this doesn't appeal to me very
much.
I will say, though, that if you were trying for an
- Boy
unusual course, you've found one here,

Because the ten moderate evaluations were generally bland
and lacking in real substance,

i

will quote only three:

just wrote to tell you that this course, "Writer's crkThe activities are pretty interestin
shop," is all right.
- Anon.
but I don't like the group activities.
T

I

It's O.K. if you like the teacher, but
- Boy
lish is better.

I

don't so no Eng-

Some of the things we did
I think this course was fair.
were good and others were boring and ridiculous. But it
was interesting most of the time.
I think if you make a
- Boy
few changes this course could be a great success.
Of the positive evaluations,

opportunity to participate.

some were pleased with the

Here are two examples:

Your course is very interesting and in most activities a
lot of fun.
I think the ones you participate in are the
most interesting and the most fun.
Ones like the Ahab
- Girl
experience.
I like the course a lot,
think this class is very good.
I wish that I could stay
in this class for the rest of the year because you don't
sit around learning how to write verbs and things like
that.
In this class, you do many things that I enjoy do- Boy
ing.
I

Some, as the following two, were pleased to get to know

other members of the class and the teacher better:
I

enjoyed this course very much

I

enjoyed myself and
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Also, in this
got to know different students better.
could
my
ideas,
my
problems,
and, most
express
I
course,
know
teacher.
really
got
to
the
I
like
it.
all,
of
I
- Girl

have enjoyed the work you sent us here in V/riter's Workbe had the chance
This second term course was fun.
to work in groups with all kinds of kids throughout the
classroom. And we were able to express what we thought
about something and to hear what the other kids had to
I really enjoyed this class
say about what we were doing.
It was a lot better than my other English class.
very much.
- Girl
The work you sent was great.
I

shop.

Several, like the two examples below, made mention of self-

knowledge and self-discovery:
In my opinion, your English program has taught us how we
can really come to know ourselves and our friends in a
- Girl
more understanding and meaningful way,
I feel this course on writer's Workshop is a good way for
people to look at themselves by writing down their thoughts
Sometimes it's hard to see the purand analyzing them.
pose of this course, but other times, your thoughts reIt's also hard at times to
flect your true character.
- Girl
write down v/hat you really feel.

Most frequently mentioned among the posixive evaluations
was the growth in language skills.

Here are five examples:

This course has been excellent in opening up pathways to
I think, though, more
help extend, the area of writing.
time should be allowed for the writing itself.
It has
- Girl
helped me to express my thoughts.
I think that this course is good exercise for your imagination and. it is sort of strange, but also it is fun,
- Girl

I feel that the elective "’/riter's 'Workshop" is a good
start for students who really do like to write.
It makes
everyone part of this course.
It helped our imaginations
expand and most everyone can now speak freely with other
- Girl
students and the teacher.

This course is great for letting everyone know what they
are like and how they feel about certain things.
If you
want to be a good writer this course puts you into situa-

.

.
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tions that are weird, but interesting, and sometimes in
- Boy
suspense.
I'm writing to say that I enjoyed the English program, you
This course has let the
designed for us at
students be more open and creative with their writings.
- Girl
Thank you very much.
I was really impressed.
.

During the last week of the ten week "Writer's Workshop,"
the students v;ere asked to write me letters containing their

evaluations of the course.
to them by their teachers,

The goals of the program were read

and they were asked to comment on

the extent to which those goals had been achieved during the

ten weeks.

They were also asked to comment on which they

thought were the best activities and which were the worst.
Finally, they were encouraged to make any other comments about
the course and the program, and to suggest improvements if they

wished
From the one hundred forty-six students enrolled in the
"Writer's 'Workshop,"

I

received one hundred nineteen letters.

Eighteen students were absent on the letter-writing day, and
nine others either did not write or did not mail their letters

(assuming that no letters were lost in the mails).

Since the

students were offered the opportunity to remain anonymous, no

follow-up could be made on the missing letters.
While it was much more difficult to divide the letters
into three groups, as had been done with the postcards, sixty-

seven of the letter evaluations were judged generally favorable,

forty-two were judged moderate, and ten were judged generally
negative
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The following exerpts are quoted, not to be representative
so much as to he articulate statements of individual positions,

Although letters from every section of the course are included,
there has been no attempt to present a balanced view of all

sections or of the work of all teachers

.

In no case will I

quote an entire letter.
Some students felt that the course didn't offer any real

work or"things to learn”:
The reason why I said that we need a new course is because
you don't have anything in it that involves any learning,
These courses are all right
like the old English classes.
to have once a week as a special period.
A lot of kids
like reading, doing work, which this course doesn't have.
This course would be good for an elective course like shop
- Boy
or art or something that isn't required,
I think that some of these courses are really stupid; in
English class, you are supposed to learn things-~not just
./hen a kid is in college,
screw around with dumb courses.
misspell
a
you
word,
that's
if
three points off with some
teachers.
I think that knowing how to spell is more im- Boy
portant than doing this.

Others found privacy a real issue:
I

think that the course was good some of the time, but

it was bad most of the time because what I do is my own
business and I don't have to write about things like that
and I don't like being bugged about it.
You people are
too nosey and. a bunch of assholes, so mind your own busi-

ness.

-

Boy

It seemed as though we were almost forced into making
friends and discussing our lives with them.
Teenagers
- Girl
just don't make friends by force,

In at least some of the cases where privacy was an issue, a

change in the classroom procedure could be helpful, as the fol-

lowing two comments indicate:
I didn't like the idea of a journal because she told us
everything v/e wrote in it would be private, but then she'd.
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tell us she was going to read it or that one other person
- Girl
had to read it.

think groups are good, hut if you had close friends in
Cause
the group with you, I think you would get more done.
we
sat
no
knew
each
other
and
where
one
I was in a group
Your friends would understand
there like humps on logs.
The kids take
you don't want an F for goofing around.
too much advantage of any opportunity to talk or make trou- Girl
That's the main problem.
ble.
I

Some students agreed with the philosophical goals of the

course, hut did not see how the classroom work reflected them.
Here are two examples:
I agree with your philosophy, but I don't think this class
has reflected it, and I suppose it was supposed to,
I
think the most needed improvements would have to he a better group of kids and perhaps a different teacher who can
- Girl
relate better to kids.

One thing I don't understand is how your course answers
all the questions you expect it to.
As for your personal
relationship questions, I should answer.
I think that if
1 could answer those questions about myself, then your
course would be a great advancement in the field of Eng- Boy
lish,

Others, such as the student quoted next, were unimpressed

with the theory:
I think your theory is dumb and it's so boring.
- Girl
why I never came,

That's

Some students rediscovered some of the concerns that the

program is based upon.

Below are two comments on responsive

audiences and meaningful subject matter:
The teacher, kiss
taught the course really well.
I liked the idea to be able to move around and express
myself freely, but you have some non-realistic ideas,
•'/hen you have to write on something, you put down your
feelings and views on something, but when you have to
write on something you care absolutely nothing about, you
put down a lot of stuff to make it look good.
- Girl
,
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see why our teacher didn't correct our papers, so stuBecause when you
dents wrote just to please the teacher.
going
to
read
it,
you'd write more
wasn't
knew the teacher
Girl
freely.
I

And here is one comment on the importance of group processes:
As for group discussion, I really liked it because I was
new in this school and. hardly knew anyone when I came.
Group discussions gave me the opportunity to meet and
I really
find out about different people in this school.
- Girl
enjoyed it,

As with the postcards, many of the letters commented on
the development of language skills.

Here are two examples:

I noIn this course, I learned language and writing.
ticed that working in groups, I could express my ideas
and I'm able to communicate with other people, and, most
- Girl
of all, make new friends.

This course helped me to think about the things
- Boy
more clearly than I ever did before,

I

said

Some saw the uses of authority and freedom as an impor-

tant issue.

One student continued to see the teacher in a

highly authoritarian role.

Here is his comment:

I didn't learn anything.
didn't learn by doing.
This
course was a farce.
I didn't write for the people, I
did a pretty good job,
wrote for the teacher. Hrs.
but she couldn't make all of the assignments interesting:
most of them were awful. Discussions were really dumb;
we never discussed the assignments, we just fooled around
and talked about the day and what was going on, and when
the teacher came, we made like we were trying.
Discussions never work unless there's a teacher standing right
over us.
I liked the freedom in the classroom, though.
I liked the groups that were good, but if you got in a.
group with a stranger, you were afraid of people and you
- Boy
didn't get anything done.

I

Another student suggests that the uses of freedom must be
learned as a skill:

There is one basic bug in this course, and that is because
the students in this course are used to being told what
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to "being programmed like computers, and not to be
individualized thinking. Hopefully, we will learn, and
- Boy
then the basic bug will disappear,
to do,

Others found the freedom rewarding:
I did learn certain things by doing them.
'/hen we wrote about
a big authority,
wasn't
teacher
Our
our feelings,
let
really
express
us
she
a certain thing,
She never butour
opinions.
respect
for
and she also had
ted in and said that you’re doing this wrong or that wrong.
V/e didn't even discuss things as we should have done in
The kids didn't really talk to each other if
our group.
If they weren't friends, then they
they never did before.
The tenth graders treated us ninth
couldn't be friendly.
They thought they were
graders pretty unfair I think.
running the whole class... This course helped me to grow
I learned to be a little more friend
up just a little bit.
- Girl
ly.

In this course,

will say that how I am and how I appear to others is
sometimes different.
by teacher through the class was
very good.
She did let the students say anything they
wanted to so they could express themselves.
Discussions were good,
I ^ot to know the other
Thought cards were excellent!
I really
kids much better.
enjoyed listening to them.
It was really fun.
The freedom in the room was good too,
I don't like to feel all
So walking around and being in a
cramped up in a room.
group made the difference.
On the whole, I enjoyed the class.
I thought it was
Hope you write back so I can see how
very interesting,
- Girl
you feel about my opinions.
I

If you could spread this course to other schools, you'd
have quite a letter writing project, plus you'd be creating jobs for the Post Office.
’.Veil, anyway, it's an interesting course, with a special kind or" freedom to ex- Boy
press one's feelings built right into it.

Students often commented on the opportunity to get to know
the teacher better.

Here are three examples:

I really liked the letters to the teacher; it's a good
way to get to know the teacher and. for the teacher to get
to know you.
The teacher should always have to tell you
when she's going to make you read what you wrote.
- Girl
I think this course helped me in many ways
In finding
myself and my feelings about people and about other things
.

:

:

1
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One part I really enjoyed was writing a letIt really helped me a lot.
ter to the teacher every week.
- Girl

around me.

was the best thing about the whole ten weeks was the
It got so good that I ended up looking
thought cards.
forward to sharing one thought a week with other people.
ell,
letter to the teacher your idea too?
'7 as writing a
It gave us a chance to
if it was, it was a great idea.
get to know her without going right up and talking to her.
I’m not sure whether or not there was too much self-growth
involved, but I learned a lot about myself and I learned
- Girl
to express myself through writing.
'./hat

There were many comments about self-knowledge and personal

growth.

The first one below is especially interesting because

it points to the presence of an attitude which does not usually

exist in the traditional classroom, the legitimacy of students

talking to each other meaningfully
Actually, I thought this course was pretty good,
he found
out a lot about ourselves and our way of writing... I agre
with you and your theories on this program.
Especially
the
student
seating
where
is concerned.
I found that sitting in a circle with my three friends, I could conmunicat
to them.
But when we would sit in rows, I’d feel lost and
it was hard to talk to the rest of the kids in the room,
- Girl
The next wondered whether the growth that occurred was in the

direction that the program wanted
Through this course, I was supposed to have personal growth
"hat I am wondering is did I grow in the manner
I did.
the course was supposed to make me?
I am now able to cope
with group discussions.
/hen I first came, I was uptight
about letting my feelings out... Your course is good.
Pro- Boy
bably the best I’ve been in.
The following comment reflects the need common to many students
to have foreknowledge of the purpose of an activity:

For most of this course, I thought some of the activities
were useless, kind of dumb, and without a purpose.
But,
after hearing the goals that are to be accomplished I
,
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can see how some of the activities fit in.
For example, in the blindfolded conversation, you
cannot see the facial expressions of the people in your
group. You don't know whether the other people accept
or reject your ideas, and I tend to think about what I
had said and I am more aware of what I am doing.
And in the activity where a group has to make a bridge
out of newspaper, the people are more self-conscious of
what they do and say because of the observers. Although
1 was an observer, I could see how some of the bridgebuilders are more self-conscious of what they say and do.
And I think that these and other activities develop selfawareness and consciousness, which obviously reach the
- Boy
goal of personal growth approach to composition,
Others commented on the value of introspection:
This course may net have helped with my problems directly,
but it taught me to dig into myself to find the answers.
I was one of those people who have trouble looking into
This course taught me to look
myself, but not anymore.
for the answers a little harder because they are there.
The time we stood on one foot (Ahab Fantasy) taught
me to find solutions to problems no one else could answer
- Boy
but myself.
The course made you take
It made you search
Comparing reactions shows the differences beyourself.
tween people.
Some parts of the course are good - some
- Boy
aren't.
But it's a good course.
I

think the course was good.

a look at yourself from the inside.

This course really didn't help me very much.
It helped
me see my values.
In other respects, it didn't have much
effect,
''hen we listed, the ten most rewarding experiences,
I got a clearer view of my values.
This was my favorite
- Boy
activity because it helped me the most,

For some students, the program gave new insights into the

attitudes and behavior of others.

Here are three comments:

discussing things, it was fun to look back and understand the kids’ reasons behind their writing
It
clear wav to see others' points of view.
I found that I
came in my group to express myself more easily.
I don't
think it helped me to understand myself, except for the
one assignment on the boy and his violin.
But it helmed
ry>
a great deal in the understanding of others.
now
I don
if it gave me more self-confidence
I know I now have
more self-conf idence but that’so probably because of being
'/hen

»

,

,

-f-

I
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on Student Council, maturing at home, maturing socially,
and it's just an overall thing.
There was almost total freedom in the class which
If we went different places, it would increase
was good.
I now feel different stout the
the feeling of freedom,
can't
attribute
it to this course, but
really
school.
I
Girl
have
helped.
it might
I can talk
think that this course helped me socially.
I can learn from people's
to other people easier now.
reactions to different assignments just what kind of a
If they didn't cooperate, you could
person they were.
This really
judge them what kind of a person they were.
There were many ways
made me despise some of the kids.
I like getting in
of judging the people in the class.
groups by myself (without the teacher's direction as to
Sometimes I'd get placed in a group of
who goes where).
who
wouldn't
cgoperate, and so the whole assignment
jerks
Everything we had to do was always
was a waste of time.
clear.
The freedom in the class helped me grow socially.
Our teacher would get us started on an assignment, but
she'd never do the whole assignment for us.
This gave
us a sense of responsibility
This course was really
worth your while in writing it. You accomplished most
of the things you tried to.
It made the English class
- Girl
a class I looked forward to going to each day,
I

.

This course didn't change my views, values, or personality.
It brought to light my characteristics which I feel
already
I'm very stable.
know.
I
It did, although, help
me realize that the majority of my generation is unindividualistic, uncreative, extremely social conscious, and.
very apathetic.
It makes me sad to realize these facts.

6

The reader may wonder whether such a program as this can be
good if one of the outcomes is to have participants despise
others.
Certainly, the designers of the program deplore such
an outcome.
It seems apparent from this and other comments
that, in some sections, insufficient time was devoted to community building, a flaw for which the designers have accented
responsibility and which they are working to correct through
a greater emphasis on community building in the revision of
the program.
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(I am considered odd because of my wild imagination, my
individualistic personality, etc,, but I would not change
anv of them.
These characteristics make me a person.)
The course helped me to better understand my personal
Perhaps my journal work best reflects my inpriorities.
I am now better able to reveal myself in my
ner self.
writing because I did not have to worry about criticism,
about my spelling and grammar, or even about my ideas.
It also helped with my reactions with others, because we
were able to open up, let our true personalities emerge
- Girl
from the depths of our unconscious being.

The following two comments are especially important because

each reports a newly felt need for a change in the student's
own behavior, and the second comment reports significant be-

havioral change as the result of the program:
It brought
This course helped me to know who I really am.
It also taught
out feelings I have been hiding inside.
me how to overcome my strong feelings against something,
and to try to understand both sides.
Yes, this course did help me; it helped me to come
I
out of my shell and explore new and different people.
can now say I have more patience with others who feel different than I do about something.
I have also realized
- Girl
that you can’t sit back and wait for friends.
I think this course helped me a lot.
I really found out
who I was and what I was doing.
It made me feel better
just to know I can do what I want.
I think writing down our own feelinms and things we
liked to do helped me a great deal to find out who I was
and what I like to do.
I like to write ^o'-'n how I feel
and what I think.
It makes a better person out of me.
One question about
A few questions were answered.
my friends helped a lot, because I found out the kids I
- Girl
hung around with stepped, on me, so I got out.

Finally, below are three comments that speak to the heart
of the matter,

for it is one of the fundamental principles of

this program's approach to personal growth that the classroom
be a joy to be in:

I'll tell one thing, it really made the end of every day
fun because you just had a chance to think about these
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Some of these
questions and write what they mean to you.
questions were hard because you didn't understand them,
I think it
but once you did, you wrote a good reaction.
- Girl
made
really
the
term
better.
and
was a great course
It
would like to say that this course was different.
I can
wasn’t like the English classes I've had before.
honestly say that I always came because I liked to, not
- Boy
because I had to.
1

It's a nice course.
- Girl
round.
In summary,

I

wouldn't mind staying here all year

it seems apparent that while a few students

found the class useless and a waste of their time, many com-

mented that some kind of personal growth was taking place as
a result of the program.

of themselves,

Some students felt a new awareness

their teachers, other students, and of the exis-

tence of group processes.

Some focused on issues such as free-

dom and authority, privacy and openness; others on skills for

communication.

The degree to which the students felt that they

gained from the program seemed to be related to many variables,

including their own initial expectations, the degree to which
they understood the goals of the program, the degree to which
they felt that the goals of the program were important to them,

and the skill and understanding of the teacher.

And, finally,

there were some students who actually admitted that they looked

forward to the class and enjoyed taking part in the Composition
for Personal Growth program.
The Ten Geek Required Course

This trial took place in a small boys' boarding school

3^

as a replacement for the standard ten week unit on expository

writing.

Two of the four seventh grade sections were combined

and team taught by two teachers, one of whom had been to the

September training workshop.

Each teacher had a copy of the

teacher's handbook, as did the head of the department who
helped set up the program and contributed his advice and criticisms.

The following findings have been organized from a

four hour debriefing session with the two teachers and the de-

partment head.
to the teachers'

The debriefing included extensive references

anecdotal records.

The findings are divided

problems encountered, changes reported

into three sections:

in student attitudes and behaviors,

and changes reported in

teacher attitudes and behaviors.
The most difficult problems encountered had to do with

student expectations

,

The teachers felt that many of the stu-

dents were continually trying to push them back into authori-

tarian roles, roles that they were making a conscious effort
to change.

Thus, while the teachers were encouraging the stu-

dents to take on more responsibility for their own learning

and conduct, the students were trying to force the teachers
to impose discipline upon them.

The students complained that they weren't being given

enough specific things to learn, and they yearned, for some

good old grammar rules to memorize or spelling words to learn.
They seemed to worry that they were falling behind in the race
to acquire knowledge.

And there were complaints that they
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weren't getting their money’s worth.

None of the students had

been exposed to team teaching, and many felt that they were

being cheated by being placed in a class twice the size of their

regular classes.

Whenever there was a problem in classroom

control (and such problems occurred frequently during the first
few weeks), some students would suggest that if only the classes

were separated, and the folding partition between the two rooms
closed, then there would be no acting-out problems,

(The tea-

chers described this as being almost a bribe on the part of
some students.)
to say,

The attitude of many of the students seemed

"You're the teacher, you tell us what to do."

So tho-

roughly had they been conditioned to give up the initiative
for their own learning that they needed to be taught how to
take it back.
The other problems were mechanical,

though nonetheless

each day the partition had to be opened at the begin-

real:

ning of the period and closed at the end.

The desks and chairs

had to be moved into a circle format and then often broken into

smaller group arrangements
period.

j

all this in a thirty-five minute

Many activities had just time to get fully started

before the bell would ring.

In some instances,

the teachers

felt that half an activity was worse than no activity at all.
The teachers noted the following five things as the most

important changes that they saw in student behaviors and attitudes during the ten week program:

first, the prejudice of

some of the academically more gifted students that they were

better

and.

more worthy than the others was broken down.

The

teachers cited several instances where they felt that these
more gifted students recognised the importance of some of the

contributions of less gifted students to small group discussions
and to the class as a whole.

Second, the less gifted students

began to realize that they could say things in class that were
The teachers reported that these less

valid and important.

gifted students began to volunteer more frequently and speak
for longer periods during small group and class discussion.
Third, many of the students became both more sensitive to others

and more aware of group processes.

Comments dealing with the

process of the discussion, as opposed to the content, began
to appear.

For example, one of the teachers remembered over-

hearing someone say, during one of the small teacher less conversations:

"

'ait,

you've interrupted, John hasn't finished

what he was saying."

Fourth, there seemed to be a growing abi-

lity to use the class meeting effectively.

V/hereas early meet-

ings were given to complaints and boisterous behavior,

class

meetings toward the end of the ten week period became serious
discussions, mostly about the progress of the class, the pro-

blems encountered, and the possibilities for overcoming problems and making better use of class time.
Finally, the teachers noted several specific instances

where students seemed to grasp themselves and become suddenly
more responsible for their own behavior and more interested
in their own learning.

The teachers reported several cases
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where students came to them on their own time to discuss the
style and content of their writings (mostly the voluntary

Neither teacher could remember an instance

thought cards).

when one of his seventh or eighth grade students had come to
him with a piece of writing for discussion or advice before
this.

In another instance, a boy who for several weeks had

sat on the outside of the circle at class meetings,

seemingly

taking little part in the discussion or process of the class,
moved into the circle and became an active participant.

This

behavior signaled a distinct change in his attitude toward
class and school.

The teachers admitted working quietly with

this boy in other ways, but they felt that at least some part
of his change in attitude and behavior was due to the program.

here are some other specific instances which the teachers
gave as indications of changes in student behaviors and atti-

tudes attributed to the program:

although the thought cards

were made optional after the third week, about eighteen of the

twenty-three students continued to turn them in each week.
Letter writing continued on a voluntary basis throughout the
term, and students kept an active bulletin board of responses

from Congressmen

,

state senators, and other public figures,

including the school's headmaster.

"Underground" newspapers

began to spring up; another indication of meaningful messages

being sent to responsive audiences.
to other classes,

The newspaper idea spread

so that by the end of the term,

there were

student written, edited, and published papers occurring in the
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seventh, eighth,

and.

ninth grades.

Finally, the teachers re-

ported that the tone of the class meeting on the final day of
the course w as unlike that of the last day of any other course

that the teachers had taught.

There seemed to be a general

regret among the students that the course was coming to an
end,

and a feeling that the class was just beginning to come

together and to know itself.
The teachers reported several changes' in their own teaching styles as a result of the program.

First,

they both felt

that they could no longer use the traditional classroom for-

mat with rows of student desks facing the teacher's desk and

blackboard.

Second, they reported that they had begun to en-

list student participation in setting goals for their classes

and in organizing the classes.

Third, they have incorporated

many of the activities of the program into their other classes,

making use of small group discussions, role-plays, rank-order
and forced-choice questions, brainstorming

,

and thought cards.

The teachers spoke of a new awareness of the legitimacy of

short expressions, thought cards,
ments,

lists,

"I

learned..." state-

letters and postcards as pieces of composition.

And,

finally, the teachers felt that they had gained a new under-

standing of group processes in the classroom.
The teachers also pointed out several changes in their

perception of their own role.

First, they saw themselves as

seeking ways to give back to the student the initiative for
his own learning.

Second, they felt the need to represent

,
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themselves as real people, rather than as stereotyped teachers
in the classroom.

Third, they felt the need to see the students

as real people, rather than primarily as performers of tasks.

Fourth, they no longer perceived themselves as skill trainers,

primarily concerned with the narrow goals of spelling, punctuation, vocabulary building, paragraphing

,

Instead, they

etc.

perceived their task as teachers to be promoting personal growth
goals such as those represented by the program.
As a last finding,

the teachers reported that not only

English teachers, but also those teaching history. French,
and science have begun to incorporate thought cards, small

group discussion, brainstorming

,

group reports, role-plays,

and other activities of the program into their teaching.

Of

the full-time faculty of twenty-eight, nine teachers are now

using copies of Composition for Personal Growth

.

Teachers' Letters and Comments
One of the most gratifying forms of evaluation has been
the letters and comments that my colleagues

and.

I

have been

receiving from teachers who have been using the program,

'dost

of the quotations that follow come from unsolicited letters,

and will be marked (L).

A few have been unsolicited spoken

comments to this author, and these will be identified as (SC),

Finally

there are a few comments that are drawn from the open

comment section of a questionnaire which was used to evaluate
the effs ct of training workshops,

h'hile the

main part of that

i
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questionnaire deals with the workshop itself and is, thus,
outside the bounds of this study, some of the open comments

report on the actual use of the program in the classroom, and
these will be identified as (Q),
The two following comments highlight the joy that the

classes have brought to students:
The program itself is fantastic--f irst week feedback
forms are 32 to 3 in favor, the complaint being that it's
Eight kids say it's the best class they've
too personal.
had in high school- -hurray for everybody
.

Teacher, public high
school, eastern lass. (L)
-

So far, "your" comp program has been a whopping success
ost of the
with the eighth grade class experiencing it,
(So do I.)
I’ve
kids feel the activities to be real fun.
developed writer's cramp from answering "letters to the
teacher," but it's worth it because of the improved relaAnway, we're
tionships, I think, between the kids and me.
all learning, and enjoying this a lot more.
- Teacher, public junior
high, central lass, (L)

The following three note growth in the students:

lore than anything else, I have found that the general
classroom approach suggested by the workshop has helped
to improve communication within my classes,
‘ore than
ever before, the students are talking with each other
rather than just answering the teacher's questions.
- English teacher, private
boys' boarding school,

Connecticut (L)
My kids are becoming much more open about their feelings
and about expressing feelings about others in the grouo
in a positive way--it's a gradual process, and beautiful
to watch
- Open classroom teacher,
ages 8-10, Montreal, Quebec
(Q)
I appreciate your program more each day.
I think I am
finally developing a feel for the activities, a sense of
how they can be combined, related, expanded.
To test the

.

h
:
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program informally, I departed from the Composition for
and for about four weeks, taught a traPersonal G r o w t
ditional English unit that I had done successfully about
AlThe results were nearly disastrous.
four years ago.
Gro’-th
for
Personal
Composition
think
thedon't
though I
program went off perfectly, the more traditional program
The
really made the students an angry, hostile group.
fragile atmosphere of tolerance and general good will
They became destructive--back-biting, rankling,
changed.
and so forth.
I've returned to the personal growth activities, and,
in Thursday's meeting, we will discuss the two different
approaches
- English teacher, public
high school, southern
Connecticut (L)
,

Below are two letters in which teachers pass on comments

from their students
I'm so grateful and excited over this program.,, I have
reaction sheets from two senior cla.sses--comments
"discussions we had made us think. Even though you gave the
idea, that just got us going and it was just right for
"
promoting discussions and arguments."
learned, through
your crazy questionnaires who we are."
"I enjoyed all
the activities that made us think."
"I enjoyed the activities which made English fun.
They gave me a chance
to write down what I feel about a particular idea or con:

<’e

cept."

English teacher, public
high school, eastern assachusetts (Q)
-

.

This is the seventh such message I've received since using the personal growth material--! never received on
in the previous eight years:
"Dear Dr,
I want to tell you that I respect you so much.
Your
feelings you share with everybody. You open yourself up
so much and you face the truth.
You have helped so many
kids, and my friends to see things differently,. .You have
helped me to understand myself. And that everyone feels
the same as I do but so few people really show it.
And
you bring out people's feelings.
You've helped me because
I can say things differently with people.
And because
you make me more confident. Because, if you show your
feelings in front of the whole class, then I can learn
to shew my feelings to people too.
Because people like
,

.

:

kz

you for showing your real feelings, not dislike you.”
- Teacher, public high
school, central Connecticut (L)
A curriculum coordinator sees the program as stimulating
the professional growth of his teachers:

Perhaps one of the most significant values of the approach
is to stimulate teachers to look at their own practices
and at the composition process in new ways--and to trigger
their imaginations for more creative and enthusiastic teach
ing •
- English curriculum coordinator, public school
system, western Massachusetts (L)

And another curriculum coordinator sees in the program a hope
for the future

Anyway--on with Uptaumht (Ken Kacrorie and Postman and
V/eingartner Teaching as a Subversive Activity and so
on.
And maybe there will be less
And now you people.
need in the future for one of our graduates to write
Return of the Con o:° the Son of the Son of th g Con and
so on) ~of the Student as i.i~~er (Gerald Barber). And so
it goes.
(But you know that.)
- language arts curriculum
coordinator, K-12, public
school system, southeastern
Massachusetts (L)
)

(

)

(

,

Below are comments from three teachers who classify themselves as being on the "traditional" end of the continuum:
The strengths of your program reach out toward my classroom weaknesses.
- Teacher, independent day
school, Ohio (Q)
.

There are so many good ideas and directions in your plan
(the Co rn -position for Personal Browth program) that just
to keep them in mind has served to make me more flexible
in my traditional activities- -reminded me that I do and
always have felt that the positive approach, i.e, showing
concern and respect for my students, gets the best resultsis also the only way I can live with them--with this mutual

—

.
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regard--so thank you for more ways to open ourselves to
one another,
- English teacher, public
high school, eastern
sachusetts (Q)
I'm finding out how much I have been relying on old-time
authoritarian muscle to keep these kids in line, and how
impossible that muscle is in this kind of a workshop...
The best days with the program are those days when X am
most relaxed and the kids aren't being bugged by too much
me... I'm also discovering how much I have been the central talker in the classroom and how little the kids know
about how to proceed without me ... However the stuff is
great and I'm enjoying what I'm learning about myself,
as well as what I see the kids learning,
- English teacher, public
high school, 'estchester
,

County, N.Y.

(L)

The following three comments show how the program is

spreading from the original workshop participants:
I have at least four people in my department using my red
book Oon-oosition for Personal drouth
- English teacher, public
high school, Connecticut (Q)
(

)

.

I received such liMIENSE success through the program that
a number of other teachers have borrowed the red book and
are using it.
Oh yes.
I also let some interested students use the bool: and prepare classes on it.
These were

fantastic
- English teacher, public
high school, eastern Massachusetts (Q)

I’ve been asked by my department chairman to present a
demonstration at the Middle School Seminar ... I m just ecstatic because now more people will learn about your program and all those fantastic things.
Oh joy, joy, joy!
- Sixth grade teacher, public
school, eastern Massachusetts
'

(D
The two following comments point out the effect of the

program on the relationship between the teacher and the students:
I

am sc gratified by the closeness that has developed

-

.
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between my students and me since I began the thoughtsharing ideas. 7e communicate on a totally different level; I understand them better and am aware of their in/' i vidual concerns. No longer do I see a sea of faces conTheir attitudes toward the class have befronting me.
come much more positive, as have mine,
- Sixth grade teacher, public
school, eastern Massachusetts
(Q)

I've been using your ideas in the classroom, and both the
Thank you.
kids and. I are enjoying them tremendously.
about
wonderful
new
the
kids.)
many
things
(Learning
- English teacher, public
high school, Vermont (L)

And finally, belov; are the comments of nine teachers who
have come to see either themselves or teaching in a new light:
I

have gained an entirely new view of teaching.
- Teaching nun, Roman Catholic high school, eastern
Massachusetts (L)
,

I've been teaching for almost forty years at all levels,
from grade seven to graduate students and adults. But I
think I'm doing the best work ever no-; thanks to a. new
attitude, a new philosophy, and new approaches!
- Professor, state college,
eastern Massachusetts (L)

—

You remember the activity we did of which the end result
was a poem about moments? 'veil, I did this exercise with
all my classes and got fantastic results.
(Nave I told
you how much your conferences have changed my outlook on
teaching English and my performance in the classroom?
Both for the better.)
- English teacher, public
high school, northern Vermont (L)
Tne activities I have used have met great response from
my students!
‘eel good acout arriving to school with
colored paper and tinker toys and feel rewarded after
class.
Composition for Personal C-ro'"th has brought ab
some of my most memorable, exciting moments in teach in
(Some of my students openly admit English is fun!)
- English teacher, public
high school, eastern "asschusetts (L)

.
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I used your materials and activities for two straight
They revitalized and rejuvenated me and put new
weeks
energy into the class.
- English teacher, public
high school, New Hampshire

(SC)

Our brief association with you has already led to good
experiences in the classroom and better feelings about
ourselves as teachers.
- Husband and wife teaching
in boarding school, western

Massachusetts (L)
I just feel good about myself in class--more vital, more
a real person--and I know it makes a difference to the kids.
- English teacher, public
high school, western Massachusetts (SC)

Students seem brighter and more caring, and I realize that
it's because I am brighter and more caring of them.
- English teacher, boys'
boarding school, western
Massachusetts (SC)
The person on whom your Composition for Personal Growth
program has had the greatest impact is me. Certain activities have enabled me to learn a great deal about the
kids at a deeper level, which I know is paying off with
my being better able to bridge the communication (and
generation) gap.
I believe I'm more effective in smallgroup and individualized work.
I've had to rethink a
great deal of my own values and attitudes and my teaching strategies and techniques--which has been a really
good experience.
- English teacher, eighth
grade, public school, eastern Massachusetts (L)
Of course, these comments are neither representative, nor
a random sample of all of the teachers who have participated

in the workshop s.

Undoubtedly, there are those who have found

no value or no success with the program, but I have received

no letters from them.

(And,

in any event,

the designers of

the program, hav e never intended that it would or could be
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satisfactory to everybody.

)

However, the teachers who have

written report a new joy in teaching, a new understanding of
students, and, perhaps most important, personal and profes-

sional growth.
The Eight V/eek Controlled Trial

When a very large thermometer is placed in a very small
glass of water, the chances are that the thermometer will
change the temperature of the water to the extent that the

reading will be more a reflection of the temperature of the
thermometer itself than that of the water.

To measure a mi-

nute shift in the temperature of a very small glass of water,
a subtle,

unobtrusive instrument of delicate precision must

be used.

Unfortunately, the unobtrusive instruments devised

for measuring the effects of personal growth education are not

precise, and the precise instruments are not subtle.

And, as

we have seen, no less a figure than John Dewey has said that
?

personal growth cannot be measured.

Certainly, upon reflec-

tion, it was highly naive of this investigator to expect that

an intervention of approximately thirty-two hours broken into

?

Sibber man, p. 257.
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tiny discontinuous fragments could create

a

measurable change

in attitudes and behavior patterns which had been built over

the more than ten thousand hours of a ninth grader's school

history.

Added to this background, the student continues to

spend eighty percent of his school day with "business as usual"
and its restraining effect on personal growth.

An analysis of the findings of the eight week controlled
trial indicates that student attitudes and behavior patterns
are much more stable than the designers of the program had

previously supposed.

many high school students seem to have

tuned out school to the extent that they are no longer aware
of changes in the physical setting.

And, at least some stu-

dents may have discounted school to the extent that they are

unwilling to allow it to obtrude into their real lives, their
lives outside of school.

Here are some of the implications from this trial for the

redesign of the program:

first, wherever possible, personal

growth activities should be introduced at an earlier age, and,
to that end,

a coordinate

program should be developed for younger

2

students.

Second, ways must be found to create a supportive

P

Fersons concerned with the integrated day concepts of primary
school education have often voiced concern over the follow-up
in the middle elementary and junior high school grades, and the
developers of this program see the personal growth approach as
one possible line to take.
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atmosphere within the school for personal growth classes so
that the effect of the brief tine spent in English class is
not dissipated and negated by an apathetic or antipathetic

environment

,

Double periods, coordinate English-history or

English-science courses, and the use of student and faculty
support groups are some examples of ways of creating a more

supportive environment.

And,

finally, both students and tea-

chers need a clearer idea of the goals of the program and the

reasons for working toward personal growth goals.
The Ten Week Elective

While the results of the ten week elective are not precisely quantifiable, the fact that over half of the students

wrote favorable letters of evaluation for the program is

viewed as a significant achievement by the investigator, es-

pecially in the light of the comment from one of the teachers
in the trial to the effect that the students get so little

chance to voice an opinion about anything that goes on in

school that they are likely to use any opportunity to register
a "no" vote,

no matter what the question is.

The comments from the letters and postcards indicate the

need for several changes in the program:

first, students

..-ere

often unaware of the objectives of the program until the teachers read exerpts from the teacher's guide at the end of the
course.

Certainly, there is no reason to withhold the objec-

tives of the program from the students;

in fact,

since it is
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the philosophy of the program that the students should have

some degree of control over the direction of the program and
the ways in which the objectives are pursued,

there seems to

be good reason to explain the objectives as fully as possible.
To this end,

a series of mini-lectures or short essays for

students on identity, interpersonal relations, values, positive
focus,

etc.,

should be developed to outline some of the per-

sonal growth objectives.
Second, the need for earlier and more continued emphasis
on community building became apparent from the letters and post

cards complaining about students' being placed in discussion

groups with strangers.

Less threatening bridges need to be

used before throwing students into groups of total strangers
to work on personal growth activities.

Third, teachers need more training in the use of the ma-

terials and in the flexibility to introduce other activities
to meet student needs.

For instance,

several students ex-

pressed the desire to write short stories, but since this was
not mentioned in the teacher's guide,

some of the teachers

felt constrained to stay with the activities in the guide and,

therefore, missed the opportunity to take advantage of the in-

terests of students.

Another case of the need for more teacher

training was that of the teacher who tried, to conduct the activities of the program using the traditional seating arrange-

ment of rows of desks facing the teacher and blackboard.

Th 1 O

combined with the practice by this teacher of using grades to

,
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enforce discipline, had an extremely depressing effect on discussion.
Fourth, the question of grading the program needs more

study and direction.

It is apparent that the program is ba-

sically antithetical to grading, but it is equally apparent
that few of the public schools where the program has been tried,
are anywhere near to giving up either numerical or letter grades.
To this end,

it might be possible to develop a series of con-

tract forms so that the individual student and teacher could
agree on objectives and on the manner of evaluation.
And, finally,

it is worth considering under what condi-

tions the program might lose so much effectiveness as to be
no longer feasible.

The compromise with grades is one consi-

deration; others are time, space, and support.

In this trial,

the forty minute periods were often found to be too short to

allow activities to develop to sufficient depth.

An additional

burden was placed on one of the classes because its forty minute allotment was broken into two twenty minute sections,

vided by a twenty minute lunch period.

di-

It was extremely diffi-

cult for the teacher to establish any kind of continuity under

those conditions.
sical setting.

Another compromising condition was the phy-

Not only was the school housed in a dreary,

heavy, early twentieth century building, but the chairs in

most classrooms were attached tc the desks so that close grouoings of the small group discussions were impossible because
the desks kept the students too far apart for satisfactory
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conversation.
One final compromising situation to consider is that of

support from faculty and staff.

The chairman of the English

Department threw his whole support behind the program, and the
principal seemed basically sympathetic, but the teachers using
the program reported some undercutting by their colleagues in

other disciplines.

Complaints from other teachers ranged from

too much noise and movement,

to the fact that students who

had just come from English class seemed restive and unable to
sit still and listen attentively for long periods.

Cn the

whole, despite these compromises, the program seemed worthwhile
to enough of the students and. teachers so that it is being re-

peated this spring, and will be expanded next fall.

The co-

ordinator of the program is aware of the compromising situations and is working to overcome them.
The Ten keek Required Course

An analysis of the findings of the ten week required
course indicates three main problems that the teachers encountered:

first, student expectations form a much more important

part of the effectiveness of the program than the teachers had

realized

.

Euch of the first few weeks was spent in trying to

justify the program in the light of the traditional expectations of the students.

Thus, while they were pleased that

there was to be no required homework, they were uneasy that
they might not be getting their money’s worth, or that they
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would be falling behind in the race to acquire knowledge, and,
therefore, lose out at secondary school admission time.

The

teachers felt that with a foreknowledge of this problem, they

would be able to handle it more effectively next year, and
next year's students would have expectations conditioned by
the experience of their schoolmates this year.

Second, as in the ten week elective, the physical setting

tended to compromise the effectiveness of the program.

The

thirty-five minute periods were so short that often the activities of the class had barely begun before they were terminated by the bell.

The teachers found that,

in these cases,

it was futile to try to continue the activities in the next

day's class because the immediacy of the activity was lost.
In planning for next year,

the teachers indicated that a double

period, seventy minutes, twice a week, might be preferable to
the five thirty-five minute periods.

Third, ten weeks seemed too long to work on composition

alone, and,

in fact,

the teachers did introduce some litera-

ture into the ten week course.

Next year, the teachers in-

tend to further the integration of composition and literature,

using personal growth activities in the literature component,
as well as in the writing component.
The findings also indicate the occurrence of what this

investigator has come to see as the greatest strength of the
program:

the change in teachers' behaviors and attitudes to-

ward using multiple modes of instruction within the classroom,
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and towards seeing students and their classroom selves less
as role-players, and more as whole persons.

The fact that the

teachers are using the activities from Composition for Personal

Growth in their other classes, and the fact that other teachers
in both English and other disciplines are using the activities,

indicate that the effectiveness of the program is not restricted

producing a

to the composition classroom,

but is,

change in the larger school.

And the fact that the teachers

in fact,

report seeing themselves and their students in

a.

more human-

light indicates that the Composition for Personal Growth pro-

gram may be producing personal growth in the teacher, as well
as in the students.

Teacher Comments

-

Conclusion

The most important finding from teachers using the pro-

gram is this:

the teaching of the program seems to produce

personal growth in the teachers.

This is the metachange, that

second-order change which produces further change.

The tea-

chers feel good about themselves; renewed, energized. Their

enthusiasm spreads to colleagues and to students, and the chain

reaction begins.
As of this writing,

I

am aware of two two week summer

workshops and one one week summer workshop being conducted by
teachers who have been using the program this year.

In addi-

tion, I am av/are of five in-service day workshops and three

parent demonstrations which have been out on during this year
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by teachers currently using the program.
of first importance.

But numbers are not

In fact, an uncontrolled chain reaction

can produce destruction and waste

?

it is the controlled chain

reaction which produces usable energy.

And it is the quality

of growth, rather than the quantity, which will determine the

ultimate success of this program.

7hile the teachers in their

own comments speak of their personal and professional growth,
this growth has not, as yet, been adequately measured, and it
is,

perhaps, this task which must be the first undertaking in

the further development of the Composition for Personal Growth

program.

t

•

•
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THE ENGLISH CLASSROOM

.

.

.the place

— there

is no other in most schools--the place

wherein the chief matters of concern are particulars of human-

ness--individual human feeling, human response, and human time,
as these can be known through written expression (at many liter-

ary levels)

of men living and dead,

and as they can be dis-

covered by student writers seeking through words to name and
compose and grasp their own experience.

English in sum is about

my distinctness and the distinctness of other human beings.

Its

function, like that of some books called "great," is to provide
an arena in which the separate man,

the single ego,

at once to know the world through art,
he uniquely is,

can strive

to know what if anything

and what some brothers uniquely are.

The in-

struments employed are the imagination, the intellect, and texts
or events that rouse the former to life.

And,

to repeat, the

goal is not to know dates and authors and how to spell recommend
it

is to expand the areas of the human

world--areas that would

not exist but for art--with which men can feel solidarity and

coextensiveness
•

•

•

For the truth is that the gains that could come from releasing the English teacher and student into the living world
of their subject hugely outweigh any possible losses.

These

;

.

v 1

gains can even be fairly expressed in terms of significant

national interests.

It is the free man's awareness of himself

as possessing a distinct life of feeling,

a singularity of re-

sponse, an individual tendency in time that alone give meaning

and relish to the idea of freedom.

And in the contemporary

state there are massive forces ranged against every small en-

couragement and stimulation of that awareness, forces blandly
denying the dream of individuality and the dream of selfknowledge.

The English classroom is,

ideally, the place where

the latter dream is set under scrutiny,

interpreted.

understood, valued and

To reduce the classroom to a lesser place, to

evade the substance of English in the name of stylistics, cor-

rectness, acquaintance with the classics, taste tests, colorful composition,

is therefore

to deny youth a good defense

against the fate of mass men.

from "Reading, Writing, Reality, Unreality.
by Benjamin DeMott

.

—
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The final edition of this program will include:
a "journal" -~a printed, dated diary-like volume
the possession of each student--a data bank of
bits and pieces of private information relating
to the question "Who am I in this year of my life?"
a "workbook"
a compendium of tearout activities
that can be done independently or in groups, without
the teacher/facilitator present.
a "teacher's handbook" —a reprint of the journal
and workbook plus various essays on the teaching
of the program, plus a compendium of activities
that do require the teacher's presence as a
director or facilitator.

—

—
—
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PREFACE TO THIS SPECIAL

EDITION

Personal growth activities are like folksongs:

They get

handed along from mouth to mouth, often changed or expanded with
each retelling; or they come tc us as dog-eared and unsigned

mimeos or scrawled on the backs of envelopes.
come from?

Who dreamed them up?

Where did they

The answers to these questions

are lost almost irretrievably in the dust of the human potential

movement.

We are attempting to find the sources and give credit

for as many of these activities as possible.

We will appreciate

your help in identifying any sources that you may be aware of.
We will also be grateful to receive your comments on the

style and content of the manuscripx, your suggestions for adapting these activities and for acditional activities,

and your

criticism of the program in action, especially in regard to
problems in the classroom and possibilities for creating new
learning experiences.

And we are interested in your evaluation

of the program and in any anecdotal records that you may wish
to share.

Please send your comments to the following address:

Robert

C

.

Hawley

S imon-Hawley-Britton

RD ft 2, Amherst Road
Amherst, Mass. 01002

Is

The Albatross

OVERVIEW

:

"Composition," complained Frank Whitehead, "hangs around our
necks like the albatross.

It has long been a burden for both

teachers and students, often the heaviest burden; but apparently
there is no getting rid of it."

And indeed the image of the

teacher straining under the heavy load of compositions to grade
is a common one,

completed, perhaps with the obvious signs of dis-

may when the teacher sees his painstaking corrections pass unnoticed by the students, who take a quick look at the grade and
slip the paper into their notebooks.

composition practice?

What is the use of all this

Why spend all this precious school time

perfecting a skill which will be seldom if ever used?

If a study

were made comparing the amount of time adults spend in serious

talking and listening with that spent in serious writing, it would
perhaps bring into question the value of composition, especially
as it is often taught today.

The word "composition" today connotes a thing,

often referred

to as "the weekly composition" to be handed in on Monday,

folded

along the vertical axis with the name and date neatly on the upper
right hand corner.
other hand, our why

If we go back to the word "compose," on the
*

s

can be answered, for it is in the act of

compos ing--that is, placing together--the chaotic events that make

2

up existence that we learn how to order and shape our experience,

thereby learning more about our lives and ourselves.

Composition

thus construed allows us to give our experience a name, and by

naming to carry out the most fundamental purpose in language, to
share experience.
But the sharing of experience is not only an end in itself;
it

is a valuable decision-making tool,

for it is through shared

experience that one can enlarge his repertoire of the known and
thus make decisions which draw upon a wider data base.

The im-

portance of the decision-making function of shared experience
grows greater each year, each hour, each day; for as we move into
a

world in which there is no longer a generally-agreed-upon system

of values,

and in which the choices confronting us are more numer-

ous, more complex,

and more short-lived,

our ability to make de-

cisions about our personal future and our social future becomes
more and more taxed.
These,

then,

are the personal growth values of composition:

to compose our inner selves,

to find out who we are; to share ex-

perience and to grow by the sharing of others; to discover what
we value and to learn how to moke our lives reflect our values

through our actions.
The Personal Growth Approach

:

The personal growth approach

is

a

teaching strategy which is

based primarily upon the experiences generated in various social
con texts

the learners

themselves

,

and which aims to develop the
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ability to learn through human interactions.

Thus the personal

growth approach attempts to induce changes in the learning process
itself, and to communicate a particular method of inquiry and learning.

Its focus is on learning how to learn and on developing

critical thinking skills through thinking critically.

Much of the class time will be spent in small group discussions
and activities based upon initial instructions from the teacher,

who is then free to act as consultant to individuals and groups.

Occasionally the class will meet as a whole for discussion, large
group activities, presentations from members of the small groups,
and lecturettes.

And where it is possible to schedule, the teacher

may meet from time to time with each of the small groups for a
special discussion or activity.

Many of the activities in the program are designed to produce
written responses varying from one word to a complete essay.
student will record these responses in a private journal.

The

Some

responses may be written for another member of the peer group to
record in his journal.

Occasionally sections of the journal will

be shared with other members of the peer group.

The journals will

contain unorganized data, all more or less relevant to questions
such as the following*

"Who am I?"

"How am

I

perceived by

others?"

Which of my characteristics are common and which are

unique?"

"What do

I

value?"

From time to time the students will

be given synthesizing activities in which they will explore the

contents of their journals as an archeologist might examine the

artifacts unearthed in a digging.

These journals will not be read
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by the teacher except in cases where the student asks specifically

for consultation.

Most evaluation will be done in the peer group

discussions, where the emphasis is on content and rhetoric (that
is,

the effect which the writing produces upon its

audience— not

The only discussion of mechanics-

formal rhetorical theory).

spelling, punctuation, capitalization-will come when the peer

group finds significant interference with the messages as the result of mechanical problems.

Clearly the teacher is the key to the success of this program,
and there are certain things which are uniquely his responsi-

bility:

First is his role as group facilitator— moving students

into groups and setting up patterns for group behavior.
is his role as stimulator of activity,

as provider of engaging

material for young people to discuss and to write about.
as an additional audience,

Second

Third,

supplementing the peer group, the

teacher can add an additional perspective in offering feedback.
Fourth and perhaps most important, the teacher can help to clarify

problems which students have encountered but cannot solve because
of a lack of understanding of the underlying cause.

Here the

teacher can bring to bear his special knowledge of usage, transformational grammar, or rhetoric, lor example.

In short, the

teacher must have skills in group process, a knowledge of linguistics and rhetoric, and the wisdom and understanding to intervene to create new learning opportunities, but to refrain from

intervention where his presence would inhibit learning.

—

.
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TABLE
A TRADITIONAL APPROACH

1

THE PERSONAL GROWTH APPROACH
TO TEACHING COMPOSITION

T'0

TEACHING COMPOSITION
To develop skills fr future
use
to gain promotion
to
avoid censure--to acquire
favor— to better others in
competition for grades and
status

—

—

Generally assigned by the
teacher— frequently used
to check mastery of reading
assignment--seldom of
vital interest to more than
two-thirds of the students
Teacher or lay readerunlikely to be influenced
by the message.

Finished, unified composit ions--polished writingemphasis on mechanical
correctness and style.

MOTIVATION

.

Based on concerns of the
individual tentative responses to: Who am I? How
am I perceived by others?
How am I unique, how similar?

—

CONTENT

AUDIENCE

TASK

Comments from reader (often
negative, often directed
toward pointing out errors) REWARDS
publication (occasionally) --grades

—

The young person's desire
to clarify his own interests,
needs, perceptions of self
right now.

People who may be influenced
by the message: self and peers
mostly— teacher, parents,
politicians, newspaper readers
occasionally.
Some finished "compositions,"
in form of letters, articles,
poems, etc. --many bits and
pieces:
lists, phrases,
snatches of dialogue, etc.
The motivation, the reasonfor-doing, and the payoff
are the task itself.
No
rating cf responses.

:

.

TABLE II:

PRINCIPLES OF THE PERSONAL GROWTH APPROACH
TO COMPOSITION
The reason for teaching composition is to help the student
1.
to know himself and his world.
(By composing—that is, placing
together the chaotic events that make up existence, we learn
how to order and shape our experience and thereby learn more
about our lives and ourselves.)

—

Knowledge of self and world can be divided into three skill
areas

2.

a.

To compose our inner selves, to find out who we are.
I dentity)
(

3.

by
4.

be

b.

To share experience arid to grow by the sharing of
others.
(Interpersonal relations)

c.

To discover what we value and to learn how to make
our lives reflect our values through our actions.
(Values into action)

The act of composition requires a real subject (as perceived
the composer)

The act of composition requires a real audience (which could
the composer and/or others.)

Growth through composition is best achieved through descriptive feedback and response to that feedback.

5

.

Growth through composition Is best achieved through the use
of peer feedback.
6.

7.

Teachers can best stimulate growth through composition in

the following three ways:
a.

Introducing engaging and stimulating activities and
materials and relevant information.

b.

Facilitating the group processes.

c.

Consulting and clarifying problems which the students
have encountered but cannot solve because of lack of
understanding of the underlying causes.

"
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The Personal Growth Approach
Approaches

C

ompared with More Traditional

:

In many traditional composition programs students are re-

quired to write complete, polished essays on subjects of little
interest.

These they must submit to a teacher for evaluation.

The students often come to regard the composition as a weekly

chore which they perform more of less conscientiously in order
to get a decent grade,

but they seldom put their whole heart or

their whole mind into the process.

Too often they go nowhere in

their writing because they have nothing in particular to say and
no real desire to say it.

Meanwhile, their confidence is weakened

by teachers who stress correctness and style as the main ends.
Thus the unreal audience and the uninteresting subject matter

combine with negative evaluation and adulation of style to produce the paradox:

"It's not worth doing, and

I

couldn't do it

anyhow.
The personal growth approach has been designed to deal with

these problems in the following way:

audience, an audience of peers;

for the lack of a real

for uninteresting subject matter,

subjects such as "Who am I" or "What do

I

value?";

for the nega-

tive evaluation, supportive, descriptive feedback; and for the

adulation of style, a style and rhetoric based upon the real need
to affect a real audience.

Further, in the personal growth ap-

proach only the kinds of writing found in "real life" would go
on.
a

Instead of the polished essay, writing would vary from a word,

list,

a letter,

to a story,

an essay, a play.

-

-

II:

Ref lection -

C

lari fic at ion -

C

RATIONALE
ommitment

:

The act of composition engages the student in three growth

producing activities:

reflection, clarification, and commitment.

In taking pen in hand and addressing the blank page before him,
the student is led to reflect upon the welter of unorganized

experiences that make up his life and to bring an order to them,

choosing and arranging them to build his model of reality.
he

As

orders his existence, he begins to see patterns and prefer-

ences emerge; he begins to clarify and to understand his own

desires and his own actions.

And as he commits himself and his

world to writing, he becomes commi tied to himself and his world
through his own action.

In this way the student composes his

world and brings composure to himself.

Learning by Doing

:

The key to the personal growth approach is the combination
of subject and audience.

Like most activities, writing is best

learned by doing and heeding the results.

Under the learning-

by-doing system, a student wriies because he wants to say something of importance to some person or persons of importance to
him,

and because he wants to achieve a particular effect or set

of effects on his audience.

Audience feedback and the writer's

response to that feedback are crucial to growth in writing.

But
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if the writer does not care about his subject or audience,

then

no amount of feedback will cause him to examine that experience
in preparation for the next trial.

(Witness the student who

takes a hasty glance at the grade on his returned paper and
does not bother to look at the teacher’s corrections and com-

ments.)

And on the other hand,

if the audience does not care

enough about the writer or his subject, then the audience will
not produce significant feedback for the writer to respond to
in terms of the next trial.

Peer Feedback

:

The quality of feedback and the significance of the audience
are crucial factors in the growth of the writer.

Certainly be-

cause of sheer numbers, peers can provide more feedback than can
the teacher,

but here are four reasons why peer feedback is also

potentially more effective than teacher feedback:

First, as a

matter of numbers, multiple responses to a piece of writing make
it more

impersonal and easier to heed.

Second, group reactions

often can establish through consensus some objective,
held,

or generally

judgments about the writing and, through disagreement,

those aspects which involve individual value judgments.
it is easier for peers to be candid in

Third,

their responses because

the teacher, who is usually aware of his special significance as
a responder,

is afraid of hurting his students.

And fourth,

students respond to the writing of a peer more in his own terms,

whereas the teacher is more apt to focus on those aspects of style
and technique which are beyond the cognition of tne student.

Thus

10
the student can fall into the habit of shrugging off teacher

feedback as a manifestation of the generation gap:
don't understand."

"Adults

But when a peer misunderstands him on a

matter of importance, the student will respond to that feedback by accommodation.
The Teacher

*

s

Role

:

The significance of the responder brings out the paradox
in the teacher's role.

He is both far less significant than the

student's peers in the affectional relationship, and far too

significant as an authority figure-parental surrogate, civic
authority, and dispenser of marks.

Taken together these roles

distort the writer-audience relationship and often cause the
student to respond to the feedback in ways which severely limit
his learning to write.

He may,

a constant assessment of the

for example,

teacher's likes and dislikes and

write to please or, perversely, to displease.
by

become engaged in

Or he may react

withholding himself, writing briefly and grudgingly.

But,

perhaps most damagingly, he may become engaged in the cynical
game of outwitting the teacher by catering to his whims and
fancies, and through this cynicism, he learns to divorce structure from content, the act of writing from the reason to write.

These considerations do not, as they may seem to do, leave
the teacher without a job.

As a group facilitator, as a pro-

vider of materials, as an additional audience, and as a technical expert who can bring to bear his special knowledge and
skills, the teacher is central to the success of the class.

In-

.
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stead of lecturing on errors to be avoided, the teacher uses
an action-response approach to learning (sometimes called the

trial-and-error approach)

.

He does not try to prevent the

learner from making mistakes.

He does not preteach the lesson,

pointing out all the possible problems and suggesting solutions
He allows the student to plunge into the assignment

to them.

using all the resources available to him, making mistakes where
he must,

and then using the feedback to modify his next trial.

Errors take on a new meaning; they define what is good.

Rather

than being despised or penalized, they become a valuable learnAnd the teacher becomes a helper, not a judge.

ing tool.

Growth Through Discussion

:

Another aspect of the personal growth approach is the use
of discussion activities to stimulate both linguistic and social

growth.

In terms of language growth,

one of the unique qualities

of discussion is that the participants build on one another*s

sentence constructions.

A conversation is a linguistic collabor-

ation in which each party borrows words and phrases from others,

recombines them, elaborates upon them, and adds to them.

Behind

this verbal collaboration is an accompanying mental collaboration,
a

meeting and fusion of minds.

And while participating in this

mental collaboration, the participants are incorporating the ideas,
attitudes, and points-of-view of the others even if they openly

disagree
To the extent that discussion involves the incorporation of
the ideas,

attitudes^ and points-of-view of others,

social growth

.
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as well as linguistic growth is promoted;

for it is through the

ability to take another person’s point-of-view, to empathize,
that one moves away from ego-cervtr icity towards a concern for

others

Such growth-producing conversation rarely occurs in a typical
’’class discussion," which could be better described as a series

of individual dialogues between the teacher and separate students.
(In fact,

analyses of class discussions using the Flanders Inter-

action Analysis have surprised many teachers by the extent to
which the teachers dominate "discussions" and by the extent to

which the remaining "discussion" time
three students.)

is

dominated by two or

The arrangement of the classroom, with the

teacher in front of rows of desks, or at the open end of a horseshoe,

or at the head of a table,

telegraphs the impression that

students can learn only, or at least best, from the teacher.
This is underscored by the common practice of the teacher’s

asking questions to which he knows the answer, so that the
students,

in bidding for the teacher's approval by getting the

right answer, place no value on what other students say.

Even in peer group discussions, of course, there is no
assurance that growth-producing dialogue will occur.

If the

members of the group do not really engage with each other, if
they merely hear each other out and wait their turn to speak,

then nothing much of educational value will occur.

The teacher

must supply activities and material which will engage the students
In

genuine dialogue and foster the habits of questioning, col-
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laborating, and qualifying, habits which make up the give-andtake quality of good dialogue.

Growth Through Group Process

:

The personal growth approach uses group building activities
to promote a more positive attitude towards self and school.

Research* has shown that classroom groups with diffuse and in-

formal patterns of friendship and influence have greater co-

hesiveness and more positive attitudes toward learning than do
groups that are more formal and rigidly structured.

Most students

in the informal groups think of themselves as having high group

status, whereas in the formal groups fewer students view them-

selves in this way.

Students who perceive themselves to have

high group status tend to have higher self-esteem and a more

positive attitude towards school work, and generally apply their

intellectual abilities better than do other students.
Language for Personal Growth

:

Language for personal growth is learned by experience, not

through artificial exercises.

In the personal growth approach

students come together to share their living experiences.

To

do this effectively they move freely between dialogue and mono-

logue, among talking, writing, and drama.

Literature, by bring-

ing new perspectives into the classroom, adds to the common pool
of shared experience.

learns to use language,
world.

As each student takes from this pool, he
to build his own representation of the

The activities in the personal growth approach are designed

to help the student to order and compose the experiences that make

up the world and life as he knows them.
*

Lee Group Processes in the Classroom, Richard & Patricia Lchmuck.

TEACHING THE PERSONAL GROWTH APPROACH
TO COMPOSITION

Ills

The Teacher

*

s

Role

s

Most good teachers use

a •variety of

methods in the classroom,

changing styles and techniques to suit varying needs.
phrase Ecclesiastes

,

To para-

there is a time to lecture and a time to

listen, a time to share knowledge and a time to withhold knowledge, a time to identify poter

problems and a time to allow

tia'i

problems to identify themselves, a time to intervene and a time
to refrain from intervention.

And all these are teaching

.

The

personal growth approach calls upon many styles and modes of
teaching, and at the same time it lends itself to a fairly wide

variety of teacher styles and preferences.

This section is in-

of what the teacher shall

tended not as a mold, a strait jacke

t

or shall not do;

intended to offer help where

but rather,

il

is

the teacher may need it and to present information for the

teacher's consideration.
If it is the role of the teacher to create learning oppor-

tunities and to help students to use those opportunities, then
it

is

apparent that order, discipline, and priorities must be

established.

Nothing is more enervating than the aimless dis-

order and confusion that go with a lack of discipline.

But by

discipline we do not mean regimentation and autocratic rule:
We have in mind that discipline which comes from setting up
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priorities of needs and establishing mutually acceptable groundrules for ways of doing things to meet those needs.

Thus, while

it is important that the teacher remain non- judgmental and non-

authoritarian in regard to the values expressed by his students,
it is equally important that he help to establish and maintain

those kinds of behavior patterns which contribute to the sense
of vitality and purpose of the class.

The teacher needs to establish an atmosphere that is open,

honest, and trusting, and to do this he must be open, honest,
and trusting himself.

He needs to engender a sense of caring

by showing that he cares for his students and his class.

And

he should be explicit about his expectations and the degree to

which he and the members of his class are living up to those expectations, always reserving the right to review and modify ex-

pectations in the light of present realities as recognised by
himself or by members of his class.

He needs to initiate but

not to intrude, to be authoritative without being authoritarian.
In short, the teacher needs to be responsible for the learning

that takes place in his class, rather than merely for the material

covered or for the maintainance of order.

Establishing Rules and Procedures

:

There is no one way for establishing such a classroom.

Some

teachers will wish to plunge right in, others will proceed in
slow,

deliberate steps.

Some will be able to communicate a sense

of order and purpose almost magically through their body language

and at the same time have an intuitive awareness of what the class

16
is feeling;

others will need to

cl;

rify and restate, to consult

with the class and to retrace and replan.

Here are some speci-

fic ideas for establishing rules and procedures to be used when

and if the need arises:
1.

THE CLASS MEETING:

Class meets as a whole with chairs

or desks moved into a tight circle

(chairs alone if possible).

The teacher should sit as a member of the circle and not in a

position associated with traditional power such as in front of
the blackboard or behind the big
the students may moderate.
ly,

(It

d*

sk.

The teacher or one of

class meetings are used regular-

each student could take a turn acting as moderator.)

The

objective is to reach consensus on priorities, rules, and other

matters that may arise.

The teacher should point out any rules

that he thinks may be unworkable

oi

that might set him up against

the class as the enforcer.
2.

SMALL GROUPS AND CLASS MEETING:

Class divides into

groups of four or five (see metnods for movement below) to discuss and make recommendations about rules, procedures, problems.
It is important that the task be concrete enough to be clearly

understood, and a definite time limit should be placed upon the

discussions.

All groups can work on the same task, or the tasks

can be divided among the groups.
ings,

After the small group meet-

the class meets as a whole to discuss and act upon the

recommendations of the small groups.
3.

TASK FORCE ON RULES AND PROCEDURES:

A

six-member task

force is set up with staggered membership so that each week one
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GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER
Some teachers worry about time wasted in class as students get
to know each other and as the teacher gets to know the students,

but several studies of classroom learning (see Group Processes in
the Classroom

.

by Richard and Patricia Schmuck) indicate that

,

informal patterns of friendship and influence and the feeling
of group cohesiveness play an important role in stimulating academic

performance as well as having a positive effect on attitudes
toward school and toward academic work.

Many of the activities

in the personal growth approach help the students to get to

know one another better.

Here are some specific activities

which can be used at the start of a new year or term, when
students are more or less new to each other: (Note: the teacher
should be explicit about this shift in emphasis, clearly indicating
to the students the importance of getting to know each other.)

Name Tags

:

Besides allowing students to call each other by

name, nametags can contain lots of other interesting information.

Use three by five file cards and short pieces of masking tape
to hold the cards in place.

Ask the students to write the name

they wish to be called by in the middle of the card and then
three or four of the following things around the edges; The
name of a historical figure whom you would like to be like;

An object in your home that you are proud of; Three things that
you love to do, all ending in ing

;

A character from a story, novel,

the Tv, movie, whom you admire; Your nomination for the next

president of theUnited States, or ruler of the world; Two things
that you are good at; The place you would most like to visit;

The place you would most like to live.

Note:

This is a positive

s
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GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER (CONTINUED)
focus activity; avoid using items that might have negative

conotations (eg. an animal that you might like to be like; one
thing in your house that you would like to get rid of).

Address List

:

Publish a list of the names and addresses of

all the students in the class with telephone numbers and birthdays.

An easy way to do this is to pass around a purple ditto master
with lines and spaces for each item.
the next day.

Run off the list and distribute

The implication is that there are going to be reasons

for members of this class to communicate to each other outside of

class time, to do things together outside of classs

— this

is a

bridge between the artificial world of the classroom and the real

world that exists outside.
Singing Sam This is a mnemonic device for getting students
:

to know each other's names quickly.

Class is seated in a circle.

Teacher or first student leads off with, "I'm Singing Sam

11

,

filling in the first blank, with something he's good at and the
second blank with the name he wishes to be called in this class.
The second person says, "He's S inging Sam

Barbara

11

,

,

and I'm Knitting

filling in the blanks as before.

This name reciting

proceeds around the circle adding the name of each person in order
and ending when the first person repeats the names and the good
at

'

for each person in the group.

Notes:

This is not a contest

but just a way to get to know names quickly.

No penalty for not

being able to recite all the names, but when someone is stuck,
the teacher might say, "Can someone help him?"

positive focus activity.

This is a

member is replaced by a newly appointed member who will serve
a six-week term until all members of the class have served.

This task force can operate during class time while other

groups are engaged in other activities and can report to the
class at a weekly class meeting.
In all of this business of establishing and maintaining

rules and procedures, it is important for the teacher to re-

affirm by thought, word, and deed that he is not abdicating his

responsibility to the students.

The teacher's responsibility

to his students should,

undergo continual definition

in fact,

both by himself and by the students, and this will undoubtedly
be one of the underlying themes of the class meeting.

Methods for Movement

;

Here are some ways for dividing

a

class into small groups

for activities:

COUNTING OFF

1.

:

Divide the number in the class by the

number that you want to be in each group; for instance thirty

divided by five.
(

30/5=6)

.

Then ask the students to count off in sixes

After each student is assigned a number, have all

the ones group together, all the twos,
It is helpful

all the threes, etc.

to point to an area for each group:

here; all the twos over here," etc.

"All

the one

As the groups are assem-

bling. the teacher should help move the chairs or desks so

that each group forms a circle.

Try to avoid having one per-

son partially behind another or too far from

intimate conversation.

Counting-off is

a

the others for

useful method when

)
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you want to move students into more or less random groups,

outside the circle of immediate friends.

PAIRS AND FOURS:

2.

Ask each student to go to someone

that he doesn't know very well; this pair then picks another

pair that they mutually agree upon.

The foursome then finds

a place to form a small circle for discussion.

If there are

pairs left over, they can join one of the foursomes or divide
As a variation, students could

and each join a separate group.

be asked to pick a close friend for the pairing,

and then ask

the pair to find another pair that they don't know well.

CHOOSING AND CHOSEN:

3.

Ask the students to reflect on

their habits of choosing and being chosen:

Are they as in-

dividuals more likely to choose or be chosen?
to decide which they want to try this time,

they can try a new behavior if they want.

Then ask them

remembering that
After they have made

their decision, then ask those who have decided to be choosers
to stand up and choose one of the persons still seated (a

choosee)

.

This pair discusses the exercise and then picks

another pair to form a group of four.

(Or each pair can decide

whether it wants to be chooser or chosen, and the exercise repeated as pairs
4.

.

CORNERS:

Label each of the four corners of the room

with one of the following words:

Dominator, Wallflower, Joker,

Griper; then ask each student lo think which word best char-

acterizes his behavior in groups and to move to that corner,
pair off with someone he doesn't know well from that corner,

'1

and then find

meet as

a

a

group.

pair from another corner.

o

Or each corner can

Other labels can be used for the corners to

reflect interests or preferences:

flavors of ice cream, colors,

names of rock groups, types of sports, makes of cars, etc.
5«

GROUP YOURSELVES:

Simply give instructions such as,

"Group yourselves with four other individuals that you want to
get to know better," or "Group yourselves with three people

that you don't know very well,"

One of the first activities

following such a procedure might be to ask the small groups to
discuss the feelings, the decisions,

and the activity that went

on during the grouping process.
6.

CROSS-FERTILIZATION:

To recombine small groups ask

each group to count off within itself.
meet, all the new twos,

Then all the new ones

In this way six groups of five

etc.

recombine into five groups of six.

Seven groups of four recom-

bine into four groups of seven (and these could be divided into

groups of fours and threes,

if

that seemed desirable)

.

Or the

teacher could give instructions such as, "Find three people
that you haven't been with yet today," and proceed as in the

Group Yourselves method above.
While the students are moving into small groups, the teacher
should be alert for special proolems that might arise.

Some

students may fail to understand instructions and need clarification; others may find themselves left out as groups are formed

and need the teacher's help in finding a place to move into.

groups are being formed, the teacher may need to help with the

As
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rearranging of furniture to make sire that the physical situation is conducive to good discussion.

Here it is important to

see that each discussion group is

close circle with no one

in a

person on the outside, behind another's shoulder, or turned
sideways, and no one person cl-jse

^:o

the center in a position

to dominate or mediate the group discussion.

Getting Started

:

For teachers who have never used the workshop approach,

breaking the class down into independent discussion groups can
seem fraught with potential danger

5.

Are they going to hor

;e

structions?

sit around and gossip?

How can

I

Will they all follow inaround?

Won't they just

:ontrol the class when they're

spread out doing different things?
these problems do not really exist;

Most teachers find that
in fact,

students who are

newly exposed to the workshop approach usually respond with

a

responsible and serious manner that often surprises the teacher.
There are two keys to success in introducing the workshop approach:

The first is the teacher's commitment

— he

must show

by his actions that he has fai h in his students and in the

approach; and the second is

th»

use of engaging activities

which the student sees as relevant to himself and his life-a rank order

problem or

a

forced choice game is usually a good

place to start.

This is not to say that there won't be problems.

New be-

haviors for the workshop approach must be learned through
practice, and many of the traditional schooling patterns must

be

unlearned.

new ways

Students must learn to value the teacher in a

not as an authority figure to be obeyed or deceived,

but as a helper to be used when needed; not as a font of wisdom
but as an organizer of activities

and dispenser of knowledge,

and a resource with special skills and useful information.

The

students must learn to value other students in a new way;
as competitors for the teacher's attention and approval,

not
but as

collaborators and sharers of experience; not as irrelevant interrupters of the teacher's flow of wisdom,

but as distinct persons

who can contribute other perspectives to the understanding of

And finally the student must learn to value learning in

life.
a

new way;

not as an acquisition of facts and a preparation for

some future foreign goal,
ing,

know-

but as a process of discovering,

and evaluating himself and the universe.

Developing listening skills

:

While listening to others tends to be undervalued

in

a

traditional, teacher-oriented classroom, it is crucial to a

workshop classroom.

Here are some specific methods tor im-

proving listening skills;
1.

CLASS MEETING AWARENESS;

The teacher points out The

problem at the class meeting and asks students to be aware of
the degree to which they listen to each other, noting such signs
of not listening as cutting off another speaker before you are

sure that he has finished or changing the subject abruptly without acknowledging the ideas of the previous speaker.
2.

CLASS MEETING WITH PROCESS OBSERVER;

The teacher and/or
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one or two students serves as an observer to the class meeting.
He breaks in and stops the meeting at any point when he thinks

that he observes that one speaker has not listened to a pre-

vious speaker.
3.

F'ISHBOWLING

s

The class is divided into an inner circle

of ten and an outer circle of twenty.

Members of the outer

circle are assigned to observe memoers of the inner circle so
that each inner circle member

.is

b**ing observed.

The inner

circle then holds a discussion such as planning a party.

After

the discussion the inner circle member meets with the two outer

circle members to compare notes on how well he listened and how

well he was listened to.

The inner circle membership is then

changed until all have had a chance to be in the inner circle.
4.

FISHBOWLING WITH PROCLSS OBSERVERS

Fishbowling occurs

as in the last exercise except that the teacher or some of the

students act as process observers who comment on the meeting
of the inner circle as it proceeds.
5.

FISHBOWLING WITH POST-MORTEM

:

After the fishbowling

activity, there is a general discussion of the listening that

took place.
6.

TRIADS:

The class is broken into groups of three.

Members One and Two discuss a problem such as a rank order,
each trying to persuade the other to change his rankings.
ber Three observes.

Mem-

After Member One's statement. Member Two

must restate Member One's ideas to Member One's and the observer's satisfaction; then Member Two states his ideas, and Mem-
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ber One must restate before he can reply.

After a few minutes

members rotate so that all have a turn at speaker and observer.
7.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT*

For practicing listening skills in

either large or small groups, a rule may be invoked which re-

quires each speaker to acknowledge the previous speaker’s ideas
before going on to his own ideas.

Developing Reflection Patterns

*

Reflection is a necessary and vital activity for any learner,
but schools seldom provide time or encouragement for this serious,

introspective thought.

Here are some specific teacher behaviors

which will encourage reflection*
1.

TWO MINUTES FOR REFLECTION*

The teacher announces that

before going on to discuss such-and-such, he would like everybody to spend two minutes thinking about the topic, deciding
what is important, and what they might want to say.

may make notes if they wish.
a class to keep silent,

The students

Two minutes is a very long time for

but if the teacher shows that it is a

time for serious thought, many of the students will use the time
to good advantage.
2.

"LET'S HEAR FROM THE OTHERS"*

Often in a class dis-

cussion, a small group of students will dominate the conversation.

After they have had a reasonable chance to speak, the

teacher can break in and say, "Let's reserve the next five or
ten minutes to hear from people who haven't yet spoken."

This

remark is usually greeted by a stony silence, but if the teacher
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is serious and allows the silence to continue,

there is a good

chance that some of the more reticent members of the class will

begin to speak.

It is important to refrain from filling up

what seems to be an embarrassing silence, because when the silent

members of the class discover That there really is going to be
a time for them to speak,

they often do.

This not only gives

more members of the class a chance to be heard, but it also en-

courages reflection by making members of the class aware that they
are expected to think about the topics at hand and that their

ideas will be welcome in the discussion.

THINK TANK:

3.

ing only.

An area in the room is set aside for think-

Students can come here

to

sit and think--daydream,

Not to be confused with a reading corner or a discussion

even.

corner, this space would be for thinking only.

The think tank

gives respectability to an activity which is generally frowned

upon in school.
4.

CLARIFYING RESPONSES:

Clarifying responses are short,

probing questions which teachers can use to stimulate individual
students to reflect further upon their values and attitudes.

They are generally used when a student has expressed an interest
in an activity or an idea.

The accent is on the positive, and

on how to make a positive feeling clearer.

For example,

if the

student says, "I'm going out for the baseball team this spring,"
the teacher may respond,

"Do you enjoy playing baseball?" and

thus he gives the student an opportunity to reflect on his choice,
to see what aspect of "going out for baseball" is really important

.

;

to him.
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The conversation might end at that point, but the student

might use the response to do some additional thinking about his
life; what he chooses, what he likes, what he does.

Table IV

contains a list of sample clarifying responses and some additional

considerations
Trouble Shooting

?

Teaching and learning in a workshop classroom requires skill
and practice for both the teacher and the students.

Although

teachers are usually surprised at how willingly and ably students
adapt to the workshop situation, problems sometimes arise.

Here

are some hypothetical problems with suggestions for coping with

them
1.

SILLINESS, HORSING AROUND:

or groups in the following way:

Teacher addresses the group

(If this occurs in more than one

group, these groups can be called together.)

"I see that for

some reason you are unwilling or unable to carry out this activity.

I

would like you to reflect for a minute as to whether this

is because the activity touches you too deeply and personally to

share with each other,

or whether you cannot find in this activity

any relevance to your lives.

Or is there some other reason?"

After a minute’s reflection the question is thrown open for discussion.

The possibilities for revising or changing the exer-

cise can be discussed as well as the advantages and disadvantages
of sharing,
2.

risk-taking, and self-disclosure.

"THIS IS STUPID":

When one or two people in a group be-

gin to make a comment like, "This is stupid," or "What’s the
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point of doing this?” the teacher can respond very much as in the
above (silliness) problem.

This,

too, might be a good chance

to discuss the nature of the pi ogram or the emphasis of the par-

ticular exercise.

In the last analysis,

however, the students

are the best judges of what is irrelevant or stupid to them,

and

the possibility should always be kept open that the activity

should be discarded at least for that group.
3.

OFF THE SUBJECT:

When the teacher perceives that one of

the groups is wandering off the subject,

he should wait to see

how the new subject could be relevant and important to the students
--it may even give him an idea for a new activity.

If the new

discussion is meaningful and ergaging to the students, and if it
is

one which they may not be able xo initiate on their own outside

of class because of limitations, of space and time,

then the

teacher might allow the new discussion to continue, perhaps

asking for a report to the class at the end of the meeting.
4.

SMALL TALK:

If the teacher perceives the conversation

to have degenerated into small talk,

he might check this obser-

vation out with the group, remembering that what may seem small
talk to him may be of vital interest to the students.

If the

conversation is indeed small talk, the teacher could proceed as
in Number One above

(silliness); if the conversation is seen by

the students as important,

the teacher might proceed as in Num-

ber Three (off the subject).
5.

ORE GROUP FINISHED:

When the teacher notices that one

of the groups seems to have finished the activity while the others

.
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are still engaged,

suggest to them.

there

Is

a variety of things that he can

First, he could suggest that they start an-

other activity such as a rank order problem.

Second, he might

ask them to devise an activity similar to the one just completed,

which the class could then try.

Third, he could ask them to

start some follow-up activities in the journal or workbook.
Fourth, he might invite them to use some of the open classroom

activities, such as the letter writing center, the card sort
pile,

or the bulletin board.

Finally, he could ask them to plan

and use their own time (indicating how much time would be available to them)
6.

ONE GROUP TOO INVOLVED*

When one group is too involved

in an activity while all the other groups are ready to move on,

perhaps the best course of action is for the teacher to allow
them to remain with that activity, ask them to signal when they
are ready to move on,

separately.

and then give the instructions to them

It may be that they don*t get to the second activity,

but the activities themselves are never as important as the con-

versations that they produce.

If the teacher feels that it is

necessary to move the group along to the next activity, he can
introduce the concept of unfinished business*

Life is full of

unfinished business, but if the business is important enough to
the people involved, they will find a time and a place to recon-

vene and to finish their business.

(It is helpful if the teacher

can build into the schedule a weekly time for finishing unfinished business.)
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Establishing the Support Groups

:

After the class has had practice working in small groups,
the support groups should be established.

These are semi-

permanent groups which remain established for a semester or
longer, and which are set up to give the group members a more

intimate, trusting relationship with some of their peers.

While

other groupings are still used for many of the activities, the

support groups should meet at least three times a wee

planned activities.

k

for

Generally support groups work best with

five or six members.

Suggestions for the process for establishing support groups
should be discussed at the class meeting.
is handled,

it should be

However the selecting

done openly and with a chance for every

member of the class to make his ideas and feelings known.

One

method is to have the students use the class meeting to negotiate
with each other to form pairs.
"1

That

is,

one student might say,

would like to be in the same group as X."

Then

X

would get

a chance to say if he would like to pair with the other,

he had a choice that was more important to express.

are paired,

or if

After all

then the process is repeated with some of the pairs

combining into fours and then the fours negotiating with the re-

maining pairs to form sixes.

This process can be excruciating,

or it might go very quickly.

Perhaps the students will have

some better ideas for building the support groups.

important thing, however,

is

The most

for the groups to be formed openly

and for individuals to have a feeling that they have had a fair
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chance to determine which group they will be in.
If the class is small or cohesive enough, the teacher or

students may feel that the entire class can function as a support
system without breaking into support groups.

In this case every

one of the small groups which is formed for a specific activity
is in a sense a support group,

and occasionally the same small

groups can meet for two or three days running.

Technical Skills for Teachers of Composition

:

While this chapter has placed heavy emphasis on the teacher’s
skills in facilitating group processes,

it is also

necessary that

the teacher maintain and develop his skills and knowledge in

Semantics, rhetoric, transformational grammar,

language teaching.

history of the language, media, and common usage are all important,
not as "subjects" to be taught directly (except as the students'

interests dictate)

but as tools to be used by the teacher as he

,

helps to identify and clarify problems that students are having
The bibliography contains several suggestions

in composition.

for books in these areas.

Caveats

:

Here are some common pitfalls in teacher behavior for

teachers to beware:
1.
1

ULTIMATUMS:

will have to

.

.

."

"If you can't handle this responsibility,

Whatever it is, some student will force

you to follow through or retract yc-ur words.

Ultimatums are

boomerangs which generally create more problems than they solve.

2.
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KILLER STATEMENTS:

"1 should have known better than

to expect you to be able to do this."

There is no better way

to divide the class from the teacher.
3.

NICKNAMES:

"Knuckle Head" and "Wise Guy" are obvious.

Not so obvious but possibly more damaging are "Skinny," "Freckles,"
or even "Red."

It is very hara to know what a student may think

about his nickname; better avoid them.
4.

ANSWERING YOUR OWN QUESTIONS:

into the habit of asking a question,
an immediate response,

the class moving.
an answer.

Teachers sometimes fall

and then when there is not

of answering the question in order to keep

Students often need time to reflect and compose

The fact that they are silent does not always mean

that they are bored or ignorant.

When the teacher falls into the

habit of answering his own questions, the students soon learn to
wait for the answer without doing any thinking on their own part.
5.

"GUESS WHAT I'M THINKING OF":

The teacher asks a ques-

tion and then waits for an answer that agrees with the one he is

thinking of, disregarding any other that might lead the class
away from the track that he is taking.

The students learn that

creative thinking is less important than guessing what the teacher

might have in mind.
and say, "Well,

Sometimes the teacher will take any answer

that's not quite it, it's more

.

.

."

and then

answer the question, showing that what the students say isn't

really very important anyway.
6.

"DON'T YOU THINK?":

This and its brothers, "Wouldn't

you agree?" or "Don't we all feel?" are good ways for the teacher

f
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CAUTIONS
-Beware of overscheduling.
Almost invariably teachers new to these methods go too
fast (by two of three times) than too slow.
-Beware of the need to be in on everything.
Everyone is curious, but one evidence of the teacher-centered
classroom is the teacher who must hear everything that goes on.
The subtle message is that unless the teacher listens,
responsible talk will not take place a self-fulfilling
prophecy

—

-Beware of the tendency to use threatening activities.
Students may hav been conditioned to discredit what is
pleasurable. They may react to the positive focus activities
with insufficient reverence. Resist the temptation to snap
them to attention with an anxiety-producing activity.
-Beware of the tendency to skip the feedback-form activity.
Once the first few weeks have gone by, you may have developed
an unusually accurate sense of how your class feels from
day to day. The temptation majr be to abandon the feedback-form
activity. It is of great importance to continue to set
aside time for this activity, not just because it is an
instance of writing to a real and movable audience but
because it is a crucial practice for creating a proper
learning environment, for underscoring that students have
power and have responsibility.
-Beware of the danger of breaking patterns.
People draw comfort from tradition, from ritual, from the
repetition of familiar and pridictable patterns. This
program is already far from traditional. Ease some anxieties;
If thought cards are
set procedures clearly and follow them.
to be read on Monday, then stick with Monday.

-Beware of grades.
A competitive grading system is in all ways poisonous to the
learning environment this program advocates. The values
implicit in many of the activities and procedures of this
program are antithetical to the values implicit in the
traditional grading system. So... such compromises as must
be made with the established procedures of your school, with
your students, and with your ideals should be made early
If at the end of a marking period the students
and openly.
suddenly learn they are to be graded one against another,
the poison may come in such a consentrated dose as to be
Wad - ja - get ? The Grading Game in American
lethal.
(Note:
Education by Howard' Kir sc he iibaum, Sidney fe. Simon, and
lYodney W. Napier is highly recommended, particularly the
annotated bibliography of research on the effects of grading.
,

.

f
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POSITIVE FOCUS
We all know our weaknesses. They cling to us like parasites,
haunt us like ghosts. We lavish attention on them, feed them,
And everywhere our civilization
care for them, believe in them.
encourages us in this energy-wasting process. We need to be
liberated from our weaknesses, not reminded of them. We need to
feel easy in giving and receiving compliments, not anxious and
suspicious
A really nice compliment from a casual acquaintance comes, we
think, from his desire to "butter me up," "to sell me something."
From a close friend the compliment is discredited as being "just
Compliments that
to make me feel better," "to bolster my ego."
are obviously sincere and inescapably apt provoke all sorts of
blushing, staring-at-the-f loor "Shucks-it-was-nothing, " "Hi-yoSilver ,-away " behaviors.
,

!

Who wants to be thought tender minded, a soft touch, a goodie
goodie, or a flatterer? When talk turns to personalities, one
hesitates to mention the strong points of even his close friends,
lest he be thought holier-than-thou or slightly obtuse. The
entire transaction of giving and receiving positive feedback
is accompanied by so many difficulties that many of us are
unable to summon the courage to engage in the process, and thus
or worse.
we reinforce each other's self-doubts by default

—

As school teachers we know that people flourish in an
atmosphere of approval, wither and die in an atmosphere of
disapproval. Nevertheless, we constantly find ourselves
yeilding to the pressures around us, focusing on the weaknesses
of our students and our colleagues.
The vast number of writing activities in this program are
activities that encourage a positive view of oneself and others.
In terms of cognition alone, an analysis of ten of one's most
shameful failures w ill offer insights into one's values and
patterns of behavior just as significant as those offered by
But the
an analysis of ten of one's most valued successes.
exhilarating
will
enervating
and
degrading,
latter
former
be
the
and liberating.
The teacher of this program should be steadfast in resisting
pressures to focus more evenly on the positive and the negative.
Day-to-day reality will more than even the balance. Furthermore,
an "even" focus on the positive and negative has the effect of
focusing on the negative. Given a paragraph of positive feedback
and a paragraph of negative feedback, many will really believe
only the negative, will ultimately recall only the negative.

.
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to show his lack of concern for other people's values and ideas.

By casting his statement as a question which expects a positive
answer* the teacher can produce passive agreement, underlying

resentment
7.

PLAYING TO WIN:

The attitude that there must be a winner

and a loser in every encounter is common in schools.

So long as

the teacher feels that he must win at the expense of the student,
the classroom will be a divided battleground with teachers on
one side and students on the other.
8.

"I'LL DO IT MYSELF":

There are lots of tasks that are

easy for teachers and difficult or awkward for students (such as

running a class meeting, for example)

.

These the teacher will

often take on in order to avoid confusion or in order to "get

things moving."

This kind of benevolent protection fosters habits

of dependence and non-involvement on the part of the student.

One

rule-of-thumb might be, "Does my taking over this task release my
students for a more important activity?"
9.

INDIVIDUALLY DIRECTED NEGATIVE CRITICISM:

Research seems

to indicate that when negative criticism of behavior or work is

required,

it is best given in terms of general things-to-watch-

out-for to the whole class, rather than directed specifically to
one individual.

ever,

is

Individually directed positive criticism, how-

beneficial so long as patterns such as praising only

one or two of the same people all the time do not occur.
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Planning and Evaluating the

C

lass

?

It is difficult at first to know how long an activity will

and thus how to plan for a whole class.

take,

Generally it is

wise to allow plenty of time for each activity, but to have con-

tingency plans of extra activities in case there is time to use

Teachers often suffer from a compulsion to fill up the

them.

entire period, whether the activity is meaningful or not.

No-

thing is more artificial than using up time merely to use up

When the end of productive work has come, the teacher

time.

should not be afraid to say to the class, "I think we've had

enough for today.

minutes.

The period v/ill end in

You

may talk to each other quietly, read a book, write in your jouror do anything else that doesn't

nals,

safety,

or morals,

jepardize your health,

or infringe upon the rights of others."

In planning for the class the teacher should keep these

questions in mind«
1

.

WHAT ARE MY OBJECTIVES?

Generally in the personal growth

approach several objectives will be worked on at one time, some
more consciously than others.

It is often helpful to delineate

one or two primary objectives from the areas if Identity,

Inter-

personal Relations, or Values into Action, being aware at the
same time that a too-close focus on objectives may cause the class
to miss some important incidental learning which could be more

valuable than the main objectives of the day.
2.

WHAT ACTIVITIES DO

each consume?

I

PLAN TO USE

t

How much time will

What special materials will be needed?

What pro-

f
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FEEDBACK FORMS
•Feedback forms are far more important than just another writing
activity with real messages being sent to a real and movable
audience. The use„of student feedback is crucial to reforming
student attitudes toward learning and toward the locus of
responsibility for learning, crucial, that is, to the entire
notion of self-directed learning.

Here is a procedure for using feedback forms with your classes:
Set aside at least ten minutes of classtime at least once per
week.
During this time students fill out and return the feedback forms. Next class meeting sumarize what you took to be
the prevailing opinions, and acknowledge the minority opinions,
leaving time for discussion. Summarize the suggestions and
recommendations; say what you are willing to try to do; ask
for patience and. help. Change and growth take time and need
support. Your summary and the ensuing discussion should take
about fifteen minutes. This feedback is close to your ego;
beware of spending too much time in these discussions. But
if there seems to be a real need for discussions to continue,
the extra time spent will be most worthwhile.
•Some Notes on

Formative and on Summative Evaluation:

Formative evaluation is an ongoing process whereby reactions are
fed back, noted, and acted upon rapidly and continuously. The
function of formative evaluation is to correct. The messages
collected by the thermostat and sent to the heating system are
frequently cited as an example of formative evaluation.

—

It
Summative evaluation occurs ab a the end of an activity.
functions more in the area of public relations or screening.
These evaluations tend to be used for puropses other than
influencing the conduct of the activity, as, for example,
the unreturned final examination paper has little influence
on the activities related to the study of Macbeth or of the
Boxer Rebellion.

Many evaluations in schools seem closer to summative evaluation
than to formative evaluation, whether the evaluations be those
of the teachers grading students or the students grading teachers.
The entire notion of accountibility when it takes the form of
sealed envelopes handed in to the office seems ill suited to
fostering growth in either the receiver or the sender. The
use of feedback forms as suggested in this approach offers
an opportunity for the growth of both the receiver and the
sender.

,

f

FEEDBACK FORM
1.

Hov;

satisfied were you with this session? (Pl ? ce a mark on the continuum.)
I

iiii

'

i

very disappointed,
an^ry

2. V/hat factor(s)

3. V/hat
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i

*

'

1

'

’

i

i

r

i

so/so

contributed to your satisfaction?

factor^s) contributed to your dissatisfaction?

4. What changes in

\

ecstatic,
delighted

my behavior could improve these sessions for you?

5.

What changes in your behavior could imerovc thess sessions for you?

6,

Free comment/ suggestions/ obsorvations/notions/jokes.

. .

name (optional)
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CLASS EVALUATION

for
(

1

.

(date)

(

period)

teacher)

Did the students enjoy the class?

2.

Was there adequate time for the activities?

3.

Did the activities produce good discussion?

4.

Was there time for writing?

5.

Was there time for reflection?

6.

Was there a sufficient degree of order and purpose in the class?

7.

How can the class best follow up on these activities?

8.

Was there serendipity or whimsy present in this class?

(Why or why not?)

Was there a chance for student initiative, and if so, did the
students use it?

9.

Did the activities help to accomplish some of the objectives
set forth in the lesson plan?

10.

How can I plan my next class to take advantage of the students'
responses to this one?

11.

12.

General comment:

,
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LESSON PLAN

for

(

(

date

)

(

period)

teacher)

(Consult Identity, Interpersonal
1.
What are my objectives?
Relations, Values into Action.)

2.

3.

What activities do

I

plan to use?

A.

Time for each?

B.

Special materials?

C.

Provision for discussion?

D.

Provision for writing?

Ritual and continuing activities?

Does this class plan show an awareness to student concerns
and interests?

4.

5.

Does this lesson plan show a response to student requests?

6.

Does this class plan allow for student initiative?

y.

General remarks:
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What provision is made for

vision is made for discussion?
writing?
3.

WHAT RITUAL OR CONTINUING ACTIVITIES ARE ON THE SCHEDULE

FOR TODAY?

One way to establish a sense of order is to set up

with the class certain ritual patterns of on-going activities.
Thus,

each Monday thought cards can be handed in and read during

the first ten minutes of the class; Tuesdays and Fridays can be

class meeting days; Wednesday, change the bulletin board day, etc.
4.

DOES THIS LESSON PLAN SHOW AN AWARENESS OF STUDENT CON-

CERNS AND INTERESTS?
5.

DOES THIS LESSON PLAN SHOW A RESPONSE TO STUDENT REQUESTS?

6.

DOES THIS LESSON PLAN ALLOW FOR STUDENT INITIATIVE?

Here are some questions for the teacher to keep in mind when

evaluating the class:

Did the students enjoy the class?

1.

Was there adequate time for the activities?

produce good discussion?

4.

there time for reflection?

sent in the class?

9*

8.

Did the activities

Was there time for writing?
6.

5*

Was

Was there a sufficient degree of

order and purpose in this class?
up on these activities?

3*

2.

?.

How can the class best follow

Was there serendipity or whimsy pre-

Was there a chance for student initiative,

and if so, did the students use it?

10.

How can

I

plan my next

class to take advantage of the students' responses to this one?
11.

Did the activities help to accomplish some of the objectives

set forth in the class plan?

IV:

IDENTITY— INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS— VALUES INTO ACTION:
ASPECTS OF PERSONAL GROWTH

Awareness and Growth
"Who am I?”

:

"How am

I

perceived by others?"

value, and how do my actions reflect my values?"

"What do

I

These questions

are at the core of that period of life when startling body

changes and mushrooming social activity turn the eyes inward:
adolescence.

This is the period when self-consciousness can

and often does become morbid introspection and selfish ego-

centricity.

And this is the period when a healthy self-aware-

ness can lead to beneficial personal and social growth.
The personal growth approach to composition focuses on

these three overlapping and interrelated areas:

identity,

interpersonal relationships, and values into action.
area the initial phase is awareness:
to become more aware of his

In each

helping the young person

identity— patterns, preferences,

influences, competencies, body; helping the young person to become more aware of interpersonal relationships

— how

he affects

others, what he needs from others; and helping the young person

become more aware of his values and to what degree his actions

reflect his values.

The second phase is growth:

helping the

young person grow as a person— develop competencies and cope
with unavoidable shortcomings;

helping the young person to grow
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in his ability to relate to others

— to

influence, to give and

receive feedback, to collaborate, to listen; and helping the

young person to make his actions more consistent with his values
and to understand those forces that prevent his actions from

being consistent with his values.

Identity

:

Ask a young person, "Who are you?"
you his name.

Chances are, he'll give

Keep at it; ask him to give you ten answers.

answers will probably include some of the following:
a

His

a student,

football player, a part-time waiter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jones,

brother of Billy, someone who got a 7k on his math exam, a babysitter.

And he probably won't reach ten.

We are accustomed to

think of ourselves in terms of our activities (a babysitter),
our relationships (brother of Billy), and our achievements (a
7k getter)

;

but we have almost no vocabulary that helps identify

us to ourselves and others in terms of what we feel,

spond, what we value.

how we re-

And we have very limited means of describ-

ing or even of knowing who we really are.

And to make matters more complicated, the bundle of self-

concepts that makes up our identity keeps shifting and rearranging itself almost as the view in

a

kaleidoscope shifts and changes

with each slight move.

Identity formation is a complex and continuous process
which involves simultaneous reflection and observation.

The

young person judges himself in the light of what he perceives
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to be the way that others judge him in comparison to themselves,

and at the

sarnie

time,

he

judges their judgment of him in terms

of how he perceives himself in comparison to their judgment of
him.

Of course, most of this boomeranging process is carried

Furthermore, this process is always changing

on unconsciously.

and developing,

becoming more and more inclusive as the individ-

ual becomes aware of an ever-wj

.

significant to him.

den.i.ng

circle of others who are

Thus identity cannot be a static and un-

changing self-conception, but rather an awareness of the changing,

growing process which is life.

Perhaps the most important

awareness of change that can be fostered is this awareness of
change and the possibilities for change in one’s self.
THE JO-HARI WINDOW:
is

One useful way of looking at identity

in terms of the Jo-Hari window.

The window is a grid divided

into four cells which represent the self.

Cells One and Two are

marked "Known to self" and contain all the aspects of the self
of which one is aware.

Cells Three and Four are marked "Unknown

to self" and contain those aspects of the self which remain hid-

den from the self.

On the other axis of the grid. Cells One and

Three are marked "Known to others" and contain all those aspects
of the self which others can observe and discover.

Notice that

Cell One contains those aspects which are known both to self and
to others

— those

things which are open for all to see, or which

cannot be hidden from others.

Cell Three,

on the other hand,

contains only those aspects which are hidden to self but known
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to others

— those

aspects of self wnich cannot be are are not

observed by the individual and for one reason or another have
not been pointed out to him by others.

Cells Two and Four are

marked on the vertical grid as "Unknown to others."

Cell Two

contains those aspects of the self which are known to self but
hidden from others

— those

secret desires, short-comings, com-

petencies which for one reason or another the self has hidden
from the view of others.

Cell Four, the last cell, contains

those aspects of the self that are unknown both to others and
to self

— those

dark recesses of the individual which are hidden

to all.

Growth in self-knowledge occurs when Cell One advances into
the area of Cell Three,

that is, when the individual learns some

of those things which formerly were known only to others.

He can

accomplish this by becoming more aware of the existing feedback
from others--by listening and watching with more understanding,

and by asking for additional feedback from others--by asking

others to tell and show him those things that they normally

would refrain from telling or neglect to tell.

Generally this

advance into Cell Three is accomplished in part by an accompanying move of Cell One into Cell Two,

that is, sharing with others

some of those things that were formerly unknown to them.
is the rationale

for risk-taking:

This

The individual reveals some

of the self known only to him in order to have revealed to him

some of the self known only to others.

And it is perhaps possible

that through this collaborative sharing some light can be thrown
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into the corner of the dark ana mysterious Cell Four,

that area

of self which is hidden from all.

THE THREE RINGS:

Another useful way to look at identity

is The Three Rings of Self (Figure II)

.

The three rings are

self as perceived by self, sell as perceived by others, and inner
self.

When the three rings are congruent, that is when the three

rings each describe the self in similar terms, then all is in
harmony, and mental health is the result.

When any one of the

three rings describes a self which is not compatible with the de-

scription of the other two, then the selves are pulling against
each other and there is a breakdown in the personality.
all three rings describe different selves,

of course,

And when

the per-

sonality is totally disorganized.
Thus a person with bizarre behavior is not necessarily

mentally disturbed if it is his inner nature to be bizarre, if
he realizes that his behavior is bizarre,

as bizarre by others.

On the other hand,

and if it is perceived
if he is unaware that

his behaviour and inner self are bizarre while others perceive

them to be so, then he mis-perceives reality and accordingly is

mentally ill.

Similarly, if his inner self and his self-percep-

tion are congruent, but others perceive him differently, then he
is failing to communicate himself to others and is

with all the consequences.
do,

misunderstood

And if he perceives himself as others

but this is in conflict with his inner seif,

then the struggle

between the inner and the social self will lead to some kind of
breakdown.

i
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FIGURE

I

THE JO-HARI WINDOW
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THE THREE RINGS OF SELF
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AWARENESS AND SELF-CONFIDENCE:

One of the most important

aspects of identity is the developing of self-confidence to deal
with the world.

But this is not to be thought of as a bolster-

ing up of weak egos for the sake of making young people feel

better, nor is it an attempt to make them function better by

concealing their tensions and anxieties.

A weak ego does not

gain much in strength from being constantly pumped up.

On the

other hand, an ego which is secure in its identity does not need

artificial inflation! and in fact in its awareness of what is real,
the strong, healthy ego resists artificiality and inflation.

True self-confidence comes from an awareness of reality:

an

awareness of areas and degrees of competence and of areas and
degrees of weakness.

True self-confidence uses this awareness

of strength and weakness to plan and provide for possible future

events, working to strengthen some areas of weakness while plan-

ning around the existence of others.

The establishing of self-

confidence through realistic self-awareness is one of the aims
of the personal growth approach to composition.

AREAS OF IDENTITY:

Here are some of the questions that the

personal growth approach to composition attempts to deal with in
terms of identity:

behavior do

I

Patterns and preferences:

notice in my life?

the result of conscious planning,

result of just drifting?

What patterns of

To what extent are these patterns
and to what extent are they the

What forces do

I

possess that can help

regulate these patterns so that they are congruent with
ings, preferences, values?

What do

I

prefer?

What do

rny

I

feel-

prize
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and cherish?
I

resisting?

What are my desires?

What forces do

those desires that

feel

I

I

What unconscious desires am

possess that will help me resist

I

should resist, and what forces do

I

possess which will help me live in closer accord with those values
which

I

prize and cherish?

Influences:

What are the influences which have caused me

to perceive myself as

concept?

I

do?

How has my mother influenced my self-

How have my father, siblings, peers, teachers, priest,

policemen, television, magazines, advertisements, local architecture, climate, native language influenced what

I

am?

How

have these influences affected my values and beliefs?

Competencies:

What are my strengths and weaknesses in terms

of perceiving experience and in terms of organizing and storing

perceived experience for my present needs and future aspirations?
What are my strengths and weaknesses in psycho - motor competence,
in terms of body movement and control?

What is my cognitive

competence, my ability to know and to abstract attributes in
order to organize this complex universe?

What is my affective

competence, my ability to organize and to know what

I

feel?

What is my moral competence, my ability to understand and to

formulate patterns of relationships among people?

What is my

volitional competence, my recognition of my aspirations and my
perseverance in attaining those aspirations?

And what is my

aes thet ic competence, my ability to grasp the essential order
of things and to build and reorder things creatively?

Body:

To what extent am

1

aware of my body

— its

strengths

—
47

and weaknesses?

To what extent do

Interpersonal Relations

I

accept its limitations?

:

No man is an island, and with the exception of a few crabbed
hermits, no man can live his life without an almost constant

Personal growth involves an aware-

interaction with other men.

ness of others and of the influence and control of others on
one’s behavior and attitudes.

FUNDAMENTAL INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP ORIENTATION
are three key aspects of interpersonal relationships:

s

There

inclusion

Inclusion

behavior, control behavior, and affection behavior.

behavior is directed toward satisfying the need for inclusion
that is,

the need for association between or among people--for

companionship, for belonging, or for togetherness.
is not

A

person who

included is often described as "excluded," "isolated,"

"ignored," or "abandoned."

Control behavior is directed toward

satisfying the need to exert control, authority, dominance, or
influence over other people.

A person who lacks control

is de-

scribed as a "follower," a "submissive person," a "milquetoast,"
and a person who exhibits negative control is said to be "re-

bellious," or "unruly."

Affective behavior is directed towards

the satisfaction of the need for affection,

emotional feelings between two people.
trol

for close, personal,

While inclusion and con-

behavior can occur either between two people or between one

person and a group, affection behavior can occur only between
two people at one time.

Some terms that connote

a

positive af-

fection relationship are "love," "Like," "friendship," "close."
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"Hate” and "dislike" connote a negative affection relationship,
and "cool" and "distant" indicate a lack of an affection re-

lationship.

Difficulties in interpersonal relationships occur when any
one of these variables becomes noticeable and out of proportion.

Thus the familiar" joiner" in attempting to be included in every-

thing is committed to nothing whereas the "loner" isolates himself or is isolated to his own detriment.

The "dominator"

attempts to force his will on the group while the "dropout" or
the "milquetoast" is unwilling or unable to influence decisions.

And the "blanket" and the "cadaver" are two affectional types
which need no comment.

ACCEPTANCE AND AFFECTION, REJECTION AND EXCLUSION:

Another

useful way of looking at interpersonal relationships is in terms
of the compromises a person makes between the need for acceptance

and affection and the fear of rejection and exclusion.

The per-

son with a healthy view of reality will be aware of his needs and
the risks and will recognize the need to take the risks of ex-

clusion and rejection in order to fulfill the need for acceptance
and affection.

And he will recognize that risk-taking involves

inevitable losses as well as gains.
the other hand,

The maladapted person,

on

is unable to take the risk of rejection and sub-

stitutes other behaviors in place of his need for affection.
Thus the maladapted person will alienate others so that they do
not become

tempted to offer him affection and acceptance and then

disappoint him by withdrawing and rejecting him.
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This alienation takes three forms:

moving toward people

by surrendering independence; moving away from people, withdrawing, resigning; and moving against people, attacking,

aggravating.

These three forms of alienation are well repre-

Moving toward by the

sented in ycung people in schools today:

over-conforming, listless, flighty, or inconsistent student;

moving away by the apathetic, passive, or drifting student; and
moving against by the rebellious, hostile, over-dissenting, overaggressive student.
AREAS OF INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS:

Here are some of the

questions that the personal growth approach to composition at-

How

tempts to deal with in terms of interpersonal relations:
am

perceived by others?

I

In what ways am

and how can

I

like and in what

How much influence do

ways dissimilar from others?
others,

I

be more influential?

Am

I

I

have over

satisfied with

the quantity and quality of my friendships, and how can

prove my friendships?

To what extent do

tively with others, rrd how can
forts?
can

How good am

I

and when and how much should
is the value of

risks?
ing,

and how can

improve my collaborative ef-

I

I

and how

What is the value of self-disclosure,
I

reveal, how much conceal?

risk-taking and when and where should

How good am

im-

collaborate construc-

at giving and receiving feedback,

improve these skills?

I

I

I

I

at listening,

I

What
take

understanding, and empathiz-

improve these skills?

Values into Action:
One of the most significant and disturbing findings in value
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research is the fact that values, beliefs, and attitudes have
little affect on behavior.

Thus a teacher may espouse student

rights and personal freedom and yet be highly autocratic or

manipulative in the conduct of his classes.

Or students can

believe in racial equality and yet make no move towards pro-

moting this value.

Equally disturbing is the number of young

people who, when confronted with a vast and confusing array of

choices and no clear-cut guidelines, drop out or drift along,

allowing others to determine the course of their lives and refusing to make value decisions.

Now we are moving rapidly into

a world where the choices which confront young people are be-

coming more numerous, more complex, and more transitory in their
nature.

And since the old guidelines of the family, church, and

state are either useless or unused, many young people are faced

with crises in their capacity to make meaningful decisions about
their present and future lives.

The final concern of the personal

growth approach to composition is with value exploration and
clarification, focusing on the valuing process--the awareness
of congruence or disparity between values and action,

and an

awareness of the forces causing disparity between values and
actions and of the skills to move values into actions.

CHOCSING AND ACTING— THE SEVEN POINTS OF VALUING

s

The per-

sonal growth approach delineates seven points in a comprehensive

valuing process

— four

related to choosing, and three related to

act ing.
In choosing a value the valuing process calls for an aware-
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ness and consideration of the four following points*
1

.

2.

Preferences

Alternatives
Have

3.

What do

:

I

What do

prefer?

I

I

prize and cherish?

What are the alternatives to this choice?

:

considered other alternatives carefully?

Influences

How has this choice been influenced by others?

:

To what degree is it an independent choice?
4.

C

onsequences
I

?

What are the consequences of this choice?

Am

willing to accept the consequences of this choice?

In moving the value into action the three following points

should be considered:
5*

Public affirmation
Have

publicly?
6.

7.

Acting

:

Have

I

Am

I

I

?

Am

I

willing to affirm this value

done so?

willing to act upon this value?

In what ways?

acted?

Acting repeatedly

:

Am

I

willing to act on this value so that

it becomes a pattern in my life?

In what ways have

I

estab-

lished this value as a pattern for my life?
OPEN.

ACCEPT,

STIMULATE:

The first step in helping a young

person with his valuing is to open the area, to stimulate the
person to think about value-related areas and to encourage him
to share his thoughts with others.

the thoughts,

The next step is to accept

feelings, beliefs, and ideas of the young person

non- judgmentally, and to encourage others in the class to accept
a person’s feelings for what they are without trying to change

or criticize them.

This step helps the young person to know

that he can be honest with the teacher and the class, no matter
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ho w negative or confused his feelings and ideas might be.

And

the third step is to stimulate additional thinking so that the

individual can move towards greater congruence between values
Here the seven points of valuing and the questions

and actions.

that they raise can stimulate the young person to explore and

clarify his values.
AREAS OF CONCERN:
to young persons.

Here are some common areas of concern

Value questions and activities related to

these areas can be especially useful in stimulating value ex-

ploration and clarification--

Family:

from my parents without hurting them?

What is love?

Sex:

How can
Love:

What? When? How far?

should

I

try to save? How can

Should

1

try to get a summer job? What do
Leisure:

life's work?
time?

I

How can

Am

I

Money:

in love?

How much

keep myself from wasting?

I

I

Work:

want to do as my

get more joy out of my leisure

In what ways do

I

waste time? Is it really wasted?

How close should

I

be with my friends? What should

Time:

Friendship:

I

break away

I

do about former friends?

Goals:

Are they realistic? Too high? loo
or no? What? When? Why?

What are my personal goals?
.low?

Drugs and Alcohol:

Relationship to Authority:

How can

Yes
I

live in harmony with this authority without being false to my-

self?

To what extent must

I

take for granted this authority's

power over me?
VALUES AND A VALUE-FREE EDUCATION:
free.

No education is value-

Despite protestations to the contrary by administrators

and teachers, traditional public education is laden with values:

.
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The division of the day into "work’' and "play," the differenti-

ation between major subjects such as English and math and minorsubjects such as art and ethics, the segregation by age, the

seating arrangement, the authority of the teacher, the very fact
that students are set apart in school rather than being in the

larger community, all these things shout their makers* values at
the student.

Passivity, obedience to authority,

appearance of industry)

,

industry (or the

are all values inherent in traditional

schools
Nor is the personal growth approach value-free.

values of the personal growth approach are explicit:

But the
the value

of the individual as of unquestionable worth; the value of aware-

ness in identity; the value of risk-taking and self-disclosure
in

interpersonal relations; and the value of awareness of values

and of moving to make values and actions more congruent.

In short,

the values of the personal growth approach are the values of knowing one’s world and of taking charge of one’s own life.

V:

ON-GOING ACTIVITIES

Teachers and students may vary widely in their needs for
order,

but somewhere between the stagnation of being in a "rut"

and the frustration of being lost in a jungle, every class needs
some kind of routine which can help establish a sense of purpose.

One of the important jobs for the teacher,

carried out with the help of the class,

and this can be

is to assess his and

the students* need for routine and to establish with the class

recurring patterns of activities which will free the class from
the enervation of chaos and yet allow freedom for creativity.

The following is a listing of activities which can be scheduled
on a more-or-less regular basis,

perhaps at the same time each

week or twice weekly:

THOUGHT CARDS:

Every week each student submits a 4"

card containing an observation, epigram, problem,
or other notation.

x 6"

statement, poem,

The teacher reads to the class his choice of

cards, concealing the .author's identity and allowing time for

audience response.

The teacher may instead choose to read three

cards at random on the first day, and two cards of his choosing
each of the other days.

At the end of six weeks or so, the teacher

may return to each student a stack of his previous six weeks' cards.
The teacher may use this occasion to call for some "I learned..."

)
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statements,

or for some other activity.

He may, for example,

distribute ditto masters and ask each student (or volunteers)
to contribute one,

two,

or three of their thought cards to a

(He would offer free help in preparing the cards

class magazine.

for publicat ion-~spelling, punctuation,

and the like.)

Or,

he

might remove the names from the stacks and distribute the stacks
to people other than the writer.

He then asks these readers to

construct a personality from the cards, record their perceptions
in the form of another thought card,

an essay,

or a dramatic mono-

logue, and return the stack and essay to the teacher, who will

convey them to the original author.

Thought cards produce ex-

cellent writing and discussion, and students are enthusiastic
about them when they feel that their cards have a good chance of

being read by the teacher or other students.

however, that the teacher refrain from commenting on spell-

tant,
ing,

It is most impor-

grammar, or rhetorical style except when specifically and

privately asked to do so by the author.
CLASS MEETINGS:

Regularly scheduled class meetings can help

shape a weekly routine and at the same time let students know
that there is a specific time set aside for them to devote to

self-governance.
when

a

Class meetings are generally most effective

specific length of time is set and adhered to.

The tight

circle format is absolutely essential to the success of the class
meeting.

(For a more detailed description of the class meeting

see Chapter III

.

WEEKLY REACTION SHEETS:

Each week every student is requested
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to fill out a Weekly Reaction Sheet which is then included in

At the end of two months, the students are asked

the journal.

to set out their Weekly Reaction Sheets in order,

and to compare their answers to each question,

patterns.

side-by-side,

looking for

The teacher may then call for some "I learned..."

statements or a special Telegram to Myself (see below).

The

format for the Weekly Reaction Sheet is included in the Journal.

Questions include the following:
week?

What was the high point of your

Were you in emphatic disagreement with anyone this week?

Did you institute any changes in your life this week?
this week have been better?
this week?

What did you procrastinate about

Identify three choices you made this week.

make any plans this week for some future event?

TELEGRAM TO MYSELF:

How could

Did you

Open comment.

Every week each student is asked to

write a telegram to himself, remembering that a telegram should
be a message of importance,

an unusual event,

an unusual observation, oi an instruction to

Students should try

do something.

eleven words

generally either an announcement of

to

avoid overcharges.

to

limit their messages to

"Love" is free.

The telegrams

should be kept in the Journal and at the end of a period of time,
such as eight weeks, each student should read his stack of telegrams, making answers where necessary.

LETTER TO THE TEACHER:

Every week each student is asked to

write a private letter to the teacher.
in separate folders,

These letters are kept

one for each student,

in a locked

box.

The

teacher reads the letters privately and answers each individually
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on the same page.

The folders are returned to the students with

the teacher’s answers and then coliected and locked away until

the next letter-writing day.

Letters-to-the-editor

PUBLIC LETTERS:
men, mayors,

the President,

,

letters to congress-

company executives, the superintend-

ent of schools, authors, are one way of moving values into action
by public affirmation.

If a time is set aside each week for

public letter writing, and if the teacher has stationary, stamps,
and a comprehensive list of addresses, many students will take

advantage of the chance to reach a wider audience.

Letters

should be short and to the point and should avoid defamatory
statements.

Some students may wish to post copies of their

letters on the bulletin board.

Copies or first drafts of letters

can be kept in the Journal along with answers.

BULLETIN BOARDS:

The bulletin board should provide a con-

stantly changing source of stimulation for conversation and
writing.

The photo-of-the-week, cartoon-of-the-week, quote-of-

the-week, advertisement-of-the-week, collage-of-the-week,

joke-

of-the-week, could all be brought in by students on a rotating
basis,

or entries could be submitted to a bulletin board com-

mittee for posting.

If the^ class is not too large, each member

of the class can be given a space to keep as he wants from week
to week.

With a larger class, students can have turns, keeping

spaces for perhaps three weeks at a stretch.

board can serve as the class newspaper, with
columns, and stories changing weekly.

One section of the
a

variety of articles,
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MINUTE DIARY:

Each student is asked to pick one minute out

of his normal waking day,
a

say 5*37 P.M.

record of his activities

Then he is asked to keep

thougnts, and feelings to be re-

,

corded in his Journal in class the next day.

The entries over

a span of time are then compared for patterns.

HOUR DIARY:

Each student is asked to pick one hour from

his normal waking week,

say

1

P.M.

to 2 P.M.

on Fridays,

and

then to keep a record of his activities, thoughts, and feelings
to be recorded in his Journal on a weekly basis.

After a cer-

tain number of weeks, the entries may be compared for patterns.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS:

A

which should not be neglected

part of the routine of the class
is

the setting aside of a period

of time each week for unfinished business.

Once the students

know that they can count on this time to complete conversations
that they have started with others, to finish letters, to search

their Journals, or to reflect on the business of the week, they
will use the time to good advantage.
a

But in order to establish

productive atmosphere it is important that the unfinished

business time be inviolate, never co-opted by the exigencies
of new and pressing demands.

VI:

GENERAL TECHNIQUES
RANK ORDER

Rank order can be a useful activity to stimulate discussion
and to help bring values and attitudes into focus.

Participants

are asked to rank three situations in order from that which is

the most desirable to them to that which is the least desirable
to them.

Here is a rank-order problem concerning conflicting values

between parents and young people:

Rank - Order Problem

It

As a young person

,

rank these three-

situations from most desirable to least desirable
a.

:

To hide your conflicting values from your parents in

order to avoid hurting them, even when this means doing

things behind their backs.
b.

To show your parents where you stand by your actions,

even when it upsets them.
c.

To bend enough to your parents' desires so that you can

influence them, even though you realize that you are

complying with your parents only to be able to manipulate them.

After individuals rank order the three situations and enter the
order in their Journals, small groups can compare and discuss

their rankings.

The groups can them make lists of the three or

1

.

6o

four most compelling (or repelling)

characteristics of each

Generally, there should be no reason to attempt to

situation.

achieve consensus on the rankings or on the lists of characteristics.

When the participants have spent a reasonable amount

of time working on the three situations,

the leader can ask each

to expand the list to four by thinking of a comparable situation

which would be more desirable than the top situation on the origThese new situations can then be compared and dis-

inal list.

cussed.

Finally the leader can ask the participants to test their

rankings against reality by writing in their Journals the extent
to which their top ranking reflects what actually happens,

and

what actions they have taken or can take to make their top ranking more of

a

reality.

This might also be a good time for the

leader to ask for some "I learned...” or "I believe...” statements
to be written in the Journal,

Other possible activities stemming from this rank-order
problem are an alternative search (explained in Problem II) and

role-taking and role-playing.

In role-taking the participants

are asked to rank the situations as they might if they were

parents.

In role-playing the participants are asked to play

the part of one of their own parents and to rank and discuss the

situations as they think that parent might (See Problem III)
Here is a rank-order problem involving alternative courses
of actions

Hank - Order Problem
dove Loped bad breath

,

1

»

As a good friend of someone who has

rank these three alternat ives

s

.
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a.

Tell him.

b.

Send him an anonymous letter.

c.

Don’t do anything, even when you hear others secretly

making jokes about him and his breath.
After entries in the Journal and group discussion, the question
of what to do in such a situation can be explored by an alterna-

tive search in which groups brainstorm (See rules for brainstorming.)

what to do when a good friend has bad breath.

are then read off,
De

The lists

and especially useful ideas or ideas that could

adapted to specific situations are recorded in the Journal.

Rank-order problems can be used to encourage students to
see other points of view through role-taking and role-playing.

In the problem below participants are asked to take the role of
a parent,

that is, how would they rank the situations if they,

themselves, were the parents
be used for role-playing,

o4

’

the girl.

The situation can also

that is, participants can be asked to

play the role of a specific person (in this case, probably one
of their own parents)

and to rank and discuss the problem from

that person’s point of view.

Rank - Order Problem lil
old daughter
a.

,

t

As the parent of a seventeen - year -

how would you rank these three situations

:

To discover that she has the reputation of being

promiscuous
b.

To be informed by the local police that she has been

booked on a marijuana use charge.
c.

To have her tell you that she is engaged to a person of
another race.

.
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After Journal entries and small group discussion,

the

leader can

ask how the rankings might change if one of the variables were

changed.

For instance, how would your ranking change if daughter

were changed to son?

How if marijuana were changed to heroin?

How if drug-user were changed to drug-seller?

The change in

variables might stimulate additional discussion as well as additional Journal entries such as "1 learned...” or ”1 believe...”

statements
In developing rank-order problems it is important to speak
to real issues and genuine areas of concern to the students.

Rank-order problems involving specific situations and those in
which the choices are all related
mote the best discussion.

to a

single issue seem to pro-

Students soon learn to make up very

good rank-order problems.
As in all value-related activities, the teacher's own posi-

tion on the rank-order problem is highly significant.

He is

caught between the Scylla of imposing his own values on the students (even unintentionally) and the Charibdis of concealing his

attitudes and appearing to take no firm stand on anything.
it

is

And

equally important that he avoid the relativistic quicksand

of suggesting that everyone's opinion is equally valid.

One

possible course of action would be for the teacher to have a
frank and open discussion on this issue with the students per-

haps brainstorming alternatives in small groups.
it

is

And,

of course,

important for the teacher to avoid using rank-order prob-

lems or any other value-clarifying activity to teach that one of

.

the situations is the best or the right choice.

Any taint of

such a hidden agenda would have a devastating effect on the

openness of the students and their willingness to explore their
values

Summary of Expanding Activities
A.

.for

Rank - Order Problems

:

List the three most compelling (or repelling) character
istics of each situation.

B.

Expand the list by adding a more desirable situation.

C.

Test against reality.

D.

Formulate "I learned...'* or "1 believe..." statements.

E.

Brainstorm to search for alternatives.

F.

Change the variables and rank again,

G.

Role-take.

H.

Role-play.

FORCE -FIELD ANALYSIS
A

force-field analysis can be helpful in deciding whether

or not to adopt a certain course of action,

or in deciding be-

tween two conflicting courses of action.

If a young person is

trying to decide whether to go to Florida

.for

or not,

Christmas vacation

he draws a line down the center of a piece of paper or

blackboard and labels one side "Reasons to Go" and the other
"Reasons Not to Go."

Then he puts down all the reasons he can

think of on each side of the question.

After making as exhaus-

tive a list as possible, he might circle the most compelling

reasons on each side and compare them in making his decision.
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Where two conflicting courses are involved, one side of the
paper can be labeled "Reasons for Going to College" and the

"Reasons for Joining the Army," for instance.

other,

While an individual can do a force-field analysis of his
own problem, a support group or the whole class can often be

helpful in generating the lists because of the variety of points-

of-view that can be brought to bear on the problem.

Force-field analysis can also be used with hypothetical
problems, and small group discussion of the relative merits of
the forces involved can lead to significant value exploration

and clarification.
is pregnant;

Here are some examples:

should she tell her mother or not?

person take up smoking?
course?

Jill thinks that she

Take

1

Should a young

he college prep or the general

Cheat on the science (memory) exam?

One of the most important uses of the force-field analysis
is to

explain the discrepancy between a person's actions and his

values.

By listing all the known

"

orces restraining a person

from acting on one side and all the known forces compelling him
to act on the other,

an individual can see what forces are holding

him from changing his life so that his values and actions are

more congruent.
such a situation.

The example on the following page illustrates

.

.
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VALUE

i

STOPPING SMOKING
Forces compelling me towards
stopping

Forces restraining me from
stopping

I

enjoy the smell and taste.
I

It makes me more comfortable
in a new situation.

am concerned over cancer

and heart disease.
It costs too much.

It's a social thing to offer
cigarettes and to borrow them.

My parents want me to stop.

E tc

E tc

i

REVEALED DIFFERENCES SURVEY
The revealed differences survey is used to check out what

attitudes, beliefs, or feelings art common and what are unique,
and how an individual's percept ion of the attitudes, beliefs, and

feelings of others squares with reality.

proper for a be y

On which date is it

to kiss a girl goodnight?

Ask each student to

write down on a piece of paper the number of the date that he

thinks it is proper and to indicate whether he is a boy or a girl.
Then while these papers are being collected, ask that they writedown for their own use their estimate of what the most common

answer will be for boys and what the most common answer will be
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for girls.

Once they get used to the technique, they might like

to estimate the variance (that is,

vote)

Then have the votes tallied quickly on the board:

as well.

BOYS

X

X
X

1st

2nd

XX
XXX
XXX
3rd

X
X

X

GIRLS

the lowest vote to the highest

X

X

X
X

1st

2nd

3rd

x-

4th

5th

X
X

X

XX
4th

day night.

6th

?th

8th

X

5 th

8th

How much allowance should

How late should you be allowed to stay out on SaturHow late are you allowed to stay out on Saturday night

How often do you pray?
a week?

7th

XX
XX

How much money do you spend on clothes?
you receive?

6th

How many hours of television do you watch

How much money do you expect to be earning in ten years?

Do you believe in abortion and if so
do you drink alcoholic beverages:

,

up to what month?

never

,

seldom,

How often

occasionally,

frequently, regularly?

CONTINUUMS, PERCENTAGE FROBLEMS, LIKERT SCALES:

Most value problems are not either/or situations.

Continuums,

Percentage Problems, and Likert Scales can be used to break down
the over-simplified thinking which splits people into two dia-

metrically opposed camps.
Continuums

:

Draw a horizontal line on the blackboard.

one end is Eager Egbert,

On

the super-patriot who is so committed to

the military that he would do anything to enlist--lie about his
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At the other end is Maiming Malcolm who

sell his mother.

age,

would shoot off his toes rather than face military service.

Be-

tween these two preposterous positions lies a wide range of

Place a check to indicate where you stand.

value positions.

\

Eager Egbert

C ompuls'ive

Maiming'

Moderate

Malcolm

Be sure to mark the exact center as "C ompulsive Moderate" to
,

help people move off the fence.

Complete

Other continuums:

Never tell

racial separation to forced interracial marriage.
the truth to never lie.

Ban all cigarettes to give out free

cigarettes to all children.
The Likert Scale

:

The Likert Scale is similar to the con-

tinuum, but there are several clearly defined positions (usually

five or seven)

.

How do you value premarital chastity in your

marriage partner?
1

Absolutely
essential

2

4

3

Highly
desirable

Some conside rat ion

How strict should teachers be in class?
3)

firm in some situations,

5

Minor consideration
1)

very firm;

liberal in others;

4)

the Revealed

a

the degree

group such as a class.

2)

firm;

5)

let chil-

The Likert Scale can be used with

Differences Survey (See above.)

of differences and

rre levant

allow children

to nave a voice in class organization and behavior;

dren do whatever they please.

I

to

show the range

of agreement among the members of

"

:
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Percentage Problems

What percent of the defects in your

i

bicycle, cap or house would you reveal to a potential buyer?

What percent of your personal life do you share with your mother?
What percent of the homework assigned do you do?

Your brother?

By rounding off percentages into groups of ten, Percentage Problems can be used with the Revealed Difference Survey (See above.)

What percent of your free time do you spend watching television?
0-10

'•1

10-20

LEARNED.

20-30

.

.

"

30-40

40-50

50-60

70-80

60-70

80-90

90-100

STATEMENTS

This is a follow-up activity which can be used to generate

written reflection and clarification after many of the other
After an activity such as a discussion

activities in this program.

for instance, participants are asked to

of a rank-order problem,

write three to five or more "I learned..." statements in their

Journals.

An "I learned..." statement begins in one of the follow-

ing ways:
"I

learned that

1

.

."

.

"I re-learned that

I

.

.

"1

discovered that

I

.

.

"1

noticed that

"I

realized that

The second

I_

is

I
I

.

."

."

.

.

.

.

."

important because it is the purpose of the activity

to focus on the self and what you learned about yourself from the

preceding activity.

For instance, "1 learned that all people are

different" is not as useful as "1 learned that

1

often forget how

:
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different people are."
It is helpful to identify the "I learned..." statements in

the Journal by what activity stimulated them.

Here is an example

of a Journal entry for "1 learned..." statements:
"I

learned"s for parent-young person conflict rank order:
1

learned that

I

.

even though
2.

I

I

often try to manipulate my parents

don't like them to manipulate me.

I

discovered that

I

con't really have as many con-

flicts with my parents as some of my friends.
3.

I

noticed that

I

sometimes don't say what

I

feel

because I'm afraid that otners will laugh at me, and then

somebody else says the exact same thing and nobody laughs.
"1

BELIEVE..." STATEMENTS AND ACTION TESTING
Here is another follow-up activity which can stimulate further

clarification of some of the values and attitudes explored in other
exercises.

After an activity such as a forced-choice game, par-

ticipants are asked to write one or two or more "I believe..."
statements in their Journals.

Here is the format for "I believe.."

statements

..."
..."

"I

believe in

"I

affirm

"I

stand for

.

.

."

"I

hold dear

.

.

."

As with "1 learned..." statements, the Journal entries shoulu

identity the activity which stimulated the statements.
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For action testing the participants are asked to write the

answers to each of the following

f iur

questions for each

"1

believe..." statement:
1

.

In what way can you publicly affirm this belief?

2.

How can you act on this belief?

3.

What patterns of actions can you pursue to uphold this
belief?

4.

Are you doing or have you done any of the things in

questions

1.

2,

and 3?

SHARING "I LEARNED..." AND "I EELIEVE.

.
.

"

STATEMENTS

Occasionally it is effective for the teacher to ask volunteers
to share their "I learned..." or "I believe..." statements by

reading them to the class.

This gives the participants a chance

to check the range of responses,

differences.

their commonalities and their

And for individuals xhis creates an opportunity

for risk-taking and for public affirmation.

set aside on the bulletin boaro for "1

lieve..." statements, signed

arid

Or a space can be

learned..." and "I be-

unsigned.

No one should be

forced to share.

HERE-AND-NOW WORDS, THEN-AND-THERE WORDS
At the beginning of class or after a stressful situation

the teacher might ask the students to write the date

arid

the

exact time of day in their Journals and then to write four individual words which express tie feelings that they are having
right here and right now, and then to take one of those words and

?

.
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write one or two sentences explaining or expanding on one of the
words,

example:

July 28, 1971,
Relaxed.

5

J

28 P.M.

Tired.

Pleased.

I'm feeling pleased because

I

Frustrated.

have written

several difficult pages in this teacher's handbook

today despite the beautiful weather and the call of

swimming and other summer pleasures.

Here-and-now words often raise to

a

conscious Level those

feelings which are unconscious or repressed.
the conscious level,
be acknowledged,

By being raised to

feelings that are bothersome or nagging can

and even if they cannot be dealt with any further

at that time, the acknowledgment makes them less bothersome.

By reviewing a month's here-and-now words in the Journal,
an individual can often determine what patterns of feelings govern

his behavior and what feelings he consistently represses.

The

review of here-and-now words can be followed by some "I learned...'*
statements

Then-aad- there words can
empathy.

oe

used to help build the power of

What would the here-and-now words for a character from

literature or history or real life look like at a given moment
(role-playing)?

if you were in that particular situation at that

particular, what would your here-and-now words be

Example:

(

role- taking)

Write here-and-now words for Macbeth when he sees the

woods begin

to

move.

INVENTORIES

Inventories can be used to help individuals see patterns
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and preferences in their lives,

and also to point up the range

of individuality or conformity among people.

"Twenty things

Some,

such as

love to do" are best kept private in the Journal;

I

others such as "Possessions" or "Heroes" can be shared in small
groups.

"I

learned..." statements are often a useful follow-up

activity.

Twenty Things

I

Love to Do:

Ask the participants to write

down in their Journals as fast as they can twenty things that

they love to do.

No one will look at their lists,

be as honest as they want.

so they can

After the lists are complete, ask

the participants to mark them in some of the following ways to

Put an A beside any item that you normally do

reveal patterns:
alone; an
a

0

beside any item that normally requires other people;

^ beside those items that require you to save extra money to

do;

an M beside any item that your mother would approve of you

for doing;

a

for any item you expect will be missing from

+_£

your list five years from now,

a

^

f° r an Y item that would not

have been on your list five years ago; a W for any item that you
love to do but really wish you didn't; record the approximate
you
date that, last did each item.

This activity can be repeated after a month and the two lists
compared.

What things are missing from or added to the second

Is there a significant cnange in the order in which some

list?

items are listed?

Possessions
to the

:

Participants are asked to record the answers

following questions in their Journals.

Lists can be shared

s
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in the small group or read anonymously and guesses made as to

the author’s identity:

1)

What are the two things you would

grab on the way out of your house if it were on fire (your family
and pets have all been removed)?

2)

If you returned home and

found your house had been broken into and burgled, what two things

would you look for first?

3)

What is one item from your wallet

that reflects an achievement of yours?

4)

If you were forced to

select items from all you own and olace them in one suitcase, what

would you choose?

What two of your things would you want to share

with a very dear friend who is seriously ill in the hospital?

Success Symbol

Answers recorded in Journals ana lists

:

shared as in "Possessions":

1)

What is one artifact of success

which you have in your desk or room or home?

2)

Describe a photo-

graph of you which illustrates one successful experience.

3)

De-

scribe an object which people notice when they come into your
room.

Describe something in your home which you are proud of

4)

but which you normally don’t show to others.

5)

What event do

you nave on your calendar that you are looking forward to with

great anticipation?

Heroes and Others

:

Answers recorded in Journals and lists

shared as in "Possessions":

character whom you admire;
mire;

3)

a

List the following:
2)

1)

a fictional

a person from history whom you ad-

nationally known person, now living, whom you admire;

personality whom you would not like to

4)

a movie

TV

program that you would like to be on;

6)

a

be

like;

5)

a

singer or other

musician that you would like to sing or play like;

?)

an author
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that you would like to write like.

Pages for a Biography

All the different hair styles

following topics:
How

I

Write a Journal entry on one of the

:

have spent my last five spring vacations; All the Christ-

mas presents

can remember giving my mother;

I

on New Year's Eve for the last five years;

my birthday for the last five times;
I

have worn;

I

What

How

I

I

have done

have celebrated

The last five times that

have cried.

These pages can be shared in the small groups or read

anonymously for the group to guess each author's identity.
Topical Inventories
topical situations.

:

Inventories can be made up for many

For instance, an interest in ecology could

stimulate an inventory of what electrical appliances in our house
we could do without,

the family car,

or a log could be kept of

a

week's use of

or a list made of all the non-recycled items

used in one day.

BRAINSTORMING
This is the classic problem-solving tool designed to release
the creative potential

in

individuals and groups.

Rules for Brainstorming

:

1.

Defer evaluat i on--all ideas are welcome.

2.

Strive for quantity rather than quality--the more
items on the list, the better.

3.

Encourage off-beat and far-out ideas--they may
have a germ to build on.

4

.

Piggy-back, or build on one another's ideas-- this
is a team effort,

not

a

competition.
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Good brainstorming requires practice, and the rules should
be reviewed often.

It is very easy to fall into the trap of

evaluating ideas as they come along, but this is counter-productive,

since it cuts down on the flow of ideas, and often poten-

tially useful ideas are left unsaid because of the threat of
instant evaluation.

Brainstorming works best in small groups of three to seven.
One person should act as scribe,

scribe.

or use a tape recorder and tran-

Generally a specific time limit such as five or ten

minutes should be set.
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
We are so conditioned to look for the flaws in an idea that
we often overlook its good points.

Many ideas which are faulty

or unworkable have a germ which can be built on if the idea can

only survive the initial negative responses.

Spectrum analysis

asks that critics look first at the good points of an idea before

stating its weaknesses.

Spectrum analysis can be used with brain-

stormed ideas or in any other problem-solving situation.

ALTERNATIVE SEARCH

Human beings often operate within a fairly narrow range of
behaviors.

The alternatives search is a brainstorming activity

designed to expand the repertoire of possible courses of action
for real

or hypothetical situations.

A

small group can brain-

storm alternatives for a group member who brings a problem, or
the entire class can brainstorm in small groups and then share
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lists by reading aloud or posting.

If the problem is a real one,

the individual can select one or two of the most feasible ideas
as a self-contract.

Sample alternative search questions

s

1.

How to send love to someone far away.

2.

How to make Christmas more meaningful.

3.

How to tell parents, "I love you, but leave me alone."

4.

What to do about a friend who has a body odor problem.

5.

How to make peace with your brother or sister.

6.

What to do when your best friend starts smoking

marijuana and wants you to try it.
7.

Ways to make money/save money.

8.

Ways to spend Saturday night/Sunday afternoon.

SELF -CONTRACTING

When an individual wants to work on solving a problem in his
he can initiate a self-contract,

life,

group.

Once the problem is identified,

possibly with his support
possible courses of action

are proposed through an alternative search or group discussion.

The individual chooses a feasible course of action and contracts

with himself to follow that course.

The group then devises an

objective method for evaluating the success of the action.

The

individual reports back to the group at the end of a week as to
his progress towards the objective.

For instance,

if an individual's objective

is to reduce

friction with his brother, the alternative search might have
produced "finding one good thing to say about him each day ana

7?

To evaluate

then saying it at supper" as the course of action.
the effect of this course of action,

the individual might keep

a record of the number and type of disagreements per week and

report to the group any change in quality and quantity.

FISHBOWLING

Fishbowling can be used to introduce the class to a new
activity, to demonstrate behavior by modeling and comment, and
to give group participants a chance to get direct feedback about

their behavior in small group activities.

Generally one group

goes through an activity such as Planning a Party

Buying

,

,

Group Catalog

or Building with Tinker - Toys while the other groups form

a ring around the acting group to observe.

Each person in the

outer group selects one person in the inner group to watch with
care,

the teacher making sure that each person in the inner group

has an observer.

After the activity the class can break up into

small discussion groups with the observers and observees comparing

notes on what went on, or the entire class can discuss the activity.
This is a good chance for the teacher to point out the distinction

between judgmental and descriptive comments, possibly using the
"I see..." and "I

"I

imagine..." routine.

SEE..." AND "I IMAGINE..."
As a help to differentiate between observation and judgment

one person can describe an observed behavior in another and then

say what he imagines is the reason for the behavior:
smile and

I

"I see you

imagine that you are happy with the proceedings," or

"I

see you fold your arms and withdraw,

are bored with the activity."

and

I

imagine that you

The person who has been observed

then validates the observations

"Yes,

as a matter of fact,

don’t see the point of this exercise," or "No, actually

laughing at a joke
is useful

I

heard last night."

1

1

was

This kind of testing

in developing the power to empathize.

FANTASY
In these exercises the teacher leads the class through a

mental exploration of their inner world.
will have their eyes closed.

Generally the students

The leader should try to use a calm,

image-evoking manner of speaking, and he should allow time after
each direction for the students to build the experience in their
minds.

After the fantasy the teacher may ask for some "I learn-

ed..." statements or for some iorm of dramatic monologue or roleplaying, etc.
Y

our bedroom

As you stand in the hall outside your bedroom,

:

is the door open or shut?
it made or unmade or

— Go

-

into the room.

Go to the bed. --Is

in-between? --What sort of cover is there on

it?--Feel the texture of the cover. --Look under the bed; what's

— Look at the
tions? — What kind of
there?

walls; are there pictures or other decoraa person would have these things on his walls

--Go to the closet --What kinds of clothes are in the closet?-.

Look at the labels in some of the clothes --Does this tell you
.

anything about the person who wears them?
Are they shined or not?--Are they

in

— Look

at the shoes. --

neat rows or scattered about?

What does this type of footwear tell you about the wearer? --Go
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to the dresser.

— What

things are on the top of the dresser?

--Look in the top drawer.
owner?

— Are

—-What

does this show you about the

there any books in the room? --What kind? --How about

magazines?--Records?
Activities:

—What

Write

a

else is worth noting in this room?

report of a private detective who has

been asked to gather information about you and has visited your
room during your absence.

Write a dialogue between a hippie ana

a hard hat who chance to be examining your room together.

How

What is in

do you expect your room will change in five years?

your room that. was not there one year ago?

Ahab

:

Stand on your right leg for three minutes.

If you

wish you may rest your left knee on the chair, but do not let the
foot touch the floor.

minutes)

:

Try to keep your eyes closed.

(After three

Now sit down, keeping that foot from touching the floor.

You have lost your left leg just below the knee.

activities you have planned for this evening.

Think of the

Ho w will you have

to change them? --Picture yourself walking down a city street. --It

starts raining, a downpour.

—-How

do you manage to get to shelter?

--You are on a subway --Notice the eyes of the people sitting
.

across from you. --What are they thinking? --Think of your career
plans. --How will they have to be changed? --Think of three things
you love to do. --How can you change your life in order to do those

things?

Activities:

"I

learned..." statements.

Write a letter to a

friend telling him how you are going to alter your life.

If your

leg were to be restored for just one day, what would you do?

As

—
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the teacher reads over the fantasy slowly,

try to reconstruct

your here-and-now feelings at each point and write them down.
C

ocoon

:

Find a comfortable position.

You are in a lovely,

white cocoon. --You are resting before coming out to be in

soft,

the world again,

but now you are comfortable and at peace.

— Feel

the space and the softness about you. --Now you can start to build

an ideal place for yourself within the cocoon; you can make the

space as large as you want and any shape you want. --Is there

music in your cocoom? --What kind? --What color are the walls?-They can be any color you want.

— Are

there pictures on the walls,

or other decorations? --You may invite anyone you like into your
as many as you like,

cocoon,
a

or you can be alone.

--You may have

window in your cocoon, --What scene do you want to have outside

the window?--ls it a place you know,

or is it an imaginary scene?

--What furniture do you have in there? --Is there any food?
What kind?
Now,

world.

slowly you have to leave your cocoon and return to the

--Is there something you want to bring back with you?--

Reach out to touch it. --But it fades, slowly fades as you gradually
return.

--When you are ready, open your eyes.

Activities:

cocoon in writing.

Spend the next ten minutes describing your
These descriptions will be read anonymously in

the small groups, and the group will try to guess the identity of

each author.
unique?
way:

do<

What aspects of your cocoon do you think will be

What aspects do you ex pec

I

others will share?

In what

your cocoon reflect your personality and your life?

.
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Can you identify any specific influences which have led you to
the choices you have made?

ROLE-PLAYING AND ROLE -TAKING

Role-playing refers to a variety of activities in which an
individual takes the part of another and tries to act and respond
as that person would.

In role-taking the individual responds and

acts as he thinks he would or should if he, himself, were in the

given situation or role.

Role-playing and role-taking can involve

anything from a single word response to
a

a

rank-order problem to

complex problem-drama with pre-planned scenario.

Role-playing and role-taking have many applications; here
are some of the more important ones:
1

.

To rehearse a potentially threatening situation,

such

as asking for a date or telling your mother that you

are pregnant.
2.

To clarify ideas and values by exploring what one might
do and say in a given situation.

3.

To explore a problem situation looking at alternative

courses of action and their probable consequences.
(This could follow an alternative search.)
4.

To help understand how others might feel in a given

situation; to increase one’s power of empathy.
5*

To observe patterns of behavior and to determine how

unique or how common areone’s responses to

a

given

situation
Although role-plays can lest up to an hour or even longer

.
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(planning

for example),

party,

a

generally the very brief role-

plays from two to ten minutes are more effective.

Because role-

plays don't necessarily build to a climax ana conclusion,

the

leader should cut the action at the earliest moment when he
thinks that there has been enough data produced for analysis
and discussion.

The discussion might focus on such questions

What value issues have been raised?

as the following:

What

attitudes have been expressed by the behavior of the participants?

Were any behaviors used to conceal attitudes and feeland

("I saw...,

ings?

I

imagined...” statements might be useful

for these last two questions.)

"really” happen?

Did anything happen that couldn't

What do you think were the feelings of the

participants at certain points (to be checked with the participants)?

point?

How do you think the situation would develop from this

After the analysis and discussion phase, the role play

could be continued from where it had stopped or from another
point (the next day or an earlier point),

or another set of par-

ticipants could play the situation, or a new situation could be
introduced

Assigned Parts

t

The teacher asks for volunteers to play

assigned parts in concrete situations, such as mother and son:
The son has just come in at 4 A.M.

Chairs

:

One person takes boti

on Sunday morning.
or all the parts,

from chair to chair as he switches characters.
be

switching

Chairs can also

used to represent different sides of the personality:

Cautious

Jane and Carefree Jane can have a discussion about whether or not

to go to Fort Lauderdale for the spring vacation.

Teams

:

When the situation is potentially too risky for an

individual to play a role, chairs can be set out with imaginary
players, and decisions as to how to act and what to say can be

made by teams:

Jack is bored with the dance and wants to go for

a little ride.

What does Jill, his date, do, and what happens

from there?

A team of boys decides on Jack's actions and speech,

a team of girls decides on Jill's (or vice-versa).

Telephone

:

To get at the difference between communicating

with the aid of body language and without body language, the role

players sit in chairs back-to-back so that the on-lookers can see
both, but the players must rely on voice alone to communicate.

Problem Drama

If one member of the group is facing a prob-

:

lem which he feels he can discuss,

then problem drama can be used

to clarify the problem and alternative solutions.

If Fred is

constantly fighting with his mother, he might try to explain the
general setting and the characters as clearly as he can, and then
give an example of a situation which might set off a fight.

Then

he might play his mother while other members of the group take

the parts of Fred and other members of the family.

Or the real

Fred could observe as others in the group take all the parts.

Street Theater

:

This is perhaps the most intriguing use of

role-playing, and it is one method of translating values into
actions by an act of public affirmation.

Parades and picket lines

are examples of street theater; the mock search-and-destroy mission

staged at the Capitol by the Returned Veterans Against the War was
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a more fanciful use of street theater,

consciousness of others.

an attempt to affect the

And Hamlet used a variation of street

theater in "The Duke of Gonzago," where his avowed purpose was
to "catch the conscience of the king."

CATALOG BUYING
Sears or other general mail-order catalogs can be used for
a variety of activities; every classroom should have several.

Individual Buying

Individuals are asked to take ten min-

:

utes deciding how they would spend $100 buying from the catalog.
The lists can be entered in the Journal and then shared with

other members of the group.

Then participants can be asked to

review their lists and answer the following questions in the
What items would not have been on your list two years

Journal:

What items probably will not be on your list two years

ago?

What does the nature of the items show about your

from now?

To what extent are the items for your private

wants and needs?

and to what extent can they be shared with others?

use,

If the

items include clothing, what influences led you to select a par-

ticular style?

Which items would your parents approve and which

disapprove?

Individual Buying and Guess
Buying,

:

As a variation on Individual

the lists are collected ana read anonymously.

of the group try to guess who wrote each list,

den

I.

i

G

fy

the i

r

own

roup Buying

?

giving reasons

Alter all the lists are read, authors

for their guesses.
!

Members

I

i

sts

.

Each group of five is given one catalog and

.
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asked to take twenty minutes to determine how it would spend

When the lists are complete the participants are asked

$200.

to write the answers to the following questions in their Journals:
1)

How satisfied were you with the group's selections?

your group buy things for the benefit of the whole group,
you split the money and buy individually?
made,
5)

and what part did you play in it?

3)

4)

or did

How was this decision

Who held the catalog?

Which items from the list were your original idea?

wrote up the list, and how was he chosen?

Did

2)

7)

6)

Who

If you were going

to repeat this activity, what would you do differently?

8)

Write

one or two or more ”1 learned..." statements connected with this

exercise

Group Buying with Fishbowling

:

One group decides how to spend

the $200 while one or more of the other groups form a circle out-

side the buying group.
a

Each person in the outer group chooses

person in the inner group to observe.

Then after the buying

decisions have been made, each observer confers with his observee
to discuss the questions above and others such as the following:

To what extent were you involved in the decision-making?

you able to express your opinions?
to others?

enough?

Were

How carefully did you listen

Did you feel that others listened to you carefully

Did you support others and build on their ideas?

Did

you receive support from others, and did they build on your ideas?

What unconscious behaviors may have helped or hindered your

performance?

Attributes

:

Individuals are asked to look through the
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clothing section of the catalog and attempt to identify those
models whose physical attributes best exemplify their idea of
the

ideal man, woman, girl,

and boy.

The pages are recorded in

and individuals are then asked to what extent did

the Journal,

the hair style and color and clothing style affect their decision,

and to what extent is their ideal influenced by catalog models

The ideal models can be shown to the small group

and the like.

for comparison and discussion.

Missing Pages

Pick a page at random from the appliance

i

How would your life be changed if all this type of

section.

appliance did not exist?

Furniture

Furnish an imaginary Livingroom for yourself

:

from the pages of the catalog.

How does this reflect your per-

What does your selection say about you?

sonality?

Check with

others in the group to see whether they think it says what you

think it says.

Can you identify some of the influences which

have led to your decision?

Automobiles

:

Look through the automotive section of the

catalog and see which items are designed to improve the function
of the car and which are to enhance the self-image of the driver

Which of these items appeal to you?

or owner.

And what in-

fluences have caused them to be appealing?
Toys

i

Select three toys which you would like to have had

but did not have at age seven.

Lists can be collected and read

anonymously in the small group, with group members guessing the
author of each list.

(

8?

Toys and Society

:

The group examines a page taken at random

from the toy section and discusses what aspects of our society
and culture are reflected in the toys.

This could be followed

by an impromptu mini-lecture to the class, composed by the group
as a whole and delivered by one representative.

Index

:

A

piece of paper or the blackboard is divided down

the middle; one side is marked "Necessities” and the other "Lux-

uries."

One member of the group reads a column picked at random

from the index.

The group decides by consensus whether each

item should go on the "Necessities" or the "Luxuries" list.

These lists can then be discussed by the group or reported to
the whole class.

V
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COMPENDIUM OF ACTIVITIES
The activities in 'this compendium are divided into

Note:

categories representing the several emphases of the program.
Generally, however, each activity will deal with several aspects
of the program at the same tim«

-

l.

Identity:

Preferences

II.

Identity:

Pa 1 1 e rn

III.

Identity:

Influences

.

i

dent

i

i

:

Identity:

V

VI.

VII.

1

I

1

C

The categories are as follows:

ompe tone es
i

body

nterpersona

Re la t

i

ior.s

Values into Action

DE N T IT Y

PREFERENCES

:

M ag i c box

:

"In front of you is a box of flexible dimensions.

This box is capable
you very happy.

delivering to you one thing that will make

oi

What is it?"

Write your answer on a 4

x

Have one person collect and read the cards in your group.

6

card.

Guess

au thors
1

nven ting a Story

:

Each student is asked to invent and write

out a story (no more than five to eight sentences in length) about
a

boy and a violin.

One person in each group collects and reads

each story aloud without identifying the author.

After reading
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a story the group speculates about what might be reflected in it

in terms of the author's attitudes,

values, and past experiences.

Five Things That Make You Feel Good

List five specific

:

things that members of this group can do that will make you feel
good (e.g "Reassure me--by nodding, winking, or signaling in
some other way--when you agree with what I'm saying,").

Read

Group takes notes and should make a commitment:

the lists aloud.

"Whenever any one of us can honestly do one of these things for
another, we will."

Four

C

orners

:

Post words, plus brief definitions, at the

four corners of the room.

Then read a question and ask students

to go to the response that is best suited to them.
see who else turns up.

They should

The group in each corner discusses their

reactions to the question involved.
Sample questions and comer words:

How do you act in a strange group of your contemporaries?
a.

nonchalant

b.

alienated

c.

aggressive

d.

reticent

How do you act in a group of your parents' contemporaries?
a.

intimidated

b.

taciturn

c.

supercilious

d,

unctuous

How do you respond to being kidded by peers?
a.

Note:

counterattack

b,

fragile

c.

condescending

d,

apathetic

Students may fall into habits of working with the same small

group of people day after day.

If it seems wise to break this

pattern, the four corners exercise should be helpful.
C ard - Sort

Center

:

Create three stacks of cards, each stack

containing cards with word pairs such as the following:

.
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self-reliant
intelligent
practical
handsome
circumspect

a.
a

a
a.
a.

b.
b.

b.
b,
b.

intelligent
friendly
affectionate
loyal
capricious

The stacks should contain the same word pairs.

Place stacks on

separate tables, each with one of the following questions:
1)

Do you think of yourself as more

a

2)

Would you prefer to be more

or

3)

Do your acquaintances think of you as more

a

Students should sort through the stacks,
of a or

_b

b

b

?

?

a

or

b

?

indicating their choice

on the reverse side of each card.

gradually emerge,
”1

or more

Class norms will

individuals should be encouraged to write

learned..." statements in their Journals.

4x6

cards should

be available for anyone wishing to post his reactions or insights.

II.

IDENTITY:

PATTERNS

Who Am

The teacher asks the members of the class to close

i_:

their eyes and to see what first comes to rnind when they put the

following question to themselves:

"Who am I?"

After they have

reflected on this question for thirty seconds or so, the teacher
asks them to open their eyes and write a brief statement of "Who
1

am."

The statements can be shared in the small groups.

Anger

:

Each student is asked to write brief accounts of the

last three times he was angry.

small groups.

These accounts are shared in the

Then each student writes down an estimate of the

number of times he becomes irritated or annoyed during an average
week.

The frequency distribution of these estimates is placed on

the blackboard and discussed.
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Devising Sentences with Homonyms

:

Students are instructed

to make up a series of sentences, each of which will include three

given words (e.g. steal, watch, bear).

After the group has written

its sentences for all the sets of words, members read off their

sentneces for a given set and then compare and discuss the indi-

vidual differences noted.

Students now read through their sent-

ences searching for patterns of expression or content.
homonyms:
fine,

route/root, red/read, grass, here

figure,

point, pen, bat,

fast,

Listing Emotions

saw,,

Some other
sign,

sew,

sight,

chest, tow.

Members of the class write down as many

:

emotions as they can think of within one minute’s time.
report what happened while they engaged in the task.
asks students to add up the number of emotions listed.

They then

The teacher

Students

next compare the number cf positive emotions on their lists with
those that are negative and consider what a preponderance in one

direction or the other might reflect.

Feedback Forms

?

Feedback forms represent real messages sent

from student to teacher.

In addition, they give the student a

chance to control the direction of his class.

To insure anonymity,

students should identify their forms with numbers composed of five

different nonconsecutive digits.

The teacher should leave a manila

folder of one week's forms available, so that students may read

each other's responses and later retrieve their own forms for storage in their Journals.
form,
1)

The teacher should also post a composite

plus a statement of what he will do (in response to Item #4).

How satisfied/dissatisfied have you been with your experience
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this week?
ing?

can

Which activities ha

do to improve your experience?

(the teacher)

you do to improve your experience?
it?

6)

4)
5)

What

What can

Do you think that you will do

bree comment.

IDENTITY:

Ill:

been particularly reward-

/e

Which have been particularly disappoint ing?

3)
1

2)

INFLUENCES

Magazine Stereotypes

:

Teacher instructs students to bring

to class three consecutive issues of a magazine they read or that

their parents subscribe to.
pictures,

Examining only advertisements and

students should list ten characteristics of the stereo-

typed male teenager,

female teenager,

Talking with Parents

:

The

father, mother, grandparent.

teacher asks the students to close

their eyes and to live out in their imaginations an actual child-

Then the students write out the

hood verbal exchange with mother.
exchange.

The exchanges are collected and read anonymously in the

small groups, where students try to guess the author of each.

Family Sayings
ily has

:

The teacher informs the group

its own favorite expressions,

admonitions, or warnings.

'‘hat

every fam-

proverbs, slogans, advices,

For example, "What will people think?"

Then the teacher says, "Close your eyes and see what repetitive

sayings from your own family poo into mind.
they occur to you,

Note these down as

together wits the source of each statement."

After members have complied with these instructions, each student
turn reads off his list of family sayings in the small groups,

in

"_L

a

4

x

6

am.

.

./The group sees me as

.

.

.

"

S taternents

:

On one side of

card write five sentences describing yourself (e.g.

"J

am

"

.
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loyal to a fault, excusing my friends' mistakes they should never
On the other sloe write five sentences describing

be making.”).

how you imagine the group sees you: "The group sees me as

Leave the card unsigned.
group,

.

.

.

The cards are then circulated among the

The group guesses

and all the "I am...” sides are read aloud.

Then, more slowly, the ”1 am...” side of each

who wrote which.

The writer declares himself, the other side

card is read again.
is read,

.

and the group corroborates or corrects the perceptions

attributed to it.

Reactions should be written in the Journal.

One - Way Glasses

:

One-way glasses (spectacles) require the

wearer to respond in one way only.

Put on one of the following

and write a description of what you find in your Journal:

Self-

doubt glasses; self-love glasses; belief-in-personal-growth

glasses; indecisive glasses.
IV.

IDENTITY:

Secrets

COMPETENCIES

Each person writes out his unsigned secret on a

:

blank piece of white paper, folds the paper four times, and drops
it into a box.

The box is shuffled.

Each person now draws a

secret and keeps it folded until his turn comes.
of unfolding the paper,

to talk (improvise)

A turn

consists

reading aloud the secret, and continuing

as if the hopes,

of the writer were one's own.

fears,

aspirations, feelings

If one opens his own secret, he may

either pass or read it as if it were someone else's.

This activity

should be followed by each person recording his responses in his
J

ournal

Arm Drop

:

"If someone lifts your arm and drops it,

how much
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control and emotion do you have, even when you are trying to stay
relaxed?
up.

Is this easy?

Do rignt and left arms differ?”

Pair

One partner assumes a relaxed stance and the other gently

Lifts and drops one of his arms.

lifted can pay attention to

h.is

The person whose arm is being
own ability to give up control;

the dropper can pay attention to how his handling creates or eases

tension.

Record reactions in your Journal, also a brief para-

graph considering how your actions in this exercise help you to

understand how you act in real life.
Have You Noticed ?

Pair off with someone you do not know

Select another pair you do not know well.

well.

This foursome

should fill out the following test of observation and then compare results.
1.

Does your back door swing away from the house or into it?

2.

When is the heaviest iraffic on your street?

'3.

Does your father (mother, or brother or sister) eat one

food at a time at dinner,

or does he mix them up?

he eat all his meat before trying his potatoes,
a bite

of meat and then one of potatoes,

4.

or would he take

etc.)

Do you put your right arm through your coat sleeve first,

or is it the left one?
').

(That is, would

How about legs into trousers?

When you fold your arms,

arm or vice-versa?

is

your right arm over your left

Do all right-handed (left-handed) people do it

that way?
6.
1

i

rst?

If a book has an introduction and a preface, which comes
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7.

Do birds stop singing before or after sunset in the

summer?
8.

Do you put on your right or your left shoe first when

you dress in the morning?
9.

Do you always do it that way?

Who among your classmates is usually the last one to

arrive at school in the morning?
10.

Who among your classmates is the slowest eater?

11.

Which color is your mother least likely to wear shopping?

12.

Who among your classmates wears the greatest variety of

clothing in an average week?
13.

Is the taste of food more distinct when it is hot or

when it is cold?
Record some "I learned..." statements in your Journal.

Your four-

some should dream up several more observation test items.

Aging

*

One person in the group volunteers for this while the

Blank out your mind and then allow any age that

others observe*

you first think of to take over your body, making it reflect the
age which is now in your mind.
in the group guess the age.

Afxer a suitable interval others

Discuss and repeat the activity with

a new volunteer.

What Am

1

Good At ?

Each student is asked to list thirty

things that he is good at (competencies).

Then each looks over

his list and devises a classification scheme to organize his list
'

of competencies.

The group then shares their organization schemes

and discusses individual and group tendencies.

)
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V.

BODY

IDENTITY:
0 ff spring ,

Aged S ixteen

:

The teacher asks the students to

close their eyes and think what they would like an offspring of

theirs to look like at age sixteen.

Then,

being as specific as

possible, students write a paragraph describing that offspring.
The paragraphs are read anonymously in the small groups, and the

group tries to guess each author.

Then,

using a revealed differ-

ence survey the teacher can ask how many boys pictured their off-

spring as male, how many as female.
asked of the girls.

The same question can be

Other revealed difference questions:

How

many blonds saw blonds; curly-haired as curly-haired; brown-eyed
as brown-eyed; etc.

Lemons

:

The teacher passes out lemons,

one to each member of

Students are told to get familiar with their

the small group.

lemons by feeling their shape, eyes closed.

After a five-minute

familiarization period, the lemons are placed in a basket and each
student is asked to find his lemon from the collection, eyes closed.
The

lemons should be marked so that positive identification can be

made at the end of the exercise.

(Almost everybody finds his own

lemon!

Arm and Hand

:

Students are astted to write five things that

they are proud that their arm and hand can do.

Then individuals

pair off and examine each other's hands and arms from the elbow
down,

noting all the individual characteristics.

arms and hands are then compare
body C hanges

:

I

Right and left

for size and other differences.

Students are asked to list eight changes that
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they would make in their bodies to improve them.

Then they are

asked to list five changes that they would not like to see happen
(ruling out major disfiguration or amputation).

Then in small

groups they share whatever items from the list they feel they
can,

everyone’s right to pass being respected.

The teacher may

use the revealed differences technique to find out,

for example,

how many would like to be taller, how many thinner, how many
change the color of their eyes, etc.

Blindfolded

G

onversation

:

The groups are asked to carry on

conversations with their eyes closed, or blindfolded, and to be
aware of how the loss of sight affects their ability to converse.
The topic for conversation must be compelling for this activity
to be a success.

Here is a suggested topic;

The group is about

to be castaway on an island which has ample resources to take

care of bodily needs (food, shelter).

Consensus must be reached

by the group in ten minutes as to which six of these ten items can
be carried with them to the island;

works of Shakespeare; a pack

oi

a football; the complete

playing cards; a chess set; a

mirror; a large set of oil paints; a harmonica; a typewriter with
a large supply of paper; a water bed; a badminton set.

Students

are asked to study the list for one minute without talking, then
to close their eyes and reach consensus in ten minutes.

VI.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
C

lay Sculpture

;

(Nonverbal.)

One person is a piece of clay.

Another person is the sculptor who molds the clay so that it represents how the sculptor perceives the clay’s personality.

Ob-

.

.
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servers jot down their perceptions of this interaction.

In

addition, they write a brief interpretation of the finished

sculpture
Who Wrote Which Stories ?

The teacher asks the class to

invent and write out three stoi ies (no longer than five sent-

ences each)

,

one about a boy

arid

age girl and a teacher, and a

i

a gun,

a

second about a teen-

hird about a young man and his

He invites two students to volunteer to have their

employer.

stories read anonymously to the group.

After reading the two

sets of stories, the teacher announces to the class,

"I

would

like you to judge which set of stories was written by which one

of these two volunteers.

Before making your decision,

it will

help you to interview each volunteer in turn about his childhood.”

Strength Bombardment

:

For each other person in your group,

jot down all the good things you can think of.

Then, with one

person at a time on the listening end, the group tells him all
of the good things.

Don’t try to avoid repetition.

odd ideas to your list.

Rule:

Feel free to

Yon must believe what you say.

Variation of Strength Bombardment

:

After your group has

worked together on an activity, each person should list for each
other person one or two specific behaviors to which he (the lister)

responded positively.

Then follow the procedures for Strength

Bombardment

Guessing Bach Other ’s Behavior

:

Bach student writes out several

real-life situations from his own life.
one at

a

time.

These are read to the group

The other members of the group try to guess how the
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writer reacted, what he felt and did in that situation.

After

the group has given its conjectures, the individual confides how
he really did react.

Paper Tower/Sculpture

:

Divide class into groups of eight:

Each groups gets one stack of newspapers and one roll of masking
Allow fifteen minute planning period during which the group

tape.

plans a construction that will be judged for height, stability,
and beauty (no construction or prefabrication during the planning

Twenty minutes for construction.

period).

After judging is com-

pleted, ask students to record in their Journals answers to some
of the following questions:
1.

What percentage of the plan did you contribute?

2.

What percentage could you have contributed?

3.

Did your group have a leader?

4.

Which of the following words best describes your role in

the planning session:

Who?

Characterize his style.

wallflower, dominator, facilitator, inventor,

negativist, questioner, clarifier, humorist?

Is there another word

that describes you even better?
5.

Describe what happened to your ideas during the planning

session (How were your ideas received?).
6.

How did the group generally respond to such ideas as were

expressed?
7.

List three specific behaviors exhibited during the planning

session that you feel were helpful.
8.

List one behavior you exhibited during the planning session

that you feel was helpful.
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Vll.

VALUES INTO ACTION
Brainstorming; Values into Action

:

Groups are asked to write

out ten values that they think they have.

Then one value is

selected, and the group brainstorms ways to act upon that value.
The best or most feasible items from the brainstorm list are

selected for discussion and possible action.

The activity is

repeated with each of the ten values.

Telegram

The teacher passes out telegram blanks and ex-

:

plains the rates for numbers of words for telegrams and night

Students are then asked to write a telegram or night

letters.

letter about something which is important to them to some pro-

After the telegrams are written, they may be read

minent person.

in the small groups or in the class,

and the teacher invites the

students to actually send the Telegrams, paying for them themselves.

A

discussion can ensue as to the value of spending money

in this manner.

Postcards

:

The teacher asks each student to think of three

non-famous people who have made

hirn

feel good in some way and

then write a brief thank-you note to that person.

Then the teacher

distributes postcards and invites The students to write the thankyou notes on the postcards and actually send them.

Area of

C

oncern Brainstorming

:

one of the areas of concern (family,

Each group is asked to select
love,

sex, money,

work,

leisure,

friendship, use of time, goals, drugs and alcohol, war, death, the
future) and brainstorm ways that they can act more nearly in line

with their values in this area.

The best items from the list are
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selected for discussion and action.

Letter Writing

:

Using the brainstorming from either the

Values into Action or the Areas of Concern (above), students
are asked to whom they could write a letter that might affect

that particular value or area of concern.

Then time is provided

for those who want to actually write the letter.

Copies of the

letters should be kept in the Journal along with replies received.

a

1

LETTER WRITING WITH A POSITIVE FOCUS:
20 IDEAS

—

Sending messages one cares about sending to receivers one hopes to influence
that is what one does when ho writes outside school, whether he’s writing an article,
a love letter, a grocery list, a poem, an entry in his diary, or an application for
a job.
In school, one writes composition s. Consider some of the possible effects of the
conscientious composition teacher, the teacher, that is, who assigns compositions,
reads thorn carefully, comments extensively, awarcis a grade, and returns the pavers as
soon as possible:
1 . His students write less frequently than they might.
2 . They write more apprehensively than they might.
3o

4.

5.

They write more affectedly.
They begin to think of writing as an inconsequential exercise performed
for a teacher in school.
They begin to think that they will never be able to WRITE WELL.
1.

One alternative for the conscientious teacher is to use his energy to create
opportunities for his students to write to real, live, movable audiences.
One way to do that would bo to set aside a clay each week for letter writing.
If possible, the school should provide stationery, envelopes, stamps, postcards,
and a convenient mailbox.
Many students will need no other stimulus and will welcome the chance to write
some letters they have been meaning to write. Others may profit from some pump
priming. Here are some sample primers:

4.

List the names of three people who did things last week
that made you feel good. Consider writing each a postcard,
telling each what ho did and saying thank s-f or- the-lift, If
the three people are normal, they are probably so preoccupied
with their own self-doubts that they have forgotten all about
the lift they gave you.

(A possible opening for any of these letters could bo "Dear
teacher suggested that I

2.

3.

My English
'

.

And so

Try to remember the name of the person who ran along behind you when
you were learning how to ride a two -wheel bicycle. ... the name of the
person who held you up when you were learning how to swim. . . . the person
who put on your snousuit, who helped you snap your galoshes.... Consider
sending each a card. Is there anyone in your life who’s snapping; your
metaphorical galoshes? List ten things that person has done for you in
the last two years. Consider telling him.

Think of five gifts you have received— ones that you really like. (You
must have had the gift for over three months.) Consider sending a note
of thanks.

Think of three non -famous people you admiro greatly. For each person,
list throe qualities you particularly admire. Consider sending postcards.
l

j.

Think of a specific incident in which you were aided by someone else,
someone who might even bn unaware ho had helped. Describe the insider:
Say thanks.

6 , List ten things you have done this year that you arc proud of.

Think of
three people who at one time were interested in veur life but ; h o hciVu
been out of touch with you recently. Include your list in your letters.
.Bring these •coylc up to date.
r

LETTER WRITING

7.

2.
3°

4„
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
0.

i

supportive
kind
attentive
cooperative
stimulating
enthusiastic
trustworthy
perceptive
wise
warm

1.
2,
3.

4.
5.

X
7.

8,
9.
0.

a 2

Select a person you like or aclniro or appreciate or love, Au ply
the BRIVIHAFO POSITIVE FEEDBACK GENERATOR. *
Instructions: Pick at ra ndom one word from each of the six columne?I
For each word tMt you picked, try to think of a s. ccific incident
during which the person you selected exhibited that characteristic.
Think of at least three incidents. Write the verson a letter. Tell b

X
1.

page 2

reassuring
encouraging
do; end able
loyal
thoughtful
considerate
influential
affectionate
vital
tactful

lVd_

111

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
3.

7c

8.
9.
0.

zestful
helpful
accepting
refreshing
inclusive
thorough
valuable
sensitive
ardent
creative

1.
2.
3.

4.
3.

X
7.
8.

9.

0.

tender
ro sponsible
alive
steadfast
forthright
reasonable
loving
insightful
energetic
uplifting

yir.

-va-

1.
2,

lr

one st

trusting
friendly

1. neat

cool
delightful
3»
4. ri<-;ht on
4. empathic
5. def ercntial 5 . inspiring
6. positive
zealous
3.

2.

X

arousing
7. clover
8. useful
8. reliable
9. sympathetic 9. open
0. aware
0, astute
7.

8. List the four* mo st interest ing tilings tha t ha vc happened to you in
school this; year. List three teachers who took a special interest in
you or who meant something to you „ Brin;;; them up to date.
9. List three people with whom you arc in emphatic agreement. Tell them—
and if you are willing to do anything to support them, toll them that

too,

1/

IQ, List three people who have worked hard on specific tasks.
you noticed their effort,
11, List three people who have done thin os you approve of c
12,

Toll them

Tell them,

Suppose your parents are go in 2 away oil a long trip and may never sec
or hear from you again. Before they leave, bring the record up to
date; tell them what they have meant to you,
;

13, Celcbrites receive loads of fan letters; 'politicians receive loads of
letters also. Select a less prominent person in the news, one who for
some reason pleases^ you. Tell him. It will give him a lift. Maybe he

will answer.

14 c Look at the section of the newspaper titled "Letters to the Editor."
So? :*ct a letter you agree with, "he author is probably desperate to
know hew people have received his message. Tel?, him. Bo sure to
include a return address. Maybe he'll answer.
15

;t.n
Tiro amount of junk mail carried by the postman is sta ye r:m
quantity and repulsive in quality. 'Write a junk lotte P'hv
to "occupant" plus a randomly cho on address. So
you can improve
re the "occurs
So
you
can
d
on tiro quality of most junk nail
if
[

to respond.

is named for its originators, David Britton, Michael Vitiello,
Foss. Tire principle of random choosing can be ap; lied cynical?}'
ily bo adapted to such other uses as a thank-you note -enorata,
a literary-discussion generator, a can so s-o f - th 0 - C: .vi.L-wr o n g~ v/i t h- 1 h e -wo rl d

lENERVCOR
Robert Hawley, and John
or seriously and can
all-trfl.k generator,

* The BRIVIH/vFO

.

00 r

LETTER WRITING

page

3

The remaining activities must bo administers:.] by the teacher. The instructions are
written for the teacher.

16 . For each of your classos, propare a master list of the students'
names, addresses, and birthdays. Encourage the students to write
to one another. Establish one rule: If a student receives a letter,
he must write an ansv, er.
r

1?. Eac K week post a list of people who could use a lift. Give names,
ages, addresses, and circumstances. Likely sources might include

orphanages, prisons, veteran's hospitals, children's hospitals,
old people's homes, fire victims, etc. Gradually students will
create the lists themselves. Post a new list each week,
18. Prepare a list of people who have done things worthy of praise.
Give names, ages, addresses, and circumstances. Likely sources
of information: your students, local churches, clubs, othor teachers,
police, social workers, etc. Post a now list each week.

19. Arrange with another teacher from a different part of the town
or state to set up corresponding pairs.
20.

Also— use

the two paired classes for a Lear Abbey clinic, the letter
from one anonymous student being read to the students at the other
school, they responding with sympathy or advice- -if they choose.

$

s
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JOURNAL SYNTHESIZING ACTIVITIES

<

Your journal will be ocxn
9 aP 0
sen! cuxtJcia
ahead^ 100
iuu years
^ years).
O TIP
—
Y
Cor back 500
You, your counterpart,
find the journal.
Write a description of the person and the way of life
apparant
the journal.
.

^

.

-

,

^

\

L

,

_

m

Hissing:
You have been missing for three months. A member of
the Missing Persons Bureau and your married brother
who
seen you in ten years are looking through your journal hasn't
trying
bo construct the kind of person you are.
Write their conversation,
.

Parents
Imagine your father reads your journal,
first five reactions (one sentence each).
:

oi mile

Record his

List the five most prominent characteristics of
personality contained in your journal. Write a simile to the
qualify each.
(E.g. cautious, like a night fighter crossing
a mine field; boring, like a volunteer Santa at the
orphanage
Christmas party.)
:

.

mr/iev/
Select five pages that you might be willing to show
to a college admissions officer.
Write a composite of your
personality based only on the contents of those five pages.
In

:

^Q. u ? d

Search through your journal looking for apt phrases
P oem:
or interesting images.
String these together to create a found poem
_

party;
Select four of your friends to serve as best man
and ushers or maid of honor and bridesmaids.
Suppose your
journal had fallen into their hands. Compose a toast that each
might give at the bridal dinner.

ocoors and dentists Think of a person who knows you well
in a limited
way such as your doctor or dentist. Suppose that person
reads your
journal. Write down the five most important new things that that
person might learn about you.
:

-

Think oi a person that at sometime has held you in
low esteem. Find five things in your journal that would help
him
to change hi 3 niind. about you#
Wpite these into a lettep which
your best friend might send to this person.
:

_

da n S e
Identiiy a person who kpew you well at some time earlier
in youi life.
What mi.ght that person say about how you have
changed based upon the evidence in the journal?

.?.

,

.

f
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WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

SITUATIONS AND ALTERNATIVES

(worksheet)

I
!• Her each situation, circle the
response that most nearly represents
the way you
would act.
2
‘

(Lfar^ef Single 1h^

S Sib1 *'

as

f2

.

till

i^flL£.Tr

#'

^^^^^

11St thr*® alternative actions that
will accomplish the same effect

a.

b.

K

List the probable consequences for
each action listed in # 2 and
# 3

,

I

*

"

);

t0

What
anything, are yeu willing to commit
yourself t® d®, should yeu find
yourself in this situation in the
future?
»

3ltuati *n - List fiT *

f» sibl«

Di.tribut. *epi 9s to
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SITUATIONS AND ALTERNATIVES ...

1.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

After waiting in a crowded restaurant for twenty minutes for the waitress
to bring your order, she arrives with the wrong order. What wwuld you do?
a. Insist that she make the correction immediately.
b. Walk out without paying, leaving the wrong order sitting on the table.
c.
d.
e.

Say nothing, and accept the order.
Report the error to the manager.
See if you can make satisfactory exchanges with other people at the table.

fellow students destroying school property; and you have been told
that they are likely to become members of the school government in the near
future. What do you do?

2. You see two

a. Tell them to stop or you will report them.
b. Walk away, and say nothing.
c. Pretend you do not see what they are deing.
d. Report them to the faculty immediately.
e. Give them a lecture; tell them to grow up.

3.

You have been told that a friend has been spreading bad rumors about you that
are not true. What would you do?
a.

Spread rumors about this friend.

b. Ask you friend for an explanation.
c. Call on your friend, and tell him off.
d. Do nothing.
e. Avoid seeing your friend, and break off your friendship.

4.

The person sitting next to you in a public bus is annoying you very much by
chdwing and cracking his gum quite loudly. What would you do? (There are no
other available seats.)
a. Ask the person to stop chewing so loudly.
b. Make remarks, e.g. "Wow, that's the loudest gum I've ever heard.

Is that

special gum?"
e. Say nothing, and remain.
d. Put cotton in your ears; say nothing.
e. Vacate your seat; stand somewhere out of range.

5.

A bright student received an "A" last term, You observe him cheating in an
examination. What would you do?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Tell the student that cheating is really poor and that he ought to stop.
Do nothing.
Tell your friends.
Report the incident to your instructor.
Pell the students sitting near him to hide their answers.

I

EX'Pevici

wees

a 10

Below is a list of twenty terms. Rank
them in order of their importance to you
as they describe your best self.

1.

On the six slant lines to the right
enter the six most satisfying experiences
you have had in the last two years.
2.

For each experience, check the six
terms which best describe you in that
experience. (You may check feweredon't
check more than six.)
3.

Compose some "I learned..."
statements.

3.

>

CO

Cl

L-,

s
[

i
,

—

ADVENTURESOME (experimental, daring)

.

.

AMBITIOUS (striving, aspiring)

BROADMINDED (open-minded)
CAPABLE (competent, effective)

J

CHEERFUL (lighthearted, joyful)

COMPETITIVE (driving)
CONSIDERATE (courteous, well-mannered)
COURAGEOUS (standing up in face of fear)

—

1

"
f
^

h

i

H

1

CREATIVE (imaginative)

r

r

L

b-

•

ii
;

FORGIVING

[

1

r

HELPFUL (Altruistic, working for others)
j

i

1

i

HONEST (sincere, t^Wthful)

\
.

INDEPENDENT (self-reliant, self-sufficient)

r

"’t
U•

L
|

INTELLECTUAL (intelligent, reflective)

!

1

j

,

L

f

LOGICAL (consistent, rational)

!

[_____

;

r

i

LOVING (affectionate, tender)
_____

.

-

!

4-

1

OBEDIENT (dutiful, respectful)
RESPONSIBLE (dependable, reliable)

i

j

T"

SELF- CON TROLLED (restrained,

self-disciplined)
|

SEXUAL!^ APPEALING (attractive)
r*

-4

4—
ft

.

.
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THE FOUR CORNERS GAME

»

Directions to students: (to be read by the teacher)
a.
b.
c.

d.

Listen carefully to each question.
Select from the choices given the word which best describes yc
Walk to the corner corresponding to your choice (the corners
are numbered), and see who else is there.
Add the word to your name tag.

The Four Corners Game- Introductry Lesson
1.

How do you react when you're asked a question in class
and don't know the answer?
1 .Con-artist
2. Honest John; 3. Shame-faced Sam; 4. Laughing
Larry.
;

2.

How do you feel when someone else is unjustly punished?
1. Silently angry; 2. calm, unconcerned; 3- confused; 4. Rightous
Avenger.

3.

How do you feel about being corrected by the teacher?
1. Angry; 2. Grateful; 3 • Embarrassed 4. Threatened.

4.

How do you feel about being corrected by peers?
1. Stupid; 2. Unliked; 3.Lleased; 4. Hurt.

5.

How do you feel toward a teacher's pet?
1. Jealous; 2. Admiring; 3. Indifferent
4. Hateful
;

6.

How do you feel about permissive teachers?
1. Thrilled; 2. Insecure; 3. Disappointed, cheated; 4. Puzzled.

The Four Corners Game-Vocabulary Version
1.

2.

What is your attitued towards a friend who has wronged you?
1. Infuriated (extreemly angry) ;2. Compassionate (full of pity);
3.Revengeful(wanting to get even); 4. Non-chalant( not caring.)
How do you feel about doing chores at home?
.Jubilant (very happy) 2 .Resentful( full of anger) 3. Resigned
(submit calmly) ;4.Arrogant(self-important)

1

3.

V/

;

;

hat is your attitude toward strict parental control?
(fight back) ;2.Submissive(obedient ); 3. Oppressed

1. Rebellious

(burdened) ;4.Secure(protected)
4.

.

What is your attitude toward death?
1 .Terrorized(f earful) 2 .Dubious(uncertain) 3. Apathetic
(not caring) ;4.Elated(happy)
;

;

Activities:
Small groups discuss their responses as recorded on
Group tasks such as produce a description of a great
the name tags.
teacher/class etc..
"I learned. .. "statements for journal.
credit: Marge Feltonic

.
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SOME HANK ORDERS WITH ROLE-PLAY
1.

Role-play your own mother and rank the following, best to worst:
a.

Your son/daughter (you) stays out on a Saturday night
date until five a.m.

b.

Your son/daughter announces that he/she is dating a person
of a different race.

c.

Your son/daughtcr announces that he/she is going to drop
out of school as soon as legally possible and get a job.

Now discuss your rankings with the other "mothers" in the group.

Role olay one of your brothers or sisters and rank-order the
following, best to worst:

2.

a.

Your brother/sister (you) borrows one of your favorite
records and scratches it.

b.

Your brother/sister (you) gets a better report card
than you and won't let your parents forget it.

c.

Your brother/sister (you) picks a quarrel with you and your
mother comes to take his/her side.

Now discuss your rankings with the other "brothers and sisters"
|
Expand your rankings by thinking of a situation
in the group.
that your brother/sister might put below the bottom (worst) item
Compare with the other "brothers and sisters."
on the present list.
Role play one of your teachers and rank-order the following
3.
three situations, best to worst:
a.

As a class, your students do very well on the college
board exam in your subject.

b.

Your students feel comfortable about asking your advice
and help with their personal problems.

c.

One of your students who was shy, withdrawn, and filled
with self-doubts at the beginning of the year is now
much more out-going, happy, and self-confident.

Now discuss your rankings with the other "teachers" in the group.
Expand your ranking by thinking of a situation that you, the
teacher, would put on top of your present ranking, that is,
a situation that he would consider better than any of those listed.
Journa] activities
"I learned..." statements; write a letter to
you from your mother, brother/sister, or teacher explaining why
one o.l the items i3 ranked as it is; write a dialogue between
mother and brother/sister or between teacher and mother explaining
their rank orders. Real ity testing Find out how they really would
rank the items by asking them. Record the differences from your
expectations in your journal.
:

:
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DEFINING SUCCESS (instruction sheet)

1.

In your journal, list these items in the order that they are important to you,

2.

Divide you list into five equal groups of four items each, placing a 1 beside the
most important foursome, a 2 beside the next most important foursome,.,, a 5 beside
the least important foursome.

3.

Enter these numbers in the column marked "your rating" ©n the worksheet.

4. Make a quick guess at how these items will be ranked by others of your same sex.

Record you guesses in the appropriate column.
5. Make a quick guess at

how these items will be ranked by others of opposite sex.
Record these guesses in the appropriate column.

6.

Pass the worksheet to the teacher. Be sure your sex is indicated and your code included.

7<>

Perform the following activities in your journal
a.

place an "N" beside each item present in your life right now.

b. place a "D" beside any item you doubt you will be able to attain.

8.

I

c.

consider what items of real importance to you are absent from this list.
Record these in your journal.

d.

examine your ratings for patterns.

e.

compose "Ileamed.

. • "

statements.

Share some "I learned..." statements. Discuss the activity.

1

A
•3>*
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DEFINING SUCCESS (worksheet)
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.-

/

/.<^

O'
<»

your sex (M or

your code

F)

//.<
*;

-?

1. production of worthy offspring
2.

active and satisfying sex life

3.

ability to influence others

-4
I

4 0 ability to draw love from others
j

5«

power over things (e.g. fix a car, build

1.

artistic compel ©nee

»

.

(

i,’

v»

piar

in e
!

J

,

boat, program a
cempu ter)

I

jul.1

<

a

I

u oud

»j

tun
i

i

n

i

!

sa

ti p

r-c hi:

l

I .

*i

i

>

c

r

f

y

1

1

p

a

1.1

1

1

®

1.

1 <:

a

<

•

1 .

1

v

1

I.

y

or risk and adventure
m etence

heal til

«

pleasure-yielding inanimate objects (e.g. new
leather belt, hand-carved chess set. Triumph <50)

j..'Ossession of

approval of opposite sex

intellectual stimulation

physical attractiveness
prestige
.ability to initiate and sustain friendships
.resilience (ability to bounce back)

ability to give love
_g®cially significant activity
-»

•

close and supportive family life

mi
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FRIENDS:

1.

List ten characteristics of the ideal friend:

1

.

2

.

3

.

5

•

6

.

7

.

_

8

.

_

9

10

2.

.

.

Number these characteristics in order of their importance

to you.

a 17

3.

Friends, p.

2.

Enter the names of peers you associate with most frequently

.

4.

Enter the ranked characteristics of the ideal friend on the
numbered lines.
Examine each name in light of the ten characteristics you
5
have listed. Check (x) in appropriate squares.

a 18

Friends, p.
6.

3*

Examine the checks on the preceding page.

can you find?

7.

Compose several

I

learned statements.

What patterns

0

:
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INFLUENCES
1.

List names of ten peers for whom you have high respect*
.

1

.

4.
2.
.

3.

-

7.

5

6

.

__

8

1

2.

.

Examine your list.

you in a peer?

What qualities seem to be valuable to

3.
Influences,

p.

2.

List names of ten adults for whom you have high respect.
(Confine yourself to adults who know you--however vaguely.)

1

.

2

.

3*

4.

.

5.

6

.

4.
7.

8

.

9.

10

.

What qualities seem to be valuable to you in an adult?

5

Compare the two lists of qualities, and compose an

learned statement.

I

a 21

6.

Influences, p. 3«
List up to ten people who have warm affection for yout

7.

8.

Examine the names of peers and adults on this page and on the
preceding two pages. List the five who have the greatest influence
on your values.

Compose an

I

learned statement.

™m
a 22

PREFERENCES:

I

a 23

Preferences, p.

2.

2

Think about the list on the preceding page for the next

several days.

Add and subtract items until you are satisfied

with your list.

3.

4.

Then check (x) the five most loved entries.

Add to the list on the preceding page five things you have

not done but are fairly sure you would love doing.

a

24-

PREFERENCES --Follow-up
1.

Return to Preferences, p.

2.

Enter the following in the first four slant lines*

1

(20 things you really love doing).

1.

$ = items that cost more than $5.

2.

A = items you prefer to do alone.

3.

-

4.

M = items your mother would approve of you for loving.

Check

=

(x)

a time.

items that will likely be absent four years from now.

appropriate squares.

In the fifth slanted line write "date." Then date each of
3.
the twenty items according to the following*

1=1
2=1
3 =

have done this within the last week.
have done this within the last month.

It has been more than a month since I've done this.
I

4.

Look at Influences, p.

3>

the greatest influence on you.

for the list of people who have

Which items would these people

disapprove of you for loving?

I

.

a 25

Preferences
5.

—Follow-up,

p.

What are the forces keeping you from doing the five things

you would like to do?

6.

2.

I

learned statement( s)

—
a 26

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Divide your years into three equal spans. For each time span,
list five accomplishments that you are proud of and that you
really wanted to do.
1.

x

—

Early Years
Birth-age
(

)

Middle Years
(Age

-age

)

!

\

Recent Years
Age -present)

i

(

i

a 2?

Accomplishments, p. 2.
2.

Rank order the accomplishments on the preceding page in order

of their importance to you.

3.

Did these accomplishments involve working more with people (P)

or with things (Th)?

Enter a mark

(P

or Th) beside each accom-

plishment.

4.

Which of the following best describes each accomplishment?

Enter a mark in the third column.
D = overcame difficulties
H = helped people
C

= created,

innovated

A = demonstrated ability

5.

In each case did you work most as a
T = team member
I

=

individual

L = leader (people follow you)
M = manager (organizer of people or things) ?

6.

Place a star in the last column beside each accomplishment

that involved triumphing over others in competition.

a 28

Accomplishments,
7.

p.

3*

Consider each accomplishment in terms of the following:
1

.

What factors were at work in influencing your choice
to undertake each activity.

2.

What factors helped you persevere.

3.

What rewards you received for each accomplishment.
punishments had you not succeeded.

What

a 29

8.
Accomplishments,
p. 4.

Examine your answers to the questions on the preceding page.
Then compose some

I

learned statements.

9.

List any people who helped you significantly.

Consider

10.

sending them a postcard.

List five activities you might undertake that would be

consistent with your past sources of success and satisfaction.

.

,
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HAPPY MOMENTS

:

Divide your years into three approximately equal spans of
List the five happiest moments for each span.

1.

time.

Early Years
(Birth

-

age_

)

Middle Years
(Age

-age

)

Recent Years
(Age
-present)

2

A

Devise five ways to classify these fifteen moments (e.g.

.

=

list

alone

0

=

with others, etc.).

Then apply them to your

a 31

COMMANDMENTS

1

The Ten Commandments are listed openly in the Bible.
The
Boy Scout and Girl Scout handbooks openly list commandments.
More frequently commandments are left unstated# although their
force is clearly felt.
1.

List the ten commandments of your family*

2.

List the ten commandments of your school*

a 52

Commandments,

p.

2.

3.

List the ten commandments of your peers:

4.

List the ten commandments by which your teachers live:

a 35

Commandments, p.

3*

5.

List ten commandments you would like to live by*

6.

Circle one or more of these personal commandments you would

particularly like to work on.
Objectives into Actions

.

Then consult the sheet headed

a

34-

1.
MOMENTS:
EXCITING

Review the most recent six years.
exciting moments you can remember.

List the ten most thrilling,

2.

Now list several exciting moments from earlier years.
3.

Do you see any patterns? What things ought to be present
in order for you to experience high excitement?

a 35
WEEKLY FACTION SHEET

1.

it

from

to

List ten things you did last week that you feel good about:
1.
2.
3.

4.
3.

7.

8.
9.

10 .

2.

Identify a situation or person who threatened you. How did you react?

3.

What did you procrastinate about last week?

4.

Identify three choices you made last week:
1.
2.

3c

5.

List three people who did things that made you feel good. What did each do?
1.
2.
3.

Were you in emphatic disagreement with anyone this week? What did you d©?

a 36

WEEKLY REACTION SHEET
1.

Week beginning;

Name

ending;

2.

What was the high point of your week?
3.

Were you in emphatic disagreement with anyone this week?
4.

5.

Did you institute any changes in your life this week?

6.

How could the week have been better?
7.

What did you procrastinate about this week?
8.

Identify three choices you made this week.

Did you make any plans this week for some future event?

Open comment:

—

*

c
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MY- DAY- IN- COURT HOLS PL/Y

1,

In threesomes, brainstorm possible responses to each of the following charges:
1. amateur psychologizing

— reckless

assignments from

a

teacher unqualified

to meddle with the adolescent psyche.
2. using the young as guinea pigs for untested and potentially dangerous
materials.
3.

using English class for fun and games.

4. poking into the private affairs ©f the young

reserved for the family and/or

tl

•

— into

areas heretofore

church.

undermining real education by permitting the young to equate the
tittilation of eight weeks of psychological education with the enduring
satisfaction afforded by the mastery ©f an academic discipline.

5.

encouraging further self-examination in an age group already nearly
paralysed by self-consciuosness and self-doubt.

2.

Each person will be summoned t© court ©nee. He will be questioned by three people
from another group, who will-upon his arrival— identify themselves as either
three traditional teachers (good ones) who are scandalized by the
goings-on.

1.

2.

three parents who have asked for a conference.
|

3.

the principal, assistant principal, and English department chairman

&«fli&-until n®wjr « »a©w a supporter of experimentation).
l

and who will concentrate their questioning on one of the six concerns listed above,

3.

Spend no more than ten minutes ©n each role play.

4.

The two uninvolved group members should act as process observers during the role
play and then as discussion leaders for k five minute debriefing session.

5.

Finally, list any additional charges that one might encounter as a result of using
these materials.

I

"
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SITUATIONS and ALTERNATIVES
DIRECTIONS: Circle the best response; "x" the worst. If you are not altogether
1. satisfied with the response you circled, compose another option. Discuss
each situation as you get t© it.

You have just read aloud the third of five selected Thought Cards (discussion
customarily follows the reading of each card). Johnny says, "Boy, another
phony card; I think this whole business is silly."

Point out that comments should generally be charitable and that
you would gladly discuss the worth of the activity at another time.
b. Say nothing, and if no additional comment is offered, read the next
a.

2.

c.
d.

card.
Ask him what he means by"phony".
Acknowledge that everyone is entitled t© his ©oinion. Invite others
to comment on Johnny's statement.

You have just given instructions for an activity that all the class should
participate in. The class appears eager t© begin. You as v for last minute
questions. Johnny says, "I enjoy these games as much as anyone, but I'm
beginning to worry if I'll know enough English to survive in Miss X's class.
3.

You'll know enough English and a l©t more besides.
Let's get on with the activity."
b. "Class, you have heard the instructions for this activity and have
participated in activities like this
on other occasions. So
before we start, I would like you to make a list of all the things
you think you might learn from this activity. Then check any of those
things which might be particularly applicable to Johnny's concern."
c. "Relax, Johnny; just b cause you're having fun doesn't mean you're
not learning anything. Let's talk later on."
d. "As you know, this is an eight weeks' test program. The English
department has high hopes for these new methods. If the tests prove
our hopes to be justified, you will be well ahead of the game."
a. "Don't worry.

You have just distributed a questionnaire to be filled out anonymously. A
composite of all responses will be passed back the following day. Linda says, "I
don't care how others respond. And I already know what I think. I don't see
why I have to do this."
a. "Would you question any assignment you received

—

for example, 'read
pages 202-218 in the history text'— or d© you reserve your skepticism
for things that aren't supported by tradition?"
b. "A •pass' is always a legitimate response. You needn't participate."
c. "Others may be interested in how you, respond. If you fill out the
questionnaire, you needn't feel obligated t© read anyone else's
res 0 ©n s es.
d. "Since you ar® s© different from the others in not caring what
your peers think, it might be interesting to see if you are equally
different in your responses to the items on the. questionnaire. I'll bet
you'd find the comparison instructive. Why don't you try it."
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FEEDBACK FOFM

1.

Bather than ask for a yes/no response, we ask for a mark on a continuum. Place your
mark anywhere, not necessarily on one of the numbers. Think of the numbers as:
1 - I am thoroughly dissatisfied
2 - I am dissatisfied

— angry,

disgusted, repulsed

3 - I am moderately dissatisfied
4 - I am indifferent, without an opinion a marshmellow
5 - I am satisfied
6 - I am very satisfied
7 - I am ecstatic, exhilarated, transported

—

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT...
a.

(feel free to comment)

the workshop thus far?

b. the balance between the time spent on theoiy and the time spent doing activity

2.

3.

c.

the pace of the workshop?

d.

th® quality' of the activities?
1

4.

e

~

2

4

3

I

the presentation of theory?
1

What changes in our behavior would help you to get more out of the workshop?

What changes in your behavior would help you to get more out of the workshop?

A s of now, we intend t© devote much of Sunday morning to problems involved in using
these materials, though we intend to continue to introduce activities. We intend t©
spend Sunday afternoon discussing methods of testing the validity of the materials.
If you are dissatisfied with this olan, please describe what you hope will happen.

I

your name (optional)
r.ve

r-)
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5.

List three questions that might be in people's mAnds-- questions thi't we should try
to answer before going much farther along with the workshop program.
a.

b.
6.

c.

Do you have any other suggestions for improving the workshop
not already apparent from you comments above?

7.

Free comment

— that

is,

suggestions

y

:

r; t:

:

a

s

,

.

«

t
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Psy cho l o r,}/
H a rr owe r ,

’•

lolly, A ppra ising Personality

N Y
.

,

Simon and Schuster,

.

hurray, Henry A., Ly.pl orat ions in Pe rsona lity,

1

9 5^

M.Y. Science Editions,

Ge stal t Therapy
Peris, F .Sc, Hefferline, R.F., and Goodman, P
Fxci tornent and Growth in Human Personality N Y Dell, 1 9^5
.

,

,

.

Handb ook s of Acti vit ies

A ilandbooK of Structured Experiences for Human Relations Training
Volumes I, IT, and III, University Associates Press", P.O.HJov
Iowa City, Iowa 52240.

ma

’

h a 1 am u d , D I , Machover, S » , l o w r d Self Unde r s t an d i n_g Gr oup_ Techn ones
Thomas, 19&5
in S o 1 f ~ on f r on tat ion , Springfield, Illinois, Charles C
1

.

.i

t

.

«.

Otto, Hi, Group. Methods Desi gned to Actu alize Huma n P otential
Chicago, Achievement Motivation Series

Problem So lying

C reativ e

Fames, S.J«, and Harding, H.F., eds
Think ing

.

,

A Sour ce Book for Cr eative

N.Y., Charles Scribner's Sons, 1902

,

Parnes, S.J., Creat ive Beh avior Gui debook
9^7

S ons

,

N.Y., Charles Scribner's

j

,

The P ractice of Creativity: A manual for Dynamic Group
Prince, G .1
Problem Solvin g, Evanston, Illinois, Harper and Row, 1970
.

,

Value s
Raths, L., Har'rnin,
., and Simon, S», Valu es a nd Teaching
Ohio, Charles Lerr5.ll,
966
I

,

Columbus,

1

Engl

i

sh Co rrmosdtlon

:

Francis, The Christensen R hetoric Program
Lanual, Evanston. Illinois, Harper and Row, I 9 SG
C h r i s t e n sen,

Leavitt

,

H D
.

.

,

S ohn ,

D A
.

.

,

Stop, Lo ok

,

a nd

W rite! U Y
.

.

:

Teac her's

,

Bantain

,

1964
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English Teaching

:

Dixon, John, Growth through English National Association for the
Teaching of English, Reading, England, 1967.
,

Moffett, James, Teaching the Universe of Discourse
Mifflin Company, I968.
The Uses of English

Muller, Herbert J.
Winston, 1967.

,

Boston, Houghton

,

N.Y., Holt, Reinhart, and

Reasearch in Composition
i

Braddock, Richard, Lloyd-Jones, Richard, and Schoer, Lowell, Research
in Written Composition National Council of Teachers of English, 508
South Sixth Street, Champaign, 111,, 1965.
,

Tovatt, Anthony, et al., A Sampler of Practices in Teaching Junior
and Senior High School English Ball State University, Muncie, Tnd,
,

,

1965.

Research in Group Processes

I

Schmuck, Richard A,, and Sckmuck, Patricia A,, Group Processes in
Dubuque, Iowa, Wm. C, Brown Company, 1 971
the Classroom
,

Grades- and Grading

:

Kirschenbaum, Howard, Simon, Sidney B., and Napier, Rodney W., Wad ,ja-get ? The Grading Game in American Education, N.Y.
Hart Publishing, 1971.
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HUMANISTICOGRAPHY
by John
An

T. Canfield

& Mark

Phillips

number of educators are focusing on the non-academic aspects of a
growth and are introducing programs dealing primarily with psychological
development. Such programs are generally called humanistic, affective, confluent or
psychological education. They aim chiefly at enhancing self-concept, increasing achievement motivation, promoting creative thinking and behavior, clarifying values, and
promoting better human relations, JJ As with most movements in education publishers have responded quickly. An enormous store of information in hooks, curricula,
learning kits, films, tapes, as well as a full array of professional organizations, has been
set in. This guide is an attempt to assist people sift through the pile.
increasing

child’s

BOOKS

Basic

Interest in affective education grows,

and

the publishers follow close behind, meeting

demand with

the
tide

continually

a

books related to the

of

increasing

subject..

We

have attempted to select those books which
we have found most useful in our own
work, which colleagues have lauded, and
which teachers beginning to work in this
area have found most helpful.

The

section,

first

brary

books,

of

newcomers

to

choose

give

providing
the

is

a

them

to

to

field

logical

teachers

to

list

impulses
behavior.

of books designed

to

provide

fundamental knowledge of
the
psychological
theory
and processes
which relate most closely to this educational
movement.
The third section, Related
Classics, includes those books which most
teachers with

dents' rebellion

for

humanistic education. Section two
focuses on Humanistic Psychology and ina

educators are already familiar with, which
primarily child-centered, and which are

her

mended.

into

and

Fantasy

it

is

so-called

University

One

ele-

stu-

and anger, Miss Lederman
transform these powerful
constructive
and
attitudes

Feeling

276 pages, $6.95./

1968)

Press,

by

Education

in

(New York: New York

Richard M. Jones.

of the few books in humanistic educa-

written

tion

from

Freudian-oriented

the

viewpoint

of

a

psychoanalyst.

Jones

be-

gins with a perceptive critique of

EDC’s

cur-

riculum “Man:

A

on

to

its

tions.

failure

(Ex.

A

Course of Stytdy,” focusing
deal with students’ emo-

teacher shows a film which

graphically depicts the killing of a seal but

seemingly
tions

this

fails

to

arouses

even recognize the emoin

the

children.)

From

here he goes on to point out the limitations
of Jerome Bruner’s work, the importance of

fantasy and creative thinking in education,

explores the implications of Erick Erickson’s
theories,

In a sense,

many books we

with

pupils

are

humanistic in the broadest sense. The final
section, General Books, might also be called
a
Secondary Library. It contains books
related to humanistic education which we
consider non-essential but highly recom-

methods

“disturbed” children in
mentary school. Rather than suppressing

place

introduce

dramatic, visual ac-

a

is

or

“difficult”

helps

to

cludes a

$4 95. /This book
count of Gestalt

Li-

begin

to

man with photographs by Lillian R. Cutler.
(New York: McGraw-Hill. 1969) 276 pages,

Basic

and for
school libraries to use in making initial
purchases. These are the books we would
the

Library

Anger and the Rocking Chair: Gestalt
Awareness with Children by Janet Leder-

a catchall for the

and

makes

specific

recommenda-

new approaches to affective educaTough to read at times, but it is worth

tions for
like

but

couldn’t

find

place for in the other three categories.

a
tion.

the effort.
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Learn by Carl Rogers (ColumE. Merrill, 1969) 355 pages,
$3. 95. /This is an excellent book which explains in considerable detail how and why
classrooms should be organized to free

Freedom

lo

Charles

bus:

notion

of

Harold
Charles

Lyon,

C.

Learn by
Columbus, Ohio:

|r.

1971)

Merrill.

to

pages,

321

$3.95 /

The

present

the Center for

Human-

training.

is

Perceiving, Behaving and

Becoming by

Development,
N.W.,
(120116th
Street,
Washington, DC.: 1962) $4. 50. /Edited by
Arthur Combs, this book presents a series of
articles

zation.

Included

This book

Rogers,

Abraham Maslow, and

is

a disjointed but

tions" are
is

valuable.

particularly

the next step after reading this guide.

the

Association for Supervision and Curriculum

comprehensive survey of the people, places, and ideas in the
field of affective education. The sections on
"Humanistic
Education Techniques" and
"Applying Humanistics to Classroom SituaThis

its

scheduling,

at the University of Massadesigned to develop and impletier-three curriculum.

ment

— Feeling

in

discuss

Education

istic

direction of education in the years to come.

Feel

and

tier

curriculum,

and teacher

staffing,

chusetts

to

third

for

curriculum work

students to learn. Rogers clearly points the

Learning

the

implications

in

by the leading educational theorists

and

perception, self-concept
are

self-actuali-

statements

by

Carl

Earl Kelley.

tion

Reach, Touch and Teach by Terry Borton
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1970) 213 pages,
$3. 95. /A readable, provocative, and informative introduction to process education for
student concerns. Borton believes that major
emphasis should be placed on helping children to understand the process of change,

at

to

Human

Introduction

Ceorge

(New
298

York:
in

Education by
The Viking
$8. 50. /George

pages.

Brown has been working

An

Learning:

Confluent

to

Brown
1971)

Press.

Human

Teaching for

affective educa-

with both the University of California
Santa Barbara and Esalen Institute as
part of a Ford Foundation project. This
book contains a statement of the purposes

confidence in the student that he
can go about the business of changing him-

of the project, extensive examples of affec-

self

and their classroom applicaand a series of personal commentaries

tive techniques
tions,

by teachers involved in the project. The sections on techniques and their applications
are filled with practical ideas for teachers
who wish to experiment and a chapter by
Aaron Hillman on "One Day in a High
School" is particularly moving.

Urban Schools Work by Mario
and Gerald Weinstein (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston. Inc., 1968) 62
pages, $1.95. /This small book, often overlooked, is probably one of the most im-

Making
Fantini

portant published
recent

in

of education

the field

in

Although

years.

based on the authors’ work

the
in

environments.

and

Fantini

identity,

of

Weinstein

disconnectedness

see

and

as major problems of our
and suggest that the total school
system be changed to help deal with these

subject

Their

The

first

matter,

solution
tier

the

is

a

deals with

second

three-tiered

traditional

with

student

and interests, and the third with
student
concerns
related
to
three
the
problem areas. The authors expand the
talents
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using

in

it,

and

his

in

own

time and

The book explores

as

he sees

fit.”

the theoretical basis for

Borton 's work, presents numerous examples
of

its

application

cusses a

number

in

Philadelphia, and dis-

of related projects in other

parts of the country.

Values and Teaching: Working with Values
Raths, Merrill
in the Classroom by Louis E
Harmin and Sidney B Simon (Columbus:
Charles E. Merrill, 1966) 275 pages, $3.95.
/This book outlines a theory of values and
a classroom methodology for the clarification

of

values.

It

contains

many

practical

classroom activities that teachers can employ to help students clarify their values.

Humanistic

Psychology

all

society

school.

practice

are

ideas

powerlessness

problems.

students

instill

urban schools,

they are applicable to schools in almost
loss

give

"to

of Humanistic Psychology. Edby James Bugental. (New York, Mc-

Challenges
ited

Graw

362 pages. $4.95.
Humanistic Psychology. Edited
by Anthony Sutich and Miles Vich. (New
York: The Free Press. 1969) 440 pages.
$3.95. /Both of the books provide a good
overview of the field of humanistic psychology, through a selection of essays by leading
psychologists
Rollo May, Abraham Maslow,
Carl Rogers, and Sidney Jourard.
Hill.

Readings

1967)

in

—

a 51
Family Therapy: A Guide to
and Technique by Virginia Satir.
(Palo Alto, California: Science and Behavior Books, 1967). $4. 95. /This volume
summarizes a philosophy about the family
and the communication process. Most of it
Conjoint

human

Theory

which

is

written

last
It

professional helpers, but the

-for

chapter

valuable one for educators.

a

is

communisubject which

introduces Mrs. Satir's original

and systems games, a
be expanded in a forthcoming
The People Makers.

cation

book,

will

Now. Edited by Joen Fagan
and Lee Shepherd. (Palo Alto, California:
Science and Behavior Books, 1970) $9.95.
32$ pages. /This is a very useful collection
of articles reporting new developments in
Gestalt Therapy

the

theory, techniques,

Of

Gestalt therapy.
cators

Therapy

Peris.

(LaFayette,

Press,

1969)

Rocking Chair:

the

Verbatim

by

Frederick

Real People
279 pages. /Fritz Peris

California:

$3.50.

was the founder of modern Gestalt therapy.
He was also a man of incredible insight and
great wit. This book, composed of verbatim
transcripts
of
complete
Gestalt
therapy sessions, reflects both his wit and
his wisdom. Combined with the films made
of his work, it serves as an informative
and readable introduction to the theory and
the process

which form the core of many of

the exercises used in humanistic education.

Man

the Manipulator

by Everett Shostrom.

(New York: 1969) 189
we adopt manipulative
from

being

and

that

roles

is

the chapter

keep us

people.

students

other

human

beings.

The

Transparent

(Princeton,
1964)

N.J.:

$2.50.

200

one of the leading

Self

Van

Sidney fourard
Nostrand-Reinhold.

by

pages. /Sidney

Jourard.

existential psychologists,

has focused his attention on self-disclosure
as both a

human

major cause and

beings,

ways

in

theory behind the process.

the

Toward A Psychology of Being by Abraham
Maslow (Princeton: D. Van Nostrand. 1962)
240 pages. /This
must be read if one is to
$2.95.

the concepts being used

be an

to

influence

book

that

truly understand

humanistic and

in

Masjow has been

educatiot).

affective

a

is

said

psychology equal to

in

Freud.

Related Classics

fourard

the differences between

effect of healthy

discusses

at

Because of their notoriety, we have not
annotated the books in this section. They
are, nonetheless, among the most important
writings available.

Education and Ecstasy by George Leonard.
(New York: Delta, 1968) 237 pages, $2.95

How

Children Fail

and How Chillohn Holt (New

(1966)

dren Learn (1967) by
York: Delta, 1967) $1.25

The Lives

of

Children:

School

Street

First

(New York:

by

Random

The Story

of

the

George Dennison
House, 1969) 30$

nages. $1 .95

The Open Classroom by Herbert Kohl (New
York: Vintage, 1969)

116 pages, $1.65

Schools Without Failure by William Glasser
(New York: Harper & Row, 1969) 235
pages, $4.95

Summerhill by A. S. Neill (New York:
Hart Publishing. 1960) 392 pages. $1.95
General Rooks

in

Affective Education

Of

on how teach-

manipulate

each
rather (han communicating as equal

ers

the

how

p. $.95. /Shows

fully-functioning

special interest

explores

can lead to greater
Curriculum being developed in
health.
humanistic education places a major emphasis on helping children to be able to
disclose more readily to others, and this
book is a good starting point for examining

and applications of

Education of Emotionally Disturbed Chil
dren” by Janet Lederman, “A Child with a
Stomachache: Fusing Psychoanalytic and
Gestalt Techniques" by Ruth C. Cohn, and
“Staff Training for a Day Care Center” by
Katherine Ennis and Sandra Mitchell.
Gestalt

and

special interest to edu

“Anger and

are

beings

self-disclosure

length

normal and healthy

Affective Domain: A Resource Book
Media Specialists (1333 Connecticut
Avenue, N.W.. Washington. D.C.: available
from Communication Services Corporation)/
Part of a series on Contributions to Be-

The
for

havioral Science to Instructional Technology.

Car! Rogers on Encounter Groups by Carl
Rogers.
172

(New York: Harper

pages.

$1.95. /This

is

a

&

Row. 1970)

very readable

account of the philosophy and practice of
encounter by one of the human
potential movement’s founding fathers.

human
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Communicaiion for [education by Susan N
Cummings and John J. Carney, Jr, (Scran
ton.

Intext

Pa.:

Educational

Publishers,

book provides skills for incompetence in interpersonal com
munication and views this competence as
closely related to human growth and de
vclopment. It combines content from general
semantics, psychology, group work and education to provide a comprehensive method
for teaching communication skills.

Processes in the Classroom by Richard and

Schmuck, 156 pages. (All published
by William C. Brown, Dubuque, Iowa. 1971.
Patricia

1971) /This

All are $3.95)

creased

entitled “Issues

Appiied

F Osborn
Scribner's.
1963) ./The late
motto "Keep it simple” is

Imagination

(New

York:
Osborn's

Dr.

by

Alex

—

well
illustrated
in
this
straightforward
guide to increasing the use of one’s creative

The

potential.

book

includes

numerous

examples, exercises, and techniques that
one can utilize individually or with a group.

A Source Book of Creative Thinking by
Sidney J. Parnes and H, F. Harding. (New
York: Scribners, 1962) /Don't miss this one
if you're looking for solid footing in
what
the creative behavior movement is all about.

/Three books in a new series
and Innovations in Educa-

-

tion.

All provide excellent introductions lo

'

the specific subjects

and are

be par-

likely to

ticularly useful for teachers

who

are begin-

ning to introduce humanistic education into
their classrooms and for administrators who

want

introduce humanistic processes lo

to

their staffs.

A Guide

Developing Your Potential by
Otto,
(New York: Charles
967. /A unique self-help
Scribner's Sons)
book in which specific methods of cultivating
Herbert

to

A.

1

own

one's

The book

resources are presented.

guidance

provides specific

discover

to

the

nature of one’s potentialities and to motivate

one

to

Many

use them.

of the suggestions

are applicable for classroom use.

Media

Value

in

Guide. By

Education:

A

Critical

Improvisation for the Theater. By Viola
Illinois:
pages.
397
(Evanston,
Northwestern LIniversity Press) $6.95. /This
is
the most popular text on theater games

Schrank (Chicago: Argus
Communications, 1970). $4 95. /A good reference volume for teachers doing work in
humanistic education, with a particular emphasis on value clarification. The book
provides a comprehensive summary of close
to one hundred films which could be used in

and

value education along with suggested ques-

Spcilin.

is

written primarily for the teacher.

It

contains more than 200 games and exercises
in

manual

designed

which are
almost all
help develop spontaneity and

form,

to

of

release creativity.

New

Priorities in the

signed to provide a framework for develop-

process-curriculum,

it

will

probably be

most valuable as a guidebook for schools
which wish to move in that direction. Starting
from the premise that the major
emphasis in education should be on develop-

book discusses eight processes and possible ways of
centering curriculum on these processes. The
processes discussed are: perceiving, communicating, loving, knowing, decision making

process-oriented persons,

patterning, creating, and

ing.

the

valuing

Encouraging Creativity in the Classroom by
F Paul Torrance. 133 pages; Expanding the
Self: Personal Growth for Teachers by Angelo Boy and Gerald Pine. 127 pages; Group
44
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,y

mfthods

The emphasis on

for discussion.

and

cussion

failure

the

possible activities

likely

to

and

present

to

weakens

dis-

other

the book’s prac-

on records is
be dated rather rapidly. Still, the
useful in helping the teacher decide

value

tical

Curriculum by Fouise
Berman (Columbus, Ohio: Charles Merrill,
1968) 241 pages, $6. 00. /In many respects
this book presents the most important new
approach to curriculum development. Deing

tions

Jeffrey

book is
which films

section

the

to order.

Organization Development in Schools. Edited
by Richard A. Schmuck, and Matthew B
Miles.

(National

Way, Palo

Press

Alto.

Books, 850 Hansen
94303) /This

California,

book brings together all the available empirical work on sustained efforts to improve
schools by developing their abilities to act
as self-renewing

New

networks of people

Directions in Psychological Education.

Edited by Alfred Alschuler. (Educational
Opportunities Forum. Albany, New York:
N.Y. State Department of Education 1969)/

An excellent collection of articles dealing
with varied approaches to humanistic education

ered

in

the schools.

are:

Among

achievement

the topics cov-

motivation,

process

courses, value clarification, sensitivity training, strength training for teachers,

and crea-

a 53
The volume

be published by Educational Ventures, Inc.,

the need
acknowledge

Middletown, Connecticut, for broader

of learning.

training.

liviiy

is

scheduled to
dis-

tribution.

scribe in several

sentences.

It

the effort

is

two people to put down on paper their
very moving and human attempt to create
a school, a community and a life style
that might free children and teachers from
the controls that warp their growth.
of

Self Concept and School Achievement by
William W. Purkey. (Englewood Cliffs, New

Prentice-Hall,
1970) /Explores the
Jersey:
growing emphasis on the student’s subjective
and personal evaluation of himself as a
dominant influence on his success or failure
school,

explains

it

how

the self-concept

develops in social-interaction and what happens to it in school. It also suggests ways
for

teacher

the

to

reinforce

and

positive

The Grading Game in
American Education by Howard A. Kirschenbaum, Sidney Simon, and Rodney W.

of Educational

The

Objectives:

Classification of Educational Goals. ‘‘HandII:

The

Affective

Domain” by David
Bloom and Berpages. (New York:

R. Krathwohl, Benjamin S.

tram

Masia.

B.

196

David McKay, 1964) ./In an age
“accountability”
the
vital

seemingly

rules

which

in

Use

this

book

as

authors

it

or improves upon

it,

it

book on the

will

remain

subject.

Teachers and Learners: The Interactive Process in Education by Aldred H. Gorman.
(Boston: Ally and Bacon, 1969) /This is one
of the best books for classroom teachers in
the

field

classroom.

of
It

book

this

present

case

their

count of one teacher and one class who
decide to challenge the system. As narrative fiction the book leaves something to be
desired, but as a practical and readable

guidebook for bringing about change
present

grading

system

in the

be

should

it

ex-

tremely useful.

What Do

I

Do Monday?

by John Holt, 318

pages (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1970) $6.95
/In this book Holt combines his theories of

education— the idea of learning as a growth
a moving and expanding of the

around him; a belief
feel the wholeness and the openness of the world around
us, and our own freedom and power and
competence in it with practical, easy to
use ;deas and exercises in reading, writing
and mathematics.

human communication
contains a minimum of

that

into

we

the world

learn best

when we

—

a

hierarchy are arbitrary, but until somebody
the standard source

of

against grades in the form of a fictional ac-

a

starting point for affective curriculum development and for survival! Its objectives
are limited in scope and its categories and

revises

are to

land,

the

statement of objectives has become
survival strategy.

schools

$ 1 .95/ If

1971)

Co.,

emphasize the psychological development of
children and are to place a major emphasis
on feelings, creativity, communications, etc.,
the issue of grades becomes a vital one. The

child

Taxonomy

(New York: Hart Pub-

Napier. 315 pages,
lishing

process,

concepts in students.

realistic self

book

for

WAD-JA-GET?

Rasberry Exercises: How to Start your Own
School and Make a Book by Sally Rasberry
and Robert Greenway.. 125 pages. (Freestone, Calif.: Freestone Publishing Company,
1971), $4. 00/This is a hard book to de-

in

teachers and students to
and respect personal aspects

of

in

the

theory

with the emphasis being placed on application.

Tough and Tender Learning by David Nyberg. (National Press Books, 850 Hansen
Way, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304.) /Ideas of
humanistic psychology are joined with educational theory in this eloquent examination

Depending on how broadly one defines
“humanistic education,” the number of films
that might have been included here is
seemingly endless. We have, somewhat arbitrarily, included only those films which cover
the theory and classroom application of
humanistic education.

Humanistic Psychology
Carl

Rogers:

(color, 30 min.,

On Facilitating a Group
APGA, $25 rental) /One of

the country’s most noted experts
dynamics discusses the factors he

important

in facilitating a

in

group
are

feels

group. Included

is

segment of a group conducted by Rogers,
providing an opportunity to study his
method of facilitating a group and his style
of relating to group members.

a
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A
1

a 54
min
which Abra
influence on

Self-Actualization (b/w, 60

Maslow and

PSY, $30 rental) /Two
ham Maslow, a major

films in

indirect

humanistic education, discusses

the

theory

(b/w,

May

known

existential

May

films in this series
his

own

“Mr.

the

presents the core of

Build

There

describes

multi-media

to

$60

FDC

A

Yourself

(b/w,

City

15

min.

affairs

course as viewed

from the perspective of

a curriculum de-

veloper,
teacher,

a

traditional

studies

social

and a ghetto resident who helped

teach the course.
It’s Between
the Lines: Drama for the
Classroom (b/w, 15 min. PAV) /Norman
Newberg’s work with
improvisational
dramatics has been one of the most effective parts of the Philadelphia program.
This film presents some beautiful segments
from that work and is an excellent film

All of the films in the series are avail-

able in black and white from

from $30

Out

a

a

PAV) /An urban

informative short-cuts to obtaining that con-

in price

way

and

PAV) /Briefly

min.

helping children learn about themselves.

philosophy.

Sessions in Gestalt Therapy. /A series of 1
remarkable films documenting the work of
Frederick Peris, the founder of modern
Gestalt Therapy, Since Gestalt provides a
basis for much of the work being done by
both George Brown and Gerald Weinstein,
two of the leading humanistic educators,
teachers should have some minimal contact
with the theory and the process. This series
provides one of the most interesting and
tact.

generate the

communications course comapproach with a
series of metaphors to help teach basic
communications skills and understanding.
A good introduction to the process curriculum and to the use of the combination
of confrontation and contemplation in
the

Humanist,”
most widely
psychologist. In the two
as

probably

is

to

Inside

Sense:
10

bined

Flutnan Encounter (b/w, 60

Today magazine

Rollo

and
and

curriculum

process

a

train

to

philosophy

application themselves.

Making

min. PSY, $30 rental) /Described by Psychol-

ogy

of

attempt

encourage them

to

specific

1

May and

basic

then

self-actualization

Rollo

an

the

in

approach

and the most recent
deals primarily
related research. Film No.
with honesty and awareness. Film No. 2
focuses on freedom and trust.
of

PAV) /Describes
teachers

and range

to use in conjunction with Viola Spolin’s

rental.

book. Improvisation for the Theater.

Classroom Applications
Film Distributors

A

Love

(color, 25

min. CF, $18

rental) /Originally

presented

on

Circle of

narrated

by

Walter

Cronkite,

CBS and
this

a pga

1607

focuses on the processes taking place in a

small group engaged
to

in

exercises

designed

improve interpersonal relationships.

Glasser on Schools (color, 19 min. MF, $50
per week) /A capsule summary by William
Glasser

of

his

“Schools

Without

CF

1

dc

Failure”

philosophy.

Philadelphia Affective
series of five films

Education

made by

Series./

and Urban
Prelude

15

min.

PAV)/A

/

MEDIA & METHODS

Guidance

New Hampshire

Ave.,

N.W.

Washington, D.C., 20007
Contemporary Films
330 West 42nd Street
New York, New York, 10036
Film Distribution Center
6304 University Avenue
San Diego, California, 92115

Media Five
North Cole Ave.
F
Hollywood, California, 90038
101

pav

1

Division of Instructional Materials

Audio-Visual Office,

Room

328

Board of Public Education
Parkway, South of 21st St.
Philadelphia, Pa., 19103
psy

brief

and

Personnel

Suite

Affairs.

(b/w,

glimpse of the first summer of the program.
A Lot of Undoing to Do (b/w, 15 min.

46

mf

the Philadelphia

Cooperative Schools Program between 1966
and 1967. Described in detail in Terry Borton's Reach, Touch and Teach, they provide
an introduction to the program, a teacher
training film, and a glimpse of three of the
program's courses: Communications, Drama

American

Association Film Sales

film

Psychological Films
205 West Twentieth Street
Santa Ana, California, 92706

a 55
from the author, c/o Jefferson Community
College, Louisville, Kentucky, 40201. This

TAPES
with a basic

teachers

library

in

area

the

An

min.,

of their extensive tape library.

The Curriculum (NEA,

/A

$9.00)

seven tape

developed by the N. E. A. which is designed to provide discussion starters on a
host of contemporary educational issues. The
emphasis is on the Philadelphia “Parkway
Program,” but two of the tapes “Affective
Education: Know Yourself Better” (7:25
set

min.) and

"Toward

ronment”

(11:25

A More Humane

min.)

are

directly

Envicon-

cerned with humanistic education.

The Emergent Group

(Big Sur,

Inner Fantasy Experience.
$8) /William

this is a
in

method which

is

particularly useful

conjunction with film.

Self-Actualization. (Big Sur, 60 min., $6.00)/

Abraham Maslow,
of

the founder of the theory

self-actualization,

discusses

Seminar on Encounter and Education

use of encounter methods in education dur-

120 min.,

ing

two

lectures

and

seminar

a

plan

based

upon

encounter

Why Am

I

Afraid to Love (Argus, 120 min.,
S.J.,

the author

same title, discusses the
self-imposed barriers which keep us from
giving or receiving love.

is

interaction.

becomes

how

a

learning

community

in

Argus Communications
3505 North Ashland Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60657

these feelings effect his be-

learn through honest

feedback

makes other people feel
toward him; (3) become more comfortable
expressing his own feelings openly and honhis behavior

when he wants

develop a greater ability to listen, to understand, and to be
empathetic with other people; (5) understand better the dynamics of small groups
to;

and how they work, and
behaviors in an

Tape Distributors

Using the tapes, the small

which each participant has a chance to (1)
know himself and his feelings better and

estly

college

methods?”

designed to provide educational experience through group encounter

how

a

which

“How would we

of the book of the

(2)

(Big

Sur, 4 hours, $32) /Carl Rogers discusses the

Encounter Tapes for Personal Growth
Groups,
(Human Development Institute,
$300 for ten 90-minute sessions) /This audio

havior;

process

disclosed in his research.

$16.25) /Rev. John Powell,

understand

the

and the motivations of self-actualized people

interdependence.

group

the

Joy, provides a

focuses on the question,

or

(Big Sur, 60

author of
demonstration of the guided
daydream method. A good introduction to
the uses of fantasy in humanistic education,
Schutz,

$16)/fack and Lorraine Gibb, the founders
of the Tori process, present the major concepts of this process of group work which
focuses on trust, openness, realization, and

tape program

teach a

develop-

ment, using Encounter Tapes for Personal
Growth Groups.

education.

humanistic psychology and humanistic
Teachers who wish to further
explore the subject of humanistic psychology
should write to Big Sur Recordings for a

•

college class in

of

full listing

how to
human growth and

booklet describes in detail

These tapes represent but a few of the
many available, and are designed to provide

(4)

finally;

interpersonal

(6) try

new

climate

that

encourages rather than inhibits change. With
an increased awareness of the alternatives
available to him the individual can exercise
more choice in what happens between him
and other people. Encounter Groups in the
Classroom: Instructors Booklet on Encounter
Tapes. By Maurice D. McCormick. Available

Big Sur Recordings
P. O. Box 4119
San Rafael, California, 94903

Human Development

Institute. Inc.

43 Old Ivy Road. N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia, 30305

NEA
Publication-sales Section 131

1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Also write for a catalog
Noumedia Co.
P. O. Box 750

to:

New York. 10573
(Tape by Ivan Ulich, Frederick
liam Schutz and others)
Port Chester,

Peris, Wil-
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SIMULATIONS
has been our experience that the use
introduces many

It

of games and simulations

humanizing

influences

classroom.

a

into

Every simulation game is different in its
assumptions and goals, but the intrinsic pro-

may, in and of itself, posithe environment in which learn-

cess of simulation
tively effect

place

takes

ing

with

agree

Simile

Project

Sciences

at

that

the

attitudes

for real-life deci-

maybe they get a feeling
life
is
much more complicated than
ever imagined, maybe they get a feeling

the world.

(2)

of simulations

Maybe
their

is

the

their

classroom

a

room

(chair

Group Therapy (Park

main importance
on the social

effect

shuffling,

grouping,

more

relaxed, natural exchange between teachers

and students

later on.

student-run

exercises,

Since simulations are

maybe

they

move

from the teacher
the simulation, and

“control’' of the classroom
the

to

structure

of

thereby allow for better student-teacher rela

Maybe simulations lead to personal growth The high degree of involvement may provide some of the outcomes
lions.

for

from T-groups,

sensitivity training,

basic encounter groups, etc.

The games and simulations
below

that are listed

relate specifically to the affective do-

main; they focus directly on the psychologiconcerns and processes of the students.

cal

The

great

number

able warrant their

of simulation

own

games

avail-

bibliography and are

numerous to annotate here. For more information on over 400 games and Simula
lions see The Guide to Simulation Games
for idmation and Training by David W.
Zuckerman and Robert E Horn. It is available for $15 from Information Resources,
Inc
1675
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02138.
(Also see.
Media and Methods. October, 1970)
too

.

48

/
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in

grades 3 through
Plastics,

Linden,

jersey, 07036, $8.50) / Individuals are

12.

New
asked

perform various verbal or physical tasks
and are rated by the others as cither being
“with it” or a “cop out.” The game is designed to push individuals toward greater
openness, greater honesty, and self-disclosure
to others. It should be used only with the
most mature individuals, is infinitely more
potentially damaging both to individuals and
to the process of humanistic education than
almost any of the curriculum materials being
developed in the field. Group therapy in the
hands of amateurs could be destructive. If
you use it at all, even with colleagues, use
to

it

with caution.

(3)

hoped

personality

game has been used

nation or

dividers, etc.) produces a

game

that

which learning takes place. Maybe
format alone, which demands
significant departure from the usual setup

possibly

they must successfully act out in a conflict

confrontation between their

they

their physical

a

(Synectics

and the Stress Situations of the game. The

setting in

of

— The Game of Empathy

that

they can do something important about aflives,

many

Education Systems, 121 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02138, $1 5) /Designed
to develop empathetic insight, Hang Up is
a board game in which participants assume
make-believe personalities with hang ups

sion makers,

fecting their personal

age levels with as

Hang Up

affect

empathy

all

as ten players.

greater

were compiled by
Western Behavioral

simulations
gain

accurately determine these emotions.

tend to

Institute.

Maybe
Maybe they
(!)

to

Can be used on

to

following “hunches” about

the

games

simulation

try

We

leading

thus

personal growth in the students.

Body Talk (Psychology Today Games, Del
Mar, California, 92014. $5.95) /A game designed to help people communicate more effectively without words and to enable them
to more effectively understand the non-verbal
communication of others. Players express
emotions provided on cards and others must

Insight

(Games Research,

Inc.,

48

Wareham

$8.00)/Each
participant examines a series of cards which
provide him with choices. (In which of these
settings would you be happiest? Which of
these books would you take with you to a
desert island?) He marks his own choices
and also predicts the choices each of the
other participants will make. The game is
Street,

Boston,

Mass., 02118,

useful in helping individuals learn more
about themselves, about the others, and in

communication.
interpersonal
Most importantly it is also fun and has a
low risk level. Can be used with 2 to 20

increasing

players.

M

icro-Society, developed by Dennis Dobbs,
Carol Goodell and Robert Hill (Real World
Learning Corporation, 134 Sunnydale Road,

San Carlos, California, 94070) /This simula-

a 57
tion restructures the entire class into a mini-

ature society with

all

the economic, political

and social problems that are inherent with
any emerging society. It is the most all-encompassing simulation we know of. Be sure
to write for their

Sensitivity

bury

St.,

brochure.

(Sensitivity

Boston, Mass.,

psychodrama or

role

Inc., 9

playing which

de-

is

signed to help individuals learn more about

how

themselves,

how
sume

personal
these

they relate to others, and

they identify with others.
the

roles

individuals

of

Players

as-

involved

in

and improvise and

crisis

individual’s

responses.

the classroom environment.

Group

Methods

Human

Potential:

act

Useful

out

with

and more mature adolescents, but
teachers might try developing their own
versions for younger students.

older

The Value Game. (Herder and Herder, 232
Madison Avenue, New York, New York,
$7.95 for the game plus $.75 for student
readings to accompany the game) /The game
consists of ten to twenty situations requiring

Designed

A

Actualize

to

Handbook, 2nd

Camino Drive, Beverly

Hills, California,

90212 $9. 95). /This new handbook contains
67 of the latest sensory, non-verbal, microlab, duo, trio and fantasy methods which are
part of the mainstream of the

Human

pages of exercise directions.

Growth Games: How to Tune in to Yourself, Your Family, Your Friends by Howard
R. Lewis and Harold S. Streitfeld, (New
York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1971.)/
new book gives instructions for over

This

200 growth games, with explanations of the
theories behind them and anecdotes about
what happens to people who play them.
of Staff Development and Human
Relations Training, edited by Donald Mylen,

Handbook

Robert Mitchell
(Washington, D.C.:

Anthony

and

J.

NTL

plied
classic

guide

Can be used with

human

relations training. Especially

5 to

35 players.

Behavioral
to

liam

Own

Awareness Sessions by
Christopher Hills and Robert B. Stone. (The

New
2310,

American Library, Inc.,
Grand Central Station,

New

York,

10017,'

1970

P.

O.

New

Box

exercises

physical games.

Workshop

L. Burgess (Available

from the

for Learning Things. Educational

Development Center, 55 Chapel
ton.

Street,

New-

Massachusetts,

02160.)/ 149 exercises
comprise this package of activity cards for
sensory awareness, expression and creativity.

The
the

in

Ap-

the

a

is

field

of

good for
which includes train-

Expanding
Schutz.

Human Awareness
(New York:

1967.) /This popular

by Wil-

Grove

book contains

Press,

a useful

discussion of the theory underlying encounter

groups, as well as

many

exercises that can

be adapted for use in the classroom.

York,

$1.25) /Contains

step-by-step instructions for 80 “basic,” Psychological, Sensory. Extra sensory, and Meta-

Fragments by

1967.) /It

ing white teachers to teach in black schools.
(oy:

EX ERCISES
Conduct Your

Stout.
for

Institute

Sciences,

cross-cultural training,

CLASSROOM

Po-

and Encounter movements. Over 400

tential

and is designed to help demonstrate the inadequacy of a moral system
which is based on absolute right and wrong.
decisions

edition.

By Herbert A. Otto (The Holistic Press, 329
El

New$10.00) /A game of

Games,

ing the ice and building a sense of fun into

activities were developed and used at
Murray Road School in Newton, Massa-

chusetts for high school students.

Games by Frank

for Self-Development Workshops by
Robert C. Dorn, Peter Murdoch and Alton
T. Scarborough, Jr. (Available free from the
Center for Creative Leadership, P.O. Box
3265, Greensboro, North Carolina, 27402.)/
Detailed instructions for four days of experimental exercises focusing on self-develop-

Manual

ment and self-change.
100

Ways

to

Enhance Self-Concept

the

in

Classroom by John T. Canfield, Harold
Wells and Lacy Hall. (In preparation.)/
Contains 100 classroom activities for kindergarten through college designed to enhance
the positive self-concept of students.

Harris, Eastern Cooperative
Recreation School, 1966. (Available from
Mrs. Kathryn Brush, 1717 Hill Side Road,

A Handbook of Structured Experiences
Human Relations Training, Volumes I,

Southampton, Pennsylvania, 18966, $3.00)/
This book contains many very useful classroom games for establishing rapport, break-

and III. (University Associates Press, P. O.
Box 615, Iowa City, Iowa, 52240, $3.00 per
volume) ./These handbooks are compilations

SEPTEMBER

/

for
II,
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of techniques, ideas, and forms useful

human

variety of

in

a

relations training designs.

They range from exercises requiring
no training in human relations work

little

or

ones
used by facilitators with extensive behavioral
science background.

The

to

volumes

three

Gunther

wake up

son

exercises
class

to

are

useful

help

wake

Ten Exercises

forming groups, studying group processes,
expanding awareness, communicating nonverbally, increasing skills in interpersonal re-

and studying assumptions underlying
human relations training. These are incredibly useful books and should be in your basic
lations,

$2 25) ./Drawing ideas

from the encountergroup movement, group dynamics, and their

own

experiences in the classroom, the
authors suggest a sequence of activities to
help students get acquainted, organize their

group for effective action, overcome reluctance to participate, listen in depth to other

members, draw others out rather than argue,
and arrive at a consensus.
Problem Solving in the Classroom by Robert
Fox,
Margaret B.
Luszki
and Richard
Schmuck. (Chicago: Science Research Associates,
1966. (/Deals with
the
issues
of
identifying problems in classroom life, selectdeveloping

or

appropriate

diagnostic

tools to analyze these problems, using diag-

and behavioral science resources

nostic data

develop a plan for improving the learning
atmosphere in the classroom, carrying out
planned changes in classroom life and evaluating the changes.
to

The Rules and Games of Gestalt Therapy
Abraham Levitsky and Frederick S. Peris.
(Lodestar Press, P.O. Box 31004, San Fran
cisco. California, 94131, $1.00) /"The Rules

by

Games

available

as

(See

of
a

Therapy”

Gestalt

chapter

Books

in

Gestalt

section.)

This

is

secret”

very useful

booklet

and
as

“I

take

responsibility”

group warm-ups

at

the

are

who

teacher

is

in the process of

repertoire of designs.

The

building his

exercises include:

Clear and unclear goals, Ability to follow
Openness and trust. Volunteering,

Ten

Who am

pictures

MEDIA & METHODS

for

each

16th

1201

Publications,

Institute

20036,
Washington. D.C
$2.50) /The second in NTL Institute’s series

N.W.,

Street.

of

,

packets

training exercise

“10

Exercises

(the

Trainers”),

for

was

first

adapts

to

format a selection of “Interaction
Briefs.” a continuing feature of Today’s
Education, the journal of National Education
exercise

“Interaction

Association.

signed to bring

human

material

teacher

the

to

and secondary school

are

Briefs”

at

level.

the

The

de-

exercise

interaction

elementary
ten

exer-

Learning About
Behavior Style, An Experiment in Communications, Stop Action, Role Playing, The
Fishbowl Design for Discussion, Diagnosing
a Classroom Problem, Accent on Listening,
and Lost on the Moon: A Decision-Making
Problem.
cises

in

the

What To Do

packet

are:

Messiah Comes by
Collier
York:
is
the second of Gunther's books outlining more methods to relax
and awaken our bodies. Again the graphics
Until the

Bernard
Gunther.
Books, 1971) /This

(New

are strikingly beautiful

CURR ICULA
Come To Your
Book
nue, Englewood
(Scholastic

$37.50 per

and

a

set)

Senses

by

David

Sohn.

Services, 904 Sylvan AveCliffs,

/A

New

series

Jersey, 07632,

of four fdmstrips

teaching guide which are designed to

student awareness of themselves,
and the world around them. This is
primarily designed to direct students toward
writing more sensitively and effectively.
Could be used successfully with a confluent
approach to humanistic education.
increase

Sense Relaxation Below Your Mind by Bernard
Gunther.
(New York: Macmillan
Company, 1968 ) /A beautiful book with

accompanying

1?

Interaction Exercises for the Classroom.

(NTI

others,

/

Institute

be-

ginning of a session.

50

(NTL

for Trainers.

Applied Behavioral Sciences, 1201 16th
Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, 1969,
$2.50) ./The exercises in this packet are
especially prepared for the new trainer or

also

Therapy

contains the basic rules and games of gestalt
therapy. Some of the games such as “I have
a

a

students up!

for

Tinker toys, and
Learning Discussion Skills Through Games.
By Gene Stanford and Barbara Dodds Stanford
(New York: Citation Press, 1969

Now

these

beginning of

the

at

per

a

of

directions,

library.

and

Many

senses.

his

in-

clude activities such as getting acquainted,

ing

which help

details exercises

exercise.

—
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The Coping with Books by Gilbert Wreen
and Shirley Schwarzock. (American Guidance

Service,

Building,

Publishers’

Pines, Minnesota,

55014)

/A

really

Circle
exciting

books for teenagers, dealing with
problems, interests and concerns. Some

series of

their

of the

with

17 titles in this series are:

"Coping

“Living with Loneliness,”
“To Like and Be Liked,” "Easing the
Scene,” “Can You Talk With Someone
Else?” and "Some Common Crutches.”
Cliques,’’

Communication by Jeffrey Schrank.
(Argus Communications, 3505 N. Ashland

Effective

Avenue, Chicago,

A

Illinois,

60657 $27.50)./

4-tape series with spirit masters for stu

dent

materials.

reflective

sing

The

listening,

feelings,

tapes

cover

identifying

listening,

and expres

brainstorming,

non-verbal

communication, and feedback mechanisms.
Failure: A Step Towards Growth. (Guid
ance Associates, Pleasantville, New York)./

A

filmstrip

failure

is

and

record

pointing

out

that

a necessary part of learning and

growing.

Gateway English by Marjorie

B. Smiley and
and others. (The Macmillan Company, 866
Third Avenue, New York, New York,
10022) ./A junior high and high school Literature and Language Arts Program developed
in Hunter College Project English. The books
are concerned with many significant human
themes as are shown by the titles in the
series: Who Am I, Coping, A Family Is A
Way of Feeling, Striving, Two Roads to
Greatness (Abraham Lincoln and Frederick
Douglass), Creatures In Verse and A West-

ern Sampler.

The Human Development Program by Dr.
Uvaldo Palmoares and Dr. Harold Bessell.
(Human Development Training Institute,
4455 Twain Avenue, Suite H, San Diego,
California, 92 120) ./This program is designed
to facilitate learning in the affective domain,
thereby improving motivation and achievement in all areas of education. The strategy
is
to employ cumulative, sequential activities on a daily basis as outlined in the lesson
guides. The vehicle is the “magic circle”
a communications system which incorporates
group dynamics techniques for children in
a

structured

learning environment.

One

of

the best we’ve reviewed!

Impact Series by C. Brooks and I. Trout.
(Holt. Rinehart and Winston, 383 Madison

New

New

York, 10017)./
books on key
themes. I’ve Got A Name, At Your Own
Risk. Cities and Larger Than Life.

Avenue,

The

York,

contains several

series

Making

It Strange by Synectics, Inc. (Pubby Harper and Row Publishers, 49
East 33rd Street, New York, New York,
10016). /A four-book series with a teacher’s
manual designed to teach children to be
more creative. The books also lend them-

lished

selves well
life

to

an exploration of the inner

out of which creativity springs.

Mixed Bag by Helene Hutchinson. (Scott
Foresman, 1900 East Lake Avenue, Glenview, Illinois, $5.95) ./Designed to elicit
emotional responses from students this book
includes photographs, paintings, cartoons,

song lyrics, poems, short stories, etc., on
the themes of family, violence, death, race,
and religion. Useful in conjunction with a
confluent approach to humanistic education.
Motivation Advance Program by Audrey J.
Peterson. (Combined Motivation Education
Systems, 6300 River Road, Rosemont, Illinois, 60018) ./This program provides experiences and information to assist youth in

expanding

their attitudes

toward

self-accept-

ance as worthwhile, unique individuals.
Designed for junior high and high school,
the program provides an opportunity for
students to expand their acceptance and
appreciation of self and others. Includes
analyzing
rapport,
establishing
group

achievement

patterns,

untapped

identifying

personal resources, clarifying values, setting
goals and

managing

conflict.

Self-Enhancing Education: A Program To
Motivate Learners by Norma Randolph
and William Howe. (Sanford Press, Palo
Alto, California) ./This book describes a
program which teachers may use to help
their students grow in self-esteem through
practical and effective processes. The critical
focus of the program is not only on what a
child can do, but on what he will try to
do when freed of self-doubt.

Social Science Laboratory Units by Ronald
Lippitt,

Robert Fox, and

Lucille

Schaible.

(Science Research Associates, 259 East Erie

Chicago, Illinois, 60611). /An intermediate-grade social studies curriculum providing a modified laboratory approach to

Street,

learning.

The classroom becomes

tory

guided

for

inquiries

into

a

labora-

the

causes
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and

human

of

effects

The seven

behavior.

units are ‘‘Learning to Use Social Studies,”

"Discovering Differences," "Friendly and
Unfriendly Behavior,” "Being and Becom-

AHP

Newsletter and the Journal of HumanPsychology are both publications of the
Association for Humanistic Psychology, 416
Hoffman Street, San Francisco, California,
94114 They both contain mountains of
useful
information for those
trying
to

ing,” "Individuals

istic

Understanding Our Feelings: An Adventure
in
Classroom Role Playing by William
LaRue, Sydney LaRue and Shirley Hill
(Century Consultants, Combined Registry

humanize education.

and Groups,” "Deciding
and Doing,” and "Influencing Each Other.”

Company, 6359 North Broadway, Chicago,
60626) ./A

Illinois,

of

series

stories,

study

Annual Journal of

The

ing,

Institute

Human Relations Trainof
Human Relations

Training, Inc., 3843 Washington Blvd., In-

and directions for role playing with a
focus on the following themes: "The Generations,” “Learning," “Work and Responsibility."
"Friendship,”
“Aloneness”
and

dianapolis, Indiana, 46205

"Discord.”

Directory of Who's Who in Human Relations Training, which promises to be a

prints

is

new

a

useful

what they should
do. The idea is excellent and it seems
unfortunate that some of the more sophisticated filmmakers haven’t done more in this

know

Stories

Inc.,

1

to the students to decide

(Printed

vein.

versions

NEA

available from the
1201

Division.

D

ton.

of

the

are

stories

Publications Sales

16th Street.

N.W., Washing-

guide

for

Journal

the

to

contacting

is

consultants

newsletter reporting the latest news in the

behavioral sciences.

It

is

the

to really stay abreast of

best

way we

what’s going

on in all the areas of psychology, sociology
and education.

Rock Candy Mountain, 1115 Merrill
Menlo Park, California, 84025.
Modeled after the Whole Earth Catalogue

Big

Street,

magazine contains countless reviews of

Afraid to Love? by Rev. John

I

Powell, S.

J.

(Argus Communications, 3505

Ashland Avenue, Chicago. Ilinois, 60657
./There is a capacity and a yearning

$1 .00)

love within

but

others,

of us that

all

We

afraid to release.
to

fear

want
our

we

are often

these issues in

Why Am

a useful

gift

will

not

be

way.

Afraid To Tell You Who 1 Am?
|ohn Powell, S. J. (Argus Communications,
3505
N.
Ashland Avenue,
60657. $ .75) ./Written for

Illinois,

a person, interpersonal relationships,

with emotions and

and

52

/

the

best

The $8.00 subscription

eight

dollars

fee

you could spend

is

in

this field.

Dynamis, 1 East 57th Street, New York,
New York, 10022, is a monthly newsletter
on the emerging consciousness of man. It
contains articles and news items on such
fields as expanded consciousness, yoga, self-

games

we

you who

realization,

gestalt,

bio-feedback

training,

awareness, body movement,
T'ai Chi Ch’uan, and ESP. $12 per year.
zen,

sensory

1

book contains insights on
self-awareness, growth, and communication.
Discusses the human condition, growing as
the teenager, this

"telling

inner growth.

I

Rev.

Chicago.

edge of ourselves, the reality of the world
we live in, and the facilitation of our

to give ourselves

accepted. This book for teenagers deals with

By

re-

sources for the acquisition of direct knowl-

Why Am

to

in

Behavior Today, Box 2993, Boulder, Colorado, 80302, ($10 per year) is a weekly

books, curriculum materials, and other

N

a

the field.

this

C., 20036).

relations training. Available

subscription

a

(Color, Doubleday and
277 Park Avenue, Garden
City, New York,
00 17) ./This is a series of
short fdms primarily designed for junior
high school students. Each film portrays a
conflict of conscience and then leaves it up

Unfinished

Company,

human

issues of

with

($6.00 per year)

journal devoted to dealing with the

the

play
I

am.”
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dealing

psychological
in

order

to

roles

avoid

Edcentric.

2115

S

Center for Educational Reform,
N.W., Washington, D.C.,

Street,

20008, $5.00. This monthly newsletter contains useful articles
to

and countless references

people, books, materials, and successful

projects in

the area

of radically

our colleges and universities.

reforming
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Combined

Edvance,

Motivation

Education

Systems, 6300 River Road, Rosemont,

60018,

nois,

and

a

is

newsletter on humanistic

education presenting

affective

Illi-

articles,

curriculum materials, newsnotes and practical classroom suggestions to help teachers
provide meaningful affective experiences for
Published

students.

their

times a year,

five

subscriptions are $3.00.

Periodically,

500 Clarendon Avenue, San Francisco, Cali(J. Richard Suchman, DirecNot only are the graphics beautiful and

American

the

Clearinghouse

newsletter
is

Psychological

on

high

for

school

available free from
Association’s

Psychology,

Precollege

1200 Seventeenth Street, N.W.. Washington,
D.C., 20036. Contains useful information

about

sciences

behavioral

the

and

their

application in the classroom.

A

Learning is the newsletter of the Park
South Teacher Center, Clarendon School,
Just

a

teachers of psychology,

Sourcebook for High School Teachers of
is also available from the APA

Psychology

Clearinghouse for Precollege Psychology
the

at

same address.

fornia, 94131
tor)

.

touching,

newsletter

this

full

is

useful

of

information and ideas.

Motivation Quarterly, c/o Jack R. Frymier,
College of Education, Ohio State University,
29 West Woodruff Avenue, Columbia, Ohio,
43210. Supported by the Charles F. Kettering Foundation, the Center for the Study of
Motivation and Human Abilities at Ohio
State University has begun publishing

MQ

for persons “interested in the
potentialities

human

of

quarterly newsletter

New

is

problems and

motivation.”

This

free.

Directions in Teaching, Department of

Education, Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green. Ohio, 43402. ($4.00 per
year). Calling itself a “Non-Journal Committed to the Improvement of Undergraduate

Teaching,"
cals

in

ND1T

one of the best periodieducation. Each issue has 4 or 5
is

with practical suggestions as to how
undergraduate teaching and
learning. Contributors have included Abraham Maslow, Jeanette Veatch, and Robert
Primack. Highly recommended.
articles
to

humanize

Observations from the Treadmill, c/o Mort
Yanow, 357 Hidden River Road, Narberth,
Pennsylvania, 19072. (Pay what it’s worth
This unusual one-man newsletter
provides many novel insights into what we

plan!)

are not doing in our schools.

It

is

for

all

those “on the treadmill.”

People Watching: Curriculum and Techniques for Teaching the Behavioral Sciences
in

the

2852
10025.
ing

Classroom. Behavioral Publications,
Broadway, New York, New York,
is

a

new

articles,

grams

which

quarterly publication featur-

techniques,
deal

reviews,

with

aspects

and proof

the

behavioral sciences and their application in
the school curriculum. Subscriptions are $5.

Pedagogy, c/o Clarice Stoll,
Department of Sociology, Sonoma State College, Rohnert Park, California, 94928, free
Subterranean

to individuals,

is

a “semi-private newsletter

published whenever time and materials allow

—hopefully four times a year.” Past issues
have included techniques to humanize classroom teaching, articles on simulation and
humanizing the college curriculum, book
reviews, and guides to periodicals.
Teachers and Writers Collaborative NewsImPratt Center for Community
letter,
provement, 244 Vanderbilt Avenue, Brooklyn,

New

York,

11205.

The Collaborative

brings together writers, teachers and students
for
that

purpose of creating

the
is

which

a

curriculum

relevant to the lives of children and
can therefore make the study of

language

a

living

process.

The Newsletter

presents techniques and results of this pro-

Much of what is found here can be
used to provide students with new ways of
emotional expression. ($3 per year).
cess.

Adirondack Mountain Humanistic Education
Center, Upper Jay, New York, 12987. In addition to conducting seminars in humanistic
education and value clarification the Center
has available reprints of many books and
articles in the area of values by Sidney B.
Simon, Merrill Harmin, Louis Raths and

Howard Kirschenbaum.
Affective

Room

Education

Development

Project,

323, Philadelphia Board of Education,

Twenty-first and the Parkway, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, 19103 (Norman Newberg and
Terry Borton, Directors). This Project has
been developing curriculum and providing

SEPTEMBER

/

53
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teacher

in-service

what

for

training

the

education.” The
theory and application of this curriculum is
explored in Borton’s book, Reach, Touch

"process

term

directors

AFT

Clearinghouse on Humanistic EducaD. Bhaerman, American
Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO, 101214th Street, N.W., Washington, D C.. 20005.

c/o Robert

The Clearinghouse

is

in

its

stages of

initial

development. It is hoped that such a clearinghouse will provide a place for teachers
share ideas, problems, successes and
to
failures in relation to their efforts to intro-

duce affective components and learning ex-

The

periences into their teaching.
house's

monograph

first

Clearing-

EMS

#6.

Association for Humanistic Psychology, 416

Hoffman

San Francisco, California,
tremendously useful organization.
In addition to publishing a monthly newsletter and lournal of Humanistic Psychology,
AHP holds an annual conference that is un-

041 14.

Street.

a

is

paralleled
variety

bringing

in

together

people working

of

in

wide
At

a

the

conference there were nineteen
devoted specifically to humanistic

education The
Paper Dragon,

Association
a

vehicle

also
for

Center

Foster

Curriculum

for

Street,

Evanston.

tential

styles

work

in

movement, ecology,
and futuristics.

The Center
versity

of

for

Design,

825

60204,

human

po-

alternative

life

Humanistic Education, UniAmherst, Massa-

01002

velopment, Theory of Psychological Educalion.

Race Relations and Strength Training.

Center is currently involved in a
curriculum development project, funded by
the Ford Foundation, to produce and im54

/
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affective edu-

and

conflict creatively.

Consortium for Humanizing Education, c/o
|im Clatworthy, New College, Oakland UniRochester, Michigan, 48065, was
formed to help schools create classroom
versity,

environments responsive to the individual
needs of children as well as the talents and
develop the
to
styles
of teachers, and
ways of facilicollective support concept
tating growth and change in schools. Besides
providing communication, the Consortium
plans on providing support through films,
resource materials, group discussions, inservice training, and aides.

—

Development and Research in Confluent
Education, Department of Education, Uniof

Massachusetts,

The

faculty

advanced seminars in affective education.
These seminars focus on developing positive
self-concept, clarifying values and managing

95106

(Gerald Weinstein, Director). Offers a graduate and undergraduate
courses in Education of the Self, Value
Clarification,
Humanistic Curriculum Dechusetts,

of

also conducts introductory

fornia,

Illinois,

the

cmes

versity

Mclnnis, Director) is involved in
developing humanistically oriented curriculum for the future. Recently they have
in

on

ing Edvance, a newsletter

cation,

publishes

(Noel

been engaged

potential

in

circulating

ideas on humanistic education.

The

human

our educational institutions.
In addition to sponsoring an annual conference on Affective Education and publish-

and students

area.

year’s

this

sessions

developing the

“Affectivity,

is

Classroom Climate, and Teaching,” by Dr.
George 1. Brown. It is available at 500
per copy from the AFT Order Department
at the above address. Be sure to refer to
item

Motivation Education Systems,
6500 River Road, Rosemont, Illinois, 60018,
an educational corporation devoted to
is

Combined

and Teach.

tion,

plement psychological curriculum that deals
with the concerns of identity, interpersonal
relationships and personal power.

Santa Barbara, Cali(George I. Brown, Director)
developing curriculum and training teachers
in the area of confluent education. Their
aim is to integrate the knowledge and
California,

human

activities of the

with

the

traditional

potential

classroom

movement
curriculum,

thus creating a more total or holistic learning situation

of drice

is

for

students.

The

basic

reported in Brown's book

Human

Teaching for

work

Human

Learning

Educational Development Center, 55 Chapel
Street,
a

Newton,

Massachusetts,

02158,

is

non-profit organization specializing in de-

velopment

of

curriculum

materials

and

programs. They are involved in far too many humanistic projects
to mention here, but one you should watch
for is a book being published soon entitled
Games Teachers Play by [oel Perlmutter
and Fred Stokely. It is full of useful ideas
teacher

training

and resources.
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Education Ventures, !nc. 209 Court Street,
Middletown, Connecticut, 06457. In addi
lion to publishing materials to teach achieve
t

ment motivation, EVt conducts a series of
summer workshops in achievement motiva
tion and humanistic education. It’s a good
idea to get your name on their mailing list.
possible

It’s

magazine
sometime

may

they

that

also publish

Humanizing

entitled

a

Education

in the next year.

Effectiveness Training Associates,

East

110

Under
the direction of Dr. Thomas Gordon, ETA
is an organization whose object is “to pro-

The Motivation Center.

Chevy Drive,

17

New

York, 11720, (Director,
jim Nugent), conducts in-service seminars
in staff and student motivation for schools
Ccntereach,

and colleges.

NEXTEP

Fellowship Program, Southern IlIllinois,
Edwardsville,

University,

linois

(Merrill

62025,

Harmin,

Director)

in-

is

volved in discovering ways to humanize
The
environments.
learning
classroom
nextep approach is one of the most comprehensive efforts

in

the field.

Euclid, Pasadena, California, 91101.

vide educational experiences for people

want

and

develop
tionships

own

effective

foster

human

rela-

fulfill

their

which people can

in

potential,

help others

to

theirs

fulfill

and resolve their conflicts in a
mutual respect, in friendship, and

spirit

of

peace.”

in

5-day intensive training workshop,

After a

ETA

who

required to

to learn the specific skills

Associates are able to offer three basic

courses

their

in

own communities:

Parent

Effectiveness Training, Teacher Effectiveness

Training, and Leader Effectiveness Training.

Program in Humanistic Education, Retreat
House Road, Gicnmont, New York, 12077.
Center is primarily concerned with
conducting workshops for entire faculties
and systems. However, last year the Center

The

conducted two summer workshops for those
people who had previous training at the
Center or other institutions: (1) Building
a Curricula of an Integrated Education and
Third Party Facilitation

(2)

Skills.

Education Project, Harvard
Graduate School of Education, Longfellow
Hall, Appian Way, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02138. (Norman Sprinthall and Ralph
Mosher, Directors) Working in conjunction
with the Newton Public Schools, they have
Psychological

.

Humanizing Learning Program, Research for
Better Schools. 1970 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

and

19103,

developing

is

an Achievement Instruc(aim) package to develop
achievement motivation and an interpersonal
testing

field

Materials

tional

fames

Education

Title

HREP

Project

c/o

Foley, Director, Board of Educa-

City Hall, Buffalo,

tion,

A

Relations
J.

III

project

New

for

York, 14202.

three

years,

the

trained teachers in affective learning

experiences

for

human

Enhancing Education, 19517 Pruneridge
Avenue, Santa Clara, California, 95950,
conducts in-service teacher training and
Self

Communications Package.

Human

developing a program using experistudy of psychology as a means of
educating pupils in their own personal/
psychological development.

been

ential

relations

training,

publishes materials in the area of developing
self-esteem in students.

Drop-Out

Teacher

Box

Center,

Massachusetts, 01002,

herst,

schools at

all

levels

that

have

Am-

521,

has

identified
relatively

a

produced an annotated bibliography and two
supplements on human relations education,
created an extensive list of annotated tech-

dents can develop self-respect and a sense

niques

for

of

and

Guidebook

a

containing

grade

learning

affective
to

experiences,

Learning

Activities

suggested lesson plans for all
This last book can be obtained

levels.

The Innovative Education Netbeing formed through the Association for Humanistic Psychology, under the
for

$4.00.

work

is

William Bridges, Professor of
English, Mills College, Oakland, California,
94613. The goal is to form a network of
direction

teachers
in

of

who want

to

humanize the teaching

undergraduate college courses.

high degree of student-centered learning and
low-pressure,
dignity.

house of
placement
difficult

They

to

are

humane atmosphere where

The Center acts as a clearinginformation and a specialized

in

for

service

function
interested

make education
believe

stu-

letting

in
in

teachers

those

relevant,

students

and

awake human

who

believe that

finding

traditional

who wish to
who truly

those

grow
and

beings,

learning

it

schools.

is

into

alive

in

those

an individual

process best carried on by each individual
exercising
his

own

his

own

choice

and moving

at

SEPTEMBER
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pace.
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Values Associates, c/o Adirondack Moun
tain Humanistic Education Center, Upper
lay, New York, 12987, is a team of educational consultants directed by Dr. Sidney B.
Simon (Co-author of Values anti Teaching )
who have spent many years working with
teachers, students, parents

and churches

in

the area of helping students to clarify their
values. Send for a brochure describing
weekend and summer workshops.

Youth

their

Foundation,
122
West
Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
55404, has long been involved in designing
and conducting programs for youth, teachers
and parents in the areas of value clarification, positive self-actualization and human

Research

Franklin

relations

They

training.

also

operate

as

a

Center for Thomas Cordon's Parent Effectiveness Program.
Psychosynthesis Institute, 150 Doherty

Way,

Redwood City, California, 84062. dim and
Susan Vargiu, Directors.) The Vargius are
working with creative and gifted adolescents
and are training people in the helping professions in the use of psychosynthesis.

Anthos, 24 E. 22nd Street, New York, New
York, 10010. Marilyn Harris is Anthos'
Education Consultant. She was trained by
the members of the Ford/Esalen Research
Group in Confluent Education, as well as
other Esalen leaders. She has conducted

many educator workshops

England Center for Personal and OrDevelopment, Box 575, Amherst, Massachusetts, 01002, was founded by
members of the Center for Humanistic Education and the Center for Human Relations
ganizational

at

University

the

shops

CENTERS

Almost any experience by teachers, counselors and administrators at any Growth
Center can be beneficial to the advancement
of humanistic education. Personal growth
experiences help the teacher become more
effect

own

emotional life and the
of his behavior on others (including

students)

.

They

self-actualization,

more

in

also

promote the teacher’s

thus

allowing him to be

touch with his

own

feelings

and

those of his students.

Above and beyond

the general

workshops

in
encounter, sensory awareness, gestalt,
massage, theater games, psychodrama, movement, psychosynthesis and bio-energetics,
many Growth Centers are now conducting
programs specifically for educators. For a
list of over 125 Growth Centers across the
country, write AHP, 416 Hoffman Street,
San Francisco, California, 94114 and ask

for

their

We

Growth Center

List.

below several of the
Growth Centers that have addressed themselves most directly to humanistic education.
We suggest you write for their future brohave

listed

chures.
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Massachusetts.
is

The

providing work-

the area of humanistic education.

in

Gerald Weinstein, SidSimon, |ohn T. Canfield, Don
Carew, Terry Mollner and Doris Shallcross.
Staff leaders include

ney

B.

NTL

Institute of

Applied Behavioral Science,
N.W., Washington, D.C.,
20036, conducts seminars for educators at
its many centers around the country. Seminars include those in Student Involvement
in
Learning, Change Agents in Education
and Educational Leadership, as well as the
Basic
and Advanced Labs in Personal
1201

16th

Street,

Center for the

MEDIA A METHODS

In

addition

humanistic
cently

Whole Person, 1633 Race

Pennsylvania, 19103
sponsoring workshops in
education, the Center has re-

Philadelphia,

Street,

his

of

Center’s main emphasis

Growth.

GROWTH

aware of

for Anthos.

New

started

teenagers

to

the

who do

Free

Human

School for

not “fit" into established

and a Center for the Study of
llumanology, which hopes to offer a Ph D.
degree through the Union Graduate School.
schools,

Esalen

Institute,

Francisco,

1776

California,

Union
94123,

Street,

San

the

first

is

Growth Center established in America. It
always has several top-flight workshops for
educators, most of them being run by George
I.
Brown, Aaron Hillman and other staff
of the Ford/Esalen Project in Confluent
Education.

lohn T. Canfield and Mark Phillips arc at
Uni
versity of Massachusetts (Amherst, 01002).
They arc currently completing a comprehensive bibliography and guide to major rethe Center for Humanistic Education,

sources titled

“Toward A Guide

to

Human-

Education ” of which this article forms
a part. They have asked that if you are
aware of materials of value in humanistic
education, that you contact them
istic

